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ABSTRACT
In the current era of ubiquitous technology usage, gadgets like smartphones,
tablets, and laptops are widely used. Since all of these devices are battery-
operated, the question of energy efficiency has become one of the crucial parame-
ters when users select a device. Energy efficiency aims at reducing the amount of
energy required when providing products and services. The energy efficiency of
a digital device has become part of its overall perceived quality.
Empirical studies have shown that mobile apps that do not drain battery usually
get good ratings from users. Many studies have been published that present refac-
toring guidelines and tools to optimize the code to make mobile apps energy ef-
ficient. However, these guidelines cannot be generalized w.r.t. energy efficiency,
as there is not enough energy-related data for every context. Existing energy en-
hancement tools and profilers are mostly prototypes applicable to only a small
subset of energy-related problems. In addition, existing guidelines and tools fo-
cus on addressing energy issues a posteriori, i.e., once they have already been
introduced into the code.
Android app code can be roughly divided into two parts: the custom code and the
reusable code. Custom code is unique to each app. Reusable code includes third-
party libraries that are included in apps to speed up the development process. As
compared to desktop or web applications, Android apps contain multiple compo-
nents that have user-driven workflows. A typical Android app consists of activ-
ities, fragments, services, content providers, and broadcast receivers. Due to the
difference in architecture, the support tools used to develop traditional Java-based
applications are not so useful in Android app development and maintenance.
We start by evaluating the energy consumption of various code smell refactorings
in native Android apps. Then we conduct an empirical study on the impact of
third-party network libraries used in Android apps. By analysing commonly used
third-party network libraries in various usage scenarios, we show that the energy
consumption of these libraries differs significantly. We discuss results and provide
generalized contextual guidelines that could be used during app development.
Further, we conduct a systematic literature review to identify and study the cur-
rent state of the art support tools available to aid the development of green An-
droid apps. We summarize the scope and limitations of these tools and highlight
research gaps. Based on this study and the experiments we conducted before, we
highlight the problems in capturing and reproducing hardware-based energy mea-
surements. We develop support tool ARENA (Analysing eneRgy Efficiency in
aNdroid Apps) for the Android Studio IDE that could help in gathering energy
data and analyzing the energy consumption of Android apps.
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Last, we develop the support tool REHAB (Recommending Energy-efficient
tHird-pArty liBraries) for the Android Studio IDE to recommend energy efficient
third-party network libraries to developers during development.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Global warming due to CO2 emission has become one of the most promi-
nent environmental issues in the past decades. A part of this CO2 emission
is contributed by the information and communication technology (ICT) indus-
try [64]. Therefore, producing green and sustainable products and practices
has been the focus of many researchers in the ICT community. Recently, the
focus of research in the ICT community has shifted from optimizing the en-
ergy consumption of hardware to optimizing the energy consumption of software
[11, 13, 24, 26, 40, 52, 62, 79, 88, 91, 109, 120, 139].
Software systems have such a significant impact on our everyday lives that
changes towards environmental sustainability can ripple to other systems with
which they interact and positively affect the industries in which they are used.
This impact can be direct, indirect, or occur as a rebound effect [23]. As soft-
ware indirectly consumes energy by controlling the equipment. An efficiently
designed software might use resources optimally, thus reducing energy consump-
tion [70, 84, 111]. A green or sustainable software is the one that is developed
and used in such a way that it leaves a minimum negative impact on users, envi-
ronment, economy and society in general [48]. Therefore, green software engi-
neering consists of processes and practices that help produce sustainable software
and everything related to the software product, be it development or maintenance,
taking environmental aspects into account [23]. In "green software engineering
practitioners care and think about energy when they build applications” [102].
In the current era of ubiquitous technology usage, gadgets like smart phones,
tablets, and laptops are widely used. Among portable devices, mobile phones
are the most commonly used. Statistics show that the usage of mobile devices
will grow in the coming years [50], indicating an increase in the carbon footprint.
Since mobile devices are battery operated, the question of energy efficiency has
become one of the crucial parameters when users select a device. Energy effi-
ciency aims at reducing the amount of energy required when providing products
and services. In order to produce energy efficient devices, the software architec-
ture, design, and code all need to be developed with the awareness that the soft-
ware product will be power efficient or, in other words, green. However, software
practitioners lack the necessary information and support infrastructure required to
produce green software products [102]. Such information could be gathered via
software analytics, which combines information from different software artefacts
and converts it into useful information for software practitioners.
The term ‘Android development’ refers to the development of apps that are
developed to operate on devices running the Android operating system. These
apps could be developed in various languages; however, in this thesis, we focus
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on Android development in Java. Android development differs from traditional
software development in terms of context, user-experience and a touch-based
interface. Android apps are designed for portable devices, which have limited
resources such as memory or battery. A common struggle during Android
app development is how to make the apps efficient in terms of resource usage.
Banarjee et al. summarize the problem nicely as follows:
“High computational power coupled with small battery capacity and the appli-
cation development in an energy-oblivious fashion can only lead to one situation:
short battery life and an unsatisfied user base” [19].
Previously, studies have explored mobile app stores in order to define procedures
to optimize energy consumption of apps [103, 118, 136, 156, 166, 170, 172].
Some studies have focused on profiling energy [16, 17, 32, 82, 125] consumed by
apps, while others have developed support tools [20, 55]. As compared to desk-
top or web applications, Android apps contain multiple components that have
user-driven workflows. A typical Android app consists of activities, fragments,
services, content providers, and broadcast receivers. Due to the difference in ar-
chitecture, the support tools used in the development of traditional Java-based
applications are not so useful in Android app development and maintenance.
1.1. Problem Statement and Research Goals
Android app code can be roughly divided into two parts: the custom code and the
reusable code. Custom code is unique to each app. Reusable code includes third-
party libraries that are included in apps to speed up the development process. To
produce a mobile app it is a common practice of developers to combine custom
app code with library modules. As compared to app code which is unique to the
project, libraries are reusable services that hide the low-level complexities and
provide developers with a higher level abstraction for certain features. As the
mobile app evolves the app code evolves with it while the library modules usually
stay static and are not updated by the app developers [44, 87, 147]. In the domain
of Android app development, research has been focused on development activities
related to energy efficiency, memory usage, performance etc., and maintenance
activities related to code smell detection and correction, energy bug detection and
correction, detection and migration of third-party libraries etc.
Code smells are an indication of possible problems in source code or design of
the apps. Such problems could be avoided by refactoring the code [59]. How-
ever, refactoring the code smells could impact the energy consumption of mo-
bile apps as internal structure of the code is changed. In Android development,
code smells typically appear due to frequent development and update cycles of
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apps. As the source code of Android apps is mostly in Java, therefore, tradi-
tional code smells (as defined by M. Fowler [59]) can occur. These code smells
are related to maintainability and can appear in applications irrespective of the
platform. In addition to traditional code smells, there are Android-specific code
smells that appear in Android apps. Android-specific code smells represent bad
programming practices in Android apps and could impact maintainability and
other non-functional requirements such as performance, security, sustainability
etc. Many studies [72, 73, 122, 123, 135] have focused on identifying and cat-
aloguing Android-specific code smells and profiling the energy consumption of
Android-specific code smell refactorings. Energy bugs are scenarios that cause
unexpected energy drains, such as preventing the mobile device from going into
the idle state even after the app execution has been completed. Such malfunc-
tioning can cause battery drains and should be avoided [19]. To build an energy-
efficient Android app, developers need to identify and refactor code smells and
energy bugs.
Third-party libraries are reusable components available to implement various
functionalities in an app, such as billing, advertisement, and networking. Up till
June 2021, the online Maven repository1 contained 15,730,282 unique libraries.
Such a huge supply of third-party libraries is linked to the demands and needs
of developers [174]. Almost sixty percent of code in Android apps is related to
third-party libraries [168]. However, these libraries could introduce various secu-
rity, privacy, permission, and resource usage related issues in apps [179]. The re-
search on the detection or migration of third-party libraries has many uses. Some
studies have used third-party library detection techniques for finding security vul-
nerabilities [65, 77, 104, 115] in Android apps. While others have focused on
privacy leaks [21, 60, 61, 80, 169]. Third-party libraries have been detected and
removed as noise in clone, app repackage, and malicious app detection studies
[27, 94, 150, 178, 181]. Third-party libraries are detected and removed from
these studies in order to improve the accuracy of the analysis. Studies related
to the energy impact of third-party Android libraries are limited [154].
To improve app code for energy efficiency developers could apply refactoring
alternatives that are energy efficient. In case of libraries, choosing a stable and
reliable third-party library is important as app success depends on it, however, if
that third-party library is not energy efficient and will not be updated anytime soon
it might negatively impact battery consumption. Despite a large number of studies
published related to the energy efficiency of apps, there is still a pronounced gap in
literature in terms of providing generalized contextual guidelines and open source
support tools for improving the energy efficiency of apps. This gap exists because
of the following problems:
• Research results related to energy consumption in software apps are con-
1https://search.maven.org/stats, Statistics for central repository
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strained by specific contexts and might not be convincing enough for app
developers in their work environment.
• The techniques used for measuring the energy consumption of apps dur-
ing such evaluations usually have a steep learning curve and are unique by
design. Therefore, they are not easy to adopt, reproduce or reuse.
• There is a lack of free open source support tools that could be used during
energy measurements. Measurements are performed by writing specialized
scripts for selected hardware and software components.
The research goal of this thesis is to help overcome these problems by evaluat-
ing the energy consumption of various code smell refactorings and third-party
libraries used in Android app development, with the intention to add data to the
already existing body of knowledge and to provide support tool(s) that could in-
tegrate with the current Android Studio IDE and be usable by app developers
without the in-depth knowledge of energy issues related to mobile apps.
In this thesis, we address the following research goals:
Main Research Goals
RG1: To understand the influence of mobile apps’ code structure on
energy efficiency.
RG2: To improve tool support for developing energy efficient mobile apps.
Regarding RG1, we evaluate alternative coding patterns to save energy in mobile
apps in two contexts 1) custom app code written by the developers; 2) library
modules, i.e., reusable services added to the project. Research related to RQ1
will be interesting for mobile app developers as it will add to the already existing
evidence on what is or is not energy efficient and will provide recommendations
to the developers in some typical use cases. To address RG1, we answer the
following research questions.
RG1-RQ1: Is there a correlation between code smell refactoring and energy
consumption of Android apps? (Chapter 4)
RG1-RQ2: Is there a correlation between code smell refactoring and execution
time of Android apps? (Chapter 4)
RG1-RQ3: Is there variance in the energy consumption of Android third-party
HTTP libraries? (Chapter 5)
RG1-RQ4: Is the energy consumption of a third-party HTTP library correlated
with execution time? (Chapter 5)
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Regarding RG2, we explore the state of the art support tools for energy efficient
app development and investigate their strengths and weaknesses. More precisely,
we answer the four research questions listed below. This research will be in-
teresting for researchers who want to conduct similar controlled experiments (as
conducted in RG1) for Android-specific code smells or energy bugs or third-party
libraries. Based on the answers to the research questions listed below, we provide
two new support tools that overcome some of the limitations of the existing tools
(Chapters 7 and 8).
RG2-RQ1: What state of the art support tools have been developed to aid soft-
ware practitioners in detecting or refactoring Android specific code smells and
energy bugs in Android apps? (Chapter 6)
RG2-RQ2: What state of the art support tools have been developed to aid soft-
ware practitioners in detecting or migrating third-party libraries in Android apps?
(Chapter 6)
RG2-RQ3: How do existing support tools compare to one another in terms of
techniques they use for offering the support? (Chapter 6)
RG2-RQ4: How do existing support tools compare to one another in terms of
the support they offer to practitioners for improving energy efficiency in Android
apps? (Chapter 6)
1.2. Research Approach
To address RG1, we first conduct controlled experiments, to evaluate the energy
consumption of various traditional code smell refactorings and third-party HTTP
libraries commonly used in Android app development. We choose Android based
development for investigation, because Android holds the largest market share
and is open source. Android also provides the capabilities to manage different
features using libraries and APIs. We select Java as the programming language
for investigation, because it is the native language for Android developers and is
among the most popular languages for Android development. We selected code
smell types as well as their refactorings, from Fowler et al.’s [59] list. We as-
sume that the types of code smells identified by Fowler et al. occur in Java code
independent of platform. The third-party libraries are selected based on usage
statistics and rankings provided on the popular third-party market (AppBrain2)
and catalogue (Awesome Android3). We identified the typical use cases from the
most downloaded apps in the Google play store. The selected third-party libraries
could be used as alternatives to one another in each use case. To measure the en-




accurate. Statistical analysis is done on the energy data to measure the variance,
effect size and percentage change in energy.
To address RG2, we study and analyze what is already built and what is needed.
We conduct a systematic mapping study to identify and compare the existing sup-
port tools based on the support they offer to develop green Android apps. In the
related literature, the energy impact of refactoring Android-specific code smells
is not consistent. We know about some tools that detect and refactor energy bugs,
among them, some also include detection for Android-specific code smells. We
systematically check support tools that provide coverage for energy bugs and cov-
erage for Android-specific code smells to aid the development of green Android
apps. We also analyze support tools available to measure the energy consumption
of apps. During the controlled experiments conducted to answer RG1, we found
it challenging and resource-intensive to benchmark the energy consumed by dif-
ferent code smell refactorings and third-party libraries. The energy measurement
process is human-intensive, and there are limited tools available to help automate
this process. Therefore, manual effort is required to apply refactorings and use
libraries in various contexts and combinations. Based on the analysis of state of
the art, we develop the support tool ARENA to help automate the energy mea-
surement process and thus making it more reliable and accurate. We also analyze
support tools available to detect and migrate third-party libraries in Android apps.
We systematically check existing support tools for coverage of the selected third-
party libraries, energy-related support and IDE integration. We wanted to make
the results from investigating the energy impact of various third-party libraries in
RG1 readily available to developers. Based on the analysis of state of the art,
it was clear that no tool offered energy-related support and IDE integration for
third-party HTTP libraries. Therefore, we build another support tool REHAB that
recommends energy-efficient third-party libraries to the developers.
1.3. Contributions of the Thesis
In this thesis we make three contributions that we hope will help developers and
researchers estimate and improve the energy efficiency of mobile apps.
Contribution 1: Impact of code smell refactoring on the energy consumption of
Android apps. We investigated the custom app code of mobile apps and modify
the code via code smell refactorings in an effort to find the energy efficient
refactorings. For this purpose we conducted an experiment to assess 1) if there is
a correlation between code smell refactorings and energy consumption, 2) if there
is a correlation between code smell refactorings and execution time. The results
of this experiment provide the following insights: 1) impact of refactoring only a
single type of code smell on energy consumption was not consistent. However,
where the effect size was medium or large, energy consumption decreased due to
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refactoring. 2) Specific permutations of code smell refactorings should be used
with caution as their energy impact might vary strongly depending on the selected
Android app. 3) A significant reduction in energy consumption of Android apps
does not necessarily correlate with a significant reduction or increase of execution
time.
Contribution 2: Impact of third-party HTTP libraries on the energy consumption
of Android apps. The right choice of third-party libraries used in mobile apps is
extremely important as it can affect the code quality. Third-party libraries save
effort to write specialized code and speed up the development. We measured
the energy consumption of alternative third-party Android HTTP libraries for
selected use cases to assess 1) which one of the selected libraries are more energy
efficient in a particular use case such as for making a multipart POST request to
the server or for making a GET request from the server or for loading images
from the server etc. 2) Is there a correlation between execution time and energy
consumption of the selected third-party libraries. The results of our experiment
show that there is a significant variance of energy consumption between the
selected Android third-party HTTP libraries.
Contribution 3: Tool support for green Android development. Aiming at identi-
fying the problems that are resulting in a lack of support tools for energy efficient
programming, it is important to first understand the current tools, methods, mod-
els, and profilers developed so far. To accomplish this, we conducted a systematic
mapping study. Based on the results of this study, and the energy data produced in
the contribution 2, we developed a support tool REHAB that recommends energy
efficient third-party HTTP libraries to the developers. We also developed another
support tool ARENA, to help automate the energy measurement process and to
reduce the risks related to human errors during energy measurements. Both tools
are open source and integrate with the Android Studio and IntelliJ IDEs.
The above contributions have been documented in publications III, VI, and VII
listed at the end of the thesis (see "List of original publications")
1.4. Structure of the Thesis
Sections 1.1 to 1.3 provided the context for the thesis, outlined research goals,
presented our research approach, and described contributions of the thesis.
Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the thesis structure.
Chapter 2 provides the background of how energy estimation can assist devel-
opers in making energy efficient Android apps. We also introduce the concepts
relevant to this thesis.
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Chapter 3 positions our research by summarizing literature related to app code
and related measures for improving energy efficiency in Android apps.
Chapter 4 tackles RQ1 and RQ2 of RG1 of the thesis and is based on the work
from [158]. This work was published in the proceedings of the 45th Euromicro
Conference on Software Engineering and Advanced Applications (SEAA’19).
Chapter 5 tackles RQ3 and RQ4 of RG1 of the thesis and is based on the work
from [154]. This work was published in the proceedings of the IEEE/ACM 7th In-
ternational Conference on Mobile Software Engineering and Systems (MOBILE-
Soft’20).
Chapter 6 tackles RQ1 to RQ4 of RG2 of the thesis and is based on work from
[155]. This work was published as book chapter in the Springer book Software
Sustainability .
Chapter 7 addresses RG2 and provides a description of the support tool ARENA.
Chapter 8 addresses RG2 and provides a description of the support tool REHAB.
Chapter 9 gives the concluding remarks and points out possible future research
directions.
Figure 1.1: Structure of the thesis
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2. BACKGROUND
In this chapter, first, we explain the key Android concepts, Android app develop-
ment process and how code smells and third-party libraries effect Android apps.
Then, we introduced the sustainability concept and approaches used to measure
energy consumption of Android apps.
2.1. Android OS
Android is a Linux based mobile operating system developed by Open Handset
Alliance1 and Google. It was launched in 2007. It is free and open-source,
commonly referred to as Android open source project (ASOP). Figure 2.1 gives
an overview of the Android software stack (we derived this figure from the
detailed Android software stack figure published in the Android developer blog2)
Figure 2.1: Android software stack
2.2. Android Apps
Android software development kit (SDK) tools compile all contents of an Android
app along with any data and resource files into an Android package called APK,
which is an executable file with .apk extension. The APK file can be installed
on any device with the Android OS. Upon execution a unique Linux user ID is




Only apps with correct user IDs and granted permissions can access files within
an app. Each app has its own process which is started when some component of
the app is executed and is destroyed when it is no longer needed. As compared to
desktop applications, Android apps have a complex structure containing multiple
app components such as activities, fragments, services, content providers, and
broadcast receivers3. An Android app code roughly consists of two parts: 1)
custom app code written by the developers, and 2) library modules, i.e., reusable
services added to the project. The third-party libraries included in an app use
underlying system APIs in the Android software stack to perform specific tasks.
2.3. Android App Development Process
The basic workflow to build an Android app is same as for other app platforms [4].
However, building an app is not just the basic work flow. It combines software
development, project management and continuous integration activities as well.
Therefore, we present a high level view of the Android app development process
divided into five phases as shown in Figure 2.2 (Figure derived from Android de-
veloper blog4). The first phase ’discover and define’ involves conceptualizing and
clarifying app functionalities, goals and potential users. Features are prioritized
based on requirement documents and milestones are set accordingly. The second
phase ’design’ involves creating prototypes/wireframes to understand the busi-
ness viewpoint and improve the user experience by helping to design a good user
interface. The third phase ’development and quality assurance/testing’ involves
setting up the environment for development. Android app development is an iter-
ative process. Typically, a project manager, product owner or chief architect starts
by setting up a project management system such as JIRA5 and a communication
channel such as Slack6. The development process is divided into a series of short
development cycles, where each cycle consist of refined/prioritized requirements,
planning, coding, debugging and testing. During development, developers have
full control over the selection of software development kits (SDKs), as well as
native and third-party libraries included in the project. The fourth phase ’publish-
ing’ involves preparing the app for release by configuring, building and testing
the app in release mode. Finally, the app is marketed and distributed to the users
via an app store. The fifth and last phase, ’maintenance and support’ involves
post deployment tasks such as tracking the causes of crashes, gathering follow-







Figure 2.2: Overview of Android app development process
2.4. Code Smells
Due to time constraints and rapid release cycles, code maintainability might de-
crease. In order to implement a current requirement quickly, developers may ap-
ply solutions that make future changes in the code costly. Code smells are design
and implementation patterns in an app source code that leads to decrease in soft-
ware maintainability. Code smells can be removed via Refactoring. Refactoring
is "the process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not alter
the external behavior of the code yet improves its internal structure" [59] . Man-
ual refactoring of code is a tedious task. Automated systems designed to detect
code smells are commonly referred as static code analyzers. Static code analyzers
perform static analysis on code without executing it. M.Fowler [59] has defined
many commonly occurring code smells in Java applications along with their refac-
torings. An example of a code smell is Long Method. Long Method is a smell
that points to a method which has become too long from the beginning or over
time and could affect the maintainability of the app in the long run. A possible
refactoring technique is to divide the long method into smaller methods which are
called from inside the original method.
2.5. Third-party Libraries
Third-party libraries are reusable components provided by other developers than
the one who is developing a new app. The reusable components typically help im-
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plement various standard functionalities in an app, such as billing, advertisement,
networking and so forth. Up till June 2021, the online Maven repository7 con-
tained 15,730,282 unique libraries. Such a huge supply of third-party libraries is
linked to the demands and needs of developers [174]. Almost sixty percent of code
in Android apps is related to third-party libraries [168]. However, these libraries
could introduce various security, privacy, permission, and resource usage related
issues in apps [179]. There are various online catalogues (such as Awesome An-
droid8, AppBrain9 etc.) available where developers can search for an appropriate
library that they can include in their project. In these online catalouges, third-party
libraries are divided into various categories bases on functionalities they offer.
Developers can compare similar third-party libraries within a category based on
statistics such as popularity, activity, stability etc. Selection of third-party library
is time consuming process that requires that developer go through documentation
and gather statistics about these libraries to make an informed decision.
2.6. Software Sustainability
The term software sustainability envelopes sustainability by software and sustain-
ability in software. Sustainability by software means using software products to
make other domains of life more sustainable. Sustainability in software refers
to the study and practice of designing, developing, maintaining and disposing of
software products in a way that it has minimal negative impact on the environ-
ment, community, economy, individuals and technology [22, 127]. In this thesis,
we focus on sustainability in software. Usually three types of resources are re-
quired in software processes i.e., human resources, economic resources and en-
ergy resources. Therefore, software sustainability can be divided into dimensions
[22] based on resources required in software processes. Figure 2.3 (figure derived
from [22]) provides an overview of software sustainability dimensions .
• Social Dimension: encompasses software development and maintenance
and how it affects the software development community.
• Economic Dimension: encompasses software lifecycle processes that are
related to stakeholders, risk reduction, investment etc.
• Environmental/Green software Dimension: encompasses development of
software products and how their usage and maintenance affect energy con-
sumption.




Figure 2.3: Dimensions of software sustainability
2.7. Energy Measurement
Energy consumption is an accumulation of power dissipation over time. Power
is not the same as energy. Energy refers to the ability of making a change in
the state of something while power refers to the rate of energy transfer. Power
is measured in watts, whereas energy is measured in joules. As an example, if a
task requires five seconds to complete and use ten watts, it consumes 50 joules of
energy. In the context of software engineering, when measuring energy consump-
tion we must take into account the hardware, context and time. The choice of
hardware or platform such as WiFi or 3G can effect energy. Similarly, the context
in which software is built and used affects energy consumption. Often, Android
developers use the reduction in execution time as a proxy for reduction in energy
consumption, which is not always true. For example, reducing the execution time
via increased performance may use the CPU in a high power state, thus causing an
increase in energy consumption. A typical energy software measurement process
involves 1) setting up a measurement environment, 2) executing the app under test
on a mobile device, 3) recording energy data via hardware based or software based
approach, and 4) cleaning and aggregating data for analyses, reports and visual-
izations. There are two different approaches for capturing energy measurements
1) software based approach, 2) hardware based approach.
Software based approach: Software based approaches are easier to implement
and are based on estimation of a set of features such as system calls, number of
packets transferred over the network, or cpu cycles etc. for measuring energy
consumption. Software based approaches are not very accurate.
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Hardware based approach: Hardware based approaches are difficult to set up
and depend on a physical measurement device. However, once the one time
setup is done they are more accurate than software based approaches. The
current/voltage data is usually recorded at the rate of 5kHz and higher. Figure 2.4
gives an overview of all the steps needed to complete the energy measurement
process via hardware based approach. We prepare app version(s) with test cases
that could mimic user interaction in a given use-case(s). Next, we execute the
test scenario several times on the mobile phone and energy measurements are
captured via physical measurement device such as Monsoon power monitor.
Then, energy data is collected, filtered and aggregated. The captured energy data
and related ADB logs are filtered by matching timestamps to identify start and
end of test scenario. In the end, statistical analysis is performed on filtered data
to identify significant changes in energy consumption.
Figure 2.4: Energy measurement process
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3. RELATED WORK
This chapter reviews the existing work related to app code and related measures
for improving energy efficiency in Android apps. To put our research in perspec-
tive, we organized the existing literature along three directions relevant to our re-
search questions; (1) code smells refactoring, (2) third-party libraries, (3) support
tools.
3.1. Code Smells Refactoring
Code smell refactoring in Android apps has been discussed with respect to quality
characteristics such as performance and maintainability [116, 175], but the energy
impact of code smells has not yet been fully explored [69, 132, 141, 165]. Studies
by Pinto and Kamei [131], Yamashita and Moonen [176] indicate that developers
do care about code smells (such as ‘Long Method’, ‘Feature Envy’) and conduct
refactoring. Verdecchia et al. [163] discussed the energy impact of five code
smell refactorings on three ORM-based Java web applications. Their results in-
dicate that in one out of three apps code smell refactoring significantly impacted
energy consumption. Castillo et al. [132] analyzed the energy impact of ‘God
Class’ refactoring on two Java applications. Their results indicated that God class
refactoring has a negative impact on energy consumption. Tufano et al. [161] and
Delchey et al. [43] discussed when and how code smells appear in source code
during development.
Android has the biggest share in the smartphone market and mobile app users pre-
fer native mobile apps over desktop and web applications [152]. Several empiri-
cal studies have investigated the energy impact of code smells in the mobile app
domain. Sahin et al. [145] applied six code refactorings from Eclipse IDE refac-
toring tool to the source code and evaluated their energy consumption. Morales
et al. [108] analyzed the energy impact of eight types of anti-patterns in 20 open-
source Android apps. Rodriguez et al. [141] evaluated the trade-off between
object oriented design and battery consumption of mobile apps. Reimann et al.
[137] published a catalogue of 30 quality code smells for Android platform dif-
ferent from Fowler et al.’s [59] list of code smells. Carette et al. [25] proposed
an automated approach called HOT-PEPPER, which enables developers to detect
and correct three Android-specific code smells. Cruz et al. [36] provide list of
design patterns for improving the energy efficiency in mobile apps. Chowdhury
et al. [31] recommend applying small changes to design pattern in combination
with the bundling technique as it can significantly effect on energy consumption
of mobile apps. In another study, Cruz et al. [37] present a tool to automatically
refactor energy code smells in mobile apps. They also studied [39] how main-
tainability in Android application is impacted by changes done to improve energy
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efficiency.
In related studies analyzing code smells in Android apps, the focus is on Android
specific code smells related to specific mobile resources, and their correlation
with performance, maintainability, and sustainability. However, traditional code
smells defined by M.Fowler could appear in applications irrespective of the plat-
form, Therefore, in this thesis, we extend previous studies by investigating the
energy impact of refactoring five traditional code smell types (first individually
per type and then in permutation) on native Android open source apps. We also
study the effect of code smell refactorings on execution time to check if there is a
correlation.
3.2. Third-party Libraries
There are several million apps available on Android app stores like Google Play
Store which could be mined to extract information related to apps and app usage.
Some studies have focused on app store analyses and extracted information about
billing functionality and ad libraries [14, 63, 103, 166, 170, 172]. Other studies
focused on the identification of libraries in mobile apps [18, 98, 100].
Another group of studies [18, 98, 100] have explored types and distribution of
commonly used third-party libraries (such as ads, billing, and social libraries)
in Android apps and how they affect performance and security. These studies
highlighted that third-party libraries were frequently used in Android app devel-
opment. However, they did not investigate the energy consumed by third-party
libraries. Wang et al. [173] presented an algorithmic solution to model the energy
minimization problem for ad prefetching in Android apps. Lee et al. [89] pro-
vided a run-time energy estimation system for ads in mobile apps. Rasmussen et
al. [134] conducted a study to compare the power efficiency of various methods of
blocking advertisements on an Android platform. They found many cases where
ad-blocking software or methods resulted in increased power usage. In Android
apps, there could be many reasons for long-running operations in the background
that continuously consume resources. Such operations could cause battery drain
and performance degradation. Shao et al. [148] demonstrated through experiment
that sometimes such behaviour could be caused by third-party libraries used in the
apps.
Choosing a third-party library is not simple, developers compare similar li-
braries by reading documentation or searching online. Therefore, some studies
[41, 106, 107, 162] explored different online sources and repositories and ranked
third-party libraries and APIs based on metrics (such as popularity, backward
compatibility, release cycle, etc.) so that developers can choose the right library
during development. None of the previous studies discussed the energy consump-
tion of Android third-party HTTP libraries. There are studies [90, 92] that fo-
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cused on measuring and optimizing the energy of HTTP requests in Android apps.
However these studies do not focus on third-party libraries for handling HTTP re-
quests.
In existing studies, information related to the energy impact of third-party Android
libraries is limited. Library-related research for Android apps, so far, has been
restricted to ad libraries, billing libraries, and social libraries, investigating how
these libraries are used and identified in mobile apps and how they impact the
security of Android apps and users’ privacy. Other often used third-party libraries
such as Android third-party HTTP libraries have received less attention.Therefore,
in this thesis, we investigate the energy consumption of eight Android third-party
HTTP libraries in five use cases. We checked if there is variance in the energy
consumption of popular Android third-party HTTP libraries. In addition, we also
checked whether there is a correlation between energy consumption and execution
time of these libraries in selected use cases.
3.3. Tool Support for Developing Green Android Apps
Most Android projects use Java as the programming language, however, the sup-
port tools and techniques used for Java projects reviewed by previous secondary
studies [58, 83, 149] cannot be effectively applied to Android projects as Android
development differs from traditional software development in terms of context,
user-experience and a touch-based interface. Therefore, many specialized support
tools have been developed to improve the quality of Android apps with regard to
maintainability, performance, security, or energy efficiency.
Studies that present support tools for developing green android apps cover differ-
ent aspects. Some studies have focused on improving quality of apps by refactor-
ing traditional code smells or by identifying various types of third-party libraries
(as discussed above). Other studies have focused on developing tools and tech-
niques to address Android specific code smells and energy bugs [25, 37, 53, 68].
Some empirical studies have investigated the energy consumption of mobile apps
by developing tools and methods for energy profiling and enhancement of mobile
apps [16, 20, 29, 32, 55, 82, 125]. Di Nucci et al. [46] introduced a new soft-
ware based tool PETrA, for measuring the energy consumption of Android apps.
Rua et al. [143] reported on GreenSource infrastructure, which characterize en-
ergy consumption in the Android ecosystem. GreenSource used AnaDroid tool
to instrument app code for software-based energy measurements and to automate
application execution.
The primary studies mentioned above are just a glimpse of literature presenting
support tools. To get a complete picture secondary studies are quite useful. Stud-
ies that compare state-of-the-art support tools and techniques can help in selec-
tion of an appropriate support tool for a given task. However, secondary studies
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related to measuring and improving energy efficiency in Android apps are scarce.
Related secondary studies in the domain of Android development have focused
on comparing tools and techniques related to static analysis of code, resource us-
age, security, malware detection, repackaging, and benchmarking of development
approaches.
Li et al. [95] performed a systematic literature review to analyze static source
code analysis techniques and tools proposed for Android to assess issues related
to security, performance, or energy. The authors have reviewed work published
between 2011 and 2015, consisting of 124 studies. The review concluded that
the majority of static analysis techniques only uncover security flaws in Android
apps. Qiu et al. [133] provide a comparison between three static analysis tools:
FlowDroid/IccTA, Amandroid, and Droidsafe. They evaluated these tools using a
common configuration setup and the same set of benchmark applications. Results
were compared to the results of previous studies in order to identify reasons for
inaccuracy in existing tools.
Degu A. [42] performed a systematic literature review to classify primary studies
with a focus on resource usage, energy consumption, and performance in An-
droid apps. The classification is high level based on the main research focus, type
of contribution and type of evaluation method adopted in selected studies. Their
results did not provide an in-depth review of support tools in green Android devel-
opment. Rawassizadeh R. [136] benchmarked apps based on their resource usage.
They proposed a method using a utility function and evaluated their results on two
apps comparing their CPU and memory consumption.
Corrodi et al. [35] review the state-of-the-art in Android data leak detection tools.
Out of 87 state-of-the-art tools, they executed five based on availability. They
compared those five tools against a set of known vulnerabilities and discussed
the overall performance of the tools. Ndagi et al. [112] provided a compari-
son of machine classifiers for detecting phishing attacks in Adware in Android
apps. This study concluded that many existing machine classifiers if adequately
explored could yield more accurate results for phishing detection. Cooper et al.
[34] provide an overview of security threats posed by Android malware. They also
survey some common defence techniques to mitigate the impact of malware apps
and characteristics that are commonly found in malware apps that could enable
detection techniques. Li et al. [93] provide a literature review that summarises the
challenges and current solutions for detecting repackaged apps. They concluded
that many existing solutions merit further research as they are tested on closed
datasets and might not be as efficient or accurate as they claim to be. Roy et al.
[142] provide a qualitative comparison of clone detection techniques and tools.
They classify, compare, and evaluate these tools.
Oliveira et al. [118] evaluated alternative development solutions available on on-
line sites like Rossetta and compared the energy efficiency and performance of the
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most commonly used approaches to develop apps on Android: Java, JavaScript,
and C/C++. Their results indicated that “JavaScript was more energy efficient in
75 percent of all benchmarks as compared to Java and C++ while performance-
wise, both Java and C++, outperformed JavaScript in most of the benchmarks”.
To best of our knowledge, none of the previous secondary studies provide an
overview of the state of the art w.r.t to support tools available to aid development
of green Android apps. Most secondary studies discussed above have covered
published work until 2015 or 2017 and many of the reviewed tools in those stud-
ies are now out-dated/obsolete. To build effective Android-specific support tools
to aid development of green Android apps, we first need to understand what is
already available and what is still missing. Therefore, in this thesis, we provide a
different view of literature by conducting a systematic mapping study to analyze
recently developed support tools for energy profiling, code optimization, refac-
toring, and third-party library detection or migration in Android development to
improve energy efficiency in apps. We explore if these support tools aid green
Android development. We provide an overview of the techniques used in these
support tools, information about their interface, availability, and IDE integration.
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4. IMPACT OF CODE SMELL REFACTORING ON
THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF ANDROID APPS
In this chapter, we focus on RG1 (defined in Section 1.1) by investigating the
influence of code structure on the energy efficiency of mobile apps. Android app
code can be roughly divided into two parts: the custom code and the reusable
code. In order to reduce the energy consumption of mobile devices, the quality
of custom code in mobile apps could be improved. This could be achieved by
constant refactoring. Refactoring is “the process of changing a software system in
such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of the code yet improves its
internal structure. Code smells are an indicator of a problem in software design
and quality that requires refactoring” [59]. Refactoring code smells could impact
the energy consumption of mobile apps. Therefore, we investigate the energy
impact of refactoring five code smell types (first individually per type and then
in permutation) in custom code of native Android open source apps. We also
study the effect of code smell refactorings on execution time to check if there
is a correlation. We expect that our findings will help developers improve their
Android apps not only with regard to maintainability but also in terms of energy
efficiency.
4.1. Research Method
In this section we introduce the research questions, identify the code smells for
refactoring, present the tools used for the detection of code smells, and define the
experimental setup of our study.
4.1.1. Research Questions
Our research questions are the following:
RG1-RQ1
Is there a correlation between code smell refactoring and energy consump-
tion of Android apps?
RG1-RQ2
Is there a correlation between code smell refactoring and execution time
of Android apps?
RG1-RQ1 investigates the energy impact of code refactorings from two aspects 1)
impact, i.e., how do code refactorings impact the energy consumption of Android
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apps and 2) Consistency, i.e., are the observed effects of code smell refactorings
in Android based Java applications similar to the effects observed in other Java
based applications discussed in related work. RG1-RQ2 investigates the impact of
code refactoring on the apps execution time, i.e., What is the correlation between
execution time and energy efficiency?
4.1.2. Code Smells
In this study we focus on commonly occurring code smells in Java applications
and investigate their energy impact in Android apps. We assume that the types
of code smells identified by Fowler et al. [59] occur in Java code independent
of platform, although the frequency with which they occur might be distributed
differently [138]. Therefore, we picked the set of code smell types analyzed in
our study, as well as their refactorings, from Fowler et al.’s list.
The selected smells are ‘Long Method’, ‘Feature Envy’, ‘Type Checking’, ‘Dupli-
cated Code’, and ‘God Class’. These smells have previously been investigated for
their energy impact (cf. Chapter III) but the results from those studies are limited
by the type and number of apps on which these code smells were analyzed.
The ‘Long Method’ code smell is one of the most commonly occurring smells
in Android apps. As defined by Fowler [59], this smell points to a method which
has become too long over time and could affect the maintainability of the app.
Several refactoring techniques are defined by Fowler to get rid of this smell. In
our study, we apply the ‘Extract Method’ refactoring for this smell. As a result
of this refactoring, the ‘Long method’ is divided into smaller methods which are
called inside the original method.
The ‘Feature Envy’ code smell occurs when one class envies the features of
another class, i.e., a method in one class sends many ‘get method’ calls to an-
other class, which indicates that this method could be placed inside the other class
whose features it envies [59]. We apply the ‘Move method’ refactoring for this
code smell.
The ‘Type Checking’ code smell occurs when an attribute in a class representing
the state is checked for different values. This state attribute is referred to as a
type field. The term ‘Type Checking’ was used by the creator of JDeodorant for
this smell [59, 159]. In our study, we use the refactoring ‘replace type code with
state/strategy’. This refactoring results in new methods and subclasses.
The ‘Duplicated Code’ smell occurs when the same code is used in many places
inside an app. This could be intentional or it could be due to the copying of the
code or it could be the result of another refactoring. It could be refactored by
combining the different code clone structures into one [59].
The ‘God Class’ code smell occurs when over time many functionalities are
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added to the same class in a project, making it responsible for a large percent-
age of the app’s architecture. This smell is removed by dividing the large class
into smaller classes, each having a unique functionality [59].
4.1.3. Code Smell Detection Tool and Refactoring
Based on previous studies [57, 121, 160, 164] that compared different code smell
detection and refactoring tools, we chose to use JDeodorant for code smell detec-
tion. JDeodorant follows all the refactoring activities stated by Mens et al. [105].
According to the studies mentioned above JDeodorant is very effective in detect-
ing the selected code smells. We manually evaluated each of the refactorings
suggested by JDeodorant before applying them to ensure that they do not change
the external behavior of the app.
4.1.4. Selected Apps
We chose open source apps in Android for this study because Android holds the
biggest market share in the world’s smartphone market. We selected from F-
Droid1 open source native Android apps that were more than two years old, had
more than 10K downloads, and at least a rating of ‘4’ in the Google play store.
The selected apps234 were picked from the categories ‘Tools’ and ‘Puzzles’. The
detection of code smells and the generation of refactoring candidates was done
using JDeodorant with Eclipse IDE. Table 4.1 summarizes the characteristics of
each of the selected apps. The first row (Years) shows the age of the project (up till
February 2019) for example, the age of ‘Calculator’ app is 6 years and 8 months.
The second row (LOC) shows the source line of codes and gives an estimate of
the size of the project. The third row (Downloads) shows the number of times
the selected app is downloaded by users from the Google play store. The last row
(Ratings) shows the mean of ratings given to the app by Google play store users.
Table 4.1: Characteristics of selected Android apps
Calculator Todo-List Openflood
years 6.8 3 3.1
LOC 7758 6145 1236
Downloads 1,000k+ 10k+ 10k+
Ratings 4.5 4 4.6
4.1.5. Testing Tool
We used Espresso to create test scripts as it comes built-in with Android Studio






other tools for testing native Android apps. Since we do not intend to navigate
outside the app under test, Espresso is a good choice as it supports white box
testing and UI tests can be created easily. The test scripts created in Espresso do
not need time delays to function properly. Therefore, the overhead introduced in
the execution of the apps when using Espresso is low.
We used our test scripts for energy measurements and also to ensure the correct-
ness of the refactored app code. The test cases5 included in the test scripts may
seem trivial but they were solely defined to ensure that the code containing a
smell is actually executed. To validate that the test scripts triggered the execution
of code containing a code smell as well as the execution of the corresponding
refactored code, execution traces were inspected.
4.1.6. Energy Measurement
We used hardware based approach for energy measurement. We used Monsoon
power monitor to measure the energy consumption, recording the power measure-
ments at a rate of 5KHz. The time between two readings was 0.0002 seconds. In
this study, energy consumption corresponds to the total amount of energy used by
the mobile device within a period of time. Energy is measured in Joules which is
power (watts) times measurement period (seconds). We calculated the energy as-
sociated with each reading as E = Power x (0.0002). The total energy consumption
corresponds to the sum of the energy associated with each reading.
Before starting the experiment, a baseline was recorded to measure the energy
consumption of the mobile device in an idle state, which was then subtracted
from the actual energy readings during the experiment to filter out the energy
used by the app under test. During the experiment, the screen brightness was set
to minimum and only essential Android services were run on the phone.
The timestamps from the adb logs recording during energy measurement and the
CSV files containing energy readings were matched to mark the start and end of an
execution run. Each app version was executed 10 times to account for underlying
variation in the mobile device.
4.1.7. Test Environment
The test environment consisted of an HP Elite Book, the Monsoon power monitor,
and an LG Spirit Y70 Phone having Android 5.0.1 as the operating system with
1GB of RAM, and a 2100mAh battery. The test was controlled from the HP Elite
Book using a script that automated the process and runs each app version 10 times.
This saved manual effort and ensured that no problems were created during the
experiment due to human error. The mobile device was connected via USB cable
5Calculator app test cases: https://bitbucket.org/hinaanwar2003/calculator/wiki/Test%20Cases.
Todo-List app test cases: https://bitbucket.org/hinaanwar2003/todolist/wiki/Test%20Cases. Open-
flood app test cases: https://bitbucket.org/hinaanwar2003/open_flood_src/wiki/Test%20Cases
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to the Monsoon power monitor according to the instruction manual of the power
monitor [12].
4.1.8. Experimental Design
In this section, we describe the setup of our experiment to measure the energy con-
sumption of code smell refactorings on Android apps. JDeodorant is provided as
a plugin in Eclipse IDE and works only with Java projects. Since Android studio
projects cannot be opened directly inside Eclipse like Java projects, the apps were
first modified using an Eclipse plugin in Android studio generating a file structure
that helps Eclipse IDE to open the project with Gradle and recognize the Java files.
Build path dependencies for projects opened in Eclipse IDE were solved manually
by the author. Code smell refactorings were applied in two ways: 1) code smell
refactorings per code smell type and 2) code smell refactorings for all code smell
types (one type after the other) in various permutations. For single code smell
type, we first detected the smells using JDeodorant and then candidate refactor-
ings suggested by JDeodorant were applied. For each suggested refactoring, the
test script was executed to ensure that the refactoring could be applied without
altering the functionality of the app. If the test script failed for a suggested refac-
toring, that refactoring was ignored. We applied refactorings for a single code
smell type and made new versions of the refactored app. For assessing whether
the order of refactoring has an effect, we also made versions in which all code
smell types were refactored in various permutations grouped by type. As the total
number of all possible permutations of five code smell types was 120, we chose
a sample of permutations randomly using Fisher-Yates shuffle [56]. Fisher-Yates
shuffle was selected as it is relatively simple and unbiased i.e., the probability
occurrence for every permutation is equal. For versions of the app where refac-
torings of all code smell types were applied in various permutations, we ignored
any new candidate refactorings identified as a result of applying refactorings to a
previous code smell type. For most code smell types, more refactorings could be
applied but we only applied and reported the refactorings for which the test script
was successfully executed.
Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show the numbers of applied code smell refactorings per
app. The code smell names are abbreviated as LM (Long Method), FE (Feature
Envy), TC (Type Checking), DC (Duplicated Code), and GC (God Class). In
the first column ‘Refactoring’, the row ‘Single Refactoring’ refers to the situation
where only code refactorings of one code smell type were applied. The rest of the
rows in the first column represent the situation where refactorings of all code smell
types were applied one by one in various permutations. For statistical analysis,
normality and homogeneity of the energy data were checked before doing the
analysis of variance67 (ANOVA) related to RG1-RQ1 and RG1-RQ2. For our
6The aov() function is R is used to perform analysis of variance.
7The data used in the analysis is available at https://figshare.com/s/53e2d06d8ab9c0d78427
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analyses, alpha was set to 0.05. We calculated the effect size using Cliff’s delta
[33].
Table 4.2: Number of refactorings for Calculator app
Refactoring LM FE TC DC GC
Single Refactoring 41 1 3 3 6
LM-TC-GC-FE-DC 41 1 2 2 5
FE-LM-TC-DC-GC 41 1 2 2 5
TC-GC-LM-FE-DC 39 1 3 2 5
GC-LM-DC-TC-FE 41 1 2 2 6
FE-DC-TC-GC-LM 40 1 3 3 5
TC-LM-DC-FE-GC 39 1 3 2 5
LM-DC-TC-GC-FE 41 1 2 2 5
LM-TC-DC-FE-GC 41 1 2 2 5
DC-TC-FE-LM-GC 40 1 3 3 5
Table 4.3: Number of refactorings for Todo-List app
Refactoring LM FE TC DC GC
Single Refactoring 45 3 3 4 11
LM-TC-GC-FE-DC 45 1 3 2 6
FE-LM-TC-DC-GC 44 3 3 2 6
TC-GC-LM-FE-DC 41 1 3 2 11
GC-LM-DC-TC-FE 43 1 3 2 11
FE-DC-TC-GC-LM 36 3 3 4 11
TC-LM-DC-FE-GC 45 1 3 2 6
LM-DC-TC-GC-FE 45 1 3 2 6
LM-TC-DC-FE-GC 45 1 3 2 6
DC-TC-FE-LM-GC 40 3 3 4 6
Table 4.4: Number of refactorings for Openflood app
Refactoring LM FE TC DC GC
Single Refactoring 7 1 0 0 1
LM-GC-FE 7 0 0 0 1
FE-LM-GC 7 1 0 0 1
GC-LM-FE 6 0 0 0 1
FE-GC-LM 6 1 0 0 1
LM-FE-GC 7 1 0 0 1
GC-FE-LM 6 0 0 0 1
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4.2. Results
In this section, we present the results of our investigation regarding the impact of
code refactoring on energy consumption and execution time for Android apps.
4.2.1. RG1-RQ1: Is there a correlation between code smell
refactoring and energy consumption of Android apps?
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that the effect of code smell refactor-
ings on energy consumption of Android apps was significant in two out of three
apps. The null hypothesis related to RG1-RQ1 states that the energy consump-
tion between the original version and all possible refactored versions of the app
remains the same. Based on the p-values and F-values (cf. Table 4.5), the null
hypothesis could be rejected for the ‘Calculator’ and ‘Todo-List’ apps (p-values
below aplha=0.05 and large F-values) but not for ‘Openflood’.
Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show the boxplots of Treatment vs. Energy consump-
tion in joules for each of the apps. The treatments are along the x-axis while
energy consumption is shown along the y-axis. Treatments refer to the type
of code smell refactoring applied (or=Original, LM=Long Method, FE=Feature
Envy, TC= Type Checking, GC=God Class, DC=Duplicated Code, ALL=Avg. of
all versions where the refactorings of all code smell types were applied in per-
mutations). From figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 we see that for permutations of code
smell refactorings, for all apps, there was no significant difference in energy con-
sumption. For individual code smell refactorings, two out of three apps had a
significant difference in energy consumption, but the direction of the effect is not
uniform across treatments. Only TC, DC, FE, and LM consistently saving energy
in both apps, however, the strength of the effect is not uniform. Table 4.6 gives de-
tails about the median, standard deviation, percentage change, and effect size for
each app after each treatment. In Table 4.6, the negative percentage change means
a reduction in energy consumption, and the positive percentage change means an
increase in energy consumption. We see that for the ‘Calculator’ app maximum
reduction in energy consumption was recorded in app versions where ‘Duplicated
code’ (10.8%) and ‘Type checking’ (10.5%) code smell refactorings were applied.






Figure 4.1: Energy consumption in joules for Calculator app per treatment
Figure 4.2: Energy consumption in joules for Todo-List app per treatment
Figure 4.3: Energy consumption in joules for ‘Openflood’ app per treatment
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Table 4.6: Overview of energy consumption results (RG1-RQ1)
Treatments
Application (joules) Or LM FE TC GC DC ALL
Calculator
Median 71.9 69.1 67.1 64.3 72.6 64.1 71.6
SD 2.6 3.6 4.4 1.7 1.8 2.8 3.4
% - -3.8 -6.6 -10.5 +1.0 -10.8 -1.3
ES - L L L N L S
Todo-List
Median 32.7 31.5 30.8 31.0 31.3 31.0 31.8
SD 2.3 1.4 0.5 0.7 0.7 2.0 1.0
% - -3.6 -5.9 -5.2 -4.4 -5.1 -2.6
ES - M L L L L M
Openflood
Median 29.1 29.5 29.4 N/A 29.1 N/A 29.5
SD 0.6 0.5 0.5 - 0.4 - 0.4
% - +1.5 +1.1 N/A -0.02 N/A +1.3
ES - S S N/A N N/A S
(SD=standard deviation, %= percentage change, ES=effect size, L=large, M= medium, S=small,
N=negligible)
4.2.2. RG1-RQ2: Is there a correlation between code smell
refactoring and execution time of Android apps?
Based on our measurement we could not find a significant impact of code refactor-
ing on execution time for the selected Android apps. The p-values (cf. Table 4.7)
were 0.2584, 0.113, and 0.384 for the ‘Calculator’, ‘Todo-List’, and ‘Openflood’
apps respectively, which was greater than the alpha value of 0.05. Therefore, the
null hypothesis stating that the execution time between the original version and
all possible refactored versions of the app remains the same could not be rejected.
Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 show the boxplots of Treatment vs. Execution time in
seconds for each of the apps. The treatments are along the x-axis while execution
time is shown along the y-axis. Treatments refer to the type of code smell refactor-
ing applied (or=Original, LM=Long Method, FE=Feature Envy, TC=Type Check-
ing, GC=God Class, DC=Duplicated Code, ALL=Avg. of all versions where the
refactorings of all code smell types were applied in permutations). From fig-
ures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 we see that that for permutations of code smell refactorings,
for all apps, there was no significant difference in execution time. For individual
code smell refactorings, only LM and FE show reduction in execution time in two
out of three apps, but the strength of the effect is not uniform.
Table 4.8 gives details about the median, standard deviation, percentage change,
and effect size for each app after each treatment. In Table 4.8, the negative per-
centage change means a reduction in execution time, and the positive percentage
change means an increase in execution time. In ’Openflood’ no significant change
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in execution time was recorded. For ’Todo-List’ app, for all versions execution
time reduced but effect size was not consistent. In ’Todo-List’ app maximum re-
duction in execution time was recorded where ‘Feature Envy’ (1.26%) and ’God
Class’ (1.25%) code smell refactorings were applied. For ’Calculator’ app, ver-
sion where ’Long Method’ and ’Feature Envy’ code smell refactoring were ap-
plied execution time reduced but effect size was negligible. For versions were
’Type checking’, ’God Class’, ’Duplicated Code’ and all permutations of code
smell refactorings were applied, execution time was increased however effect size
was not uniform.





Figure 4.4: Execution time in seconds for Calculator app per treatment
Figure 4.5: Execution time in seconds for Todo-List app per treatment
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Figure 4.6: Execution time in seconds for ‘Openflood’ app per treatment
Table 4.8: Overview of execution time results (RG1-RQ2)
Treatments
Application (seconds) Or LM FE TC GC DC ALL
Calculator
Median 201.9 201.9 201.7 202 202.7 202.3 202.3
SD 1.09 0.43 0.73 1.03 0.71 0.53 0.34
% - -0.005 -0.1 +0.01 +0.36 +0.17 +0.15
ES - N M N S L M
Todo-List
Median 84.3 84.1 84.8 84.1 84.3 84.9 85.2
SD 0.33 0.19 0.65 1.0 0.76 0.27 0.84
% - -1.08 -1.26 -0.40 -1.25 -0.98 -0.33
ES - L L L L M M
Openflood
Median 69.1 68.9 68.7 N/A 69 N/A 68.9
SD 0.55 0.22 0.43 - 0.43 - 0.24
% - 0 -0.37 N/A +0.47 N/A -0.09
ES - S M N/A N N/A N
(SD=standard deviation, %= percentage change, ES=effect size, L=large, M= medium, S=small,
N=negligible)
4.3. Discussion
In this section, we take a closer look at how different configurations of code smell
refactorings affected the energy consumption of each of the analyzed Android
apps. Verdecchia et al. [163] reported maximum energy reduction in versions
where ‘Long Method’ and ‘Feature Envy’ code smell refactorings were applied.
In our experiment, the number of applied refactoring of both ‘Type Checking’ and
‘Duplicated Code’ code smells were smaller as compared to ‘Long Method’ code
smell refactorings but the recorded effect size for energy reduction was larger.
For app versions where ‘Long Method’ code smell refactorings were applied our
results were similar to Verdecchia et al. [163].
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Table 4.9 shows the median, standard deviation, percentage change, and effect size
when the refactorings of all code smell types were applied in permutations. The
negative percentage change indicates a reduction in energy consumption, and the
positive percentage change indicates an increase in energy consumption. We only
analysed the ‘Calculator’ and ‘Todo-List’ app because for ‘Openflood’ app the
change in energy consumption was not significant. In the ‘Calculator’ and ‘Todo-
List’ apps. In ‘Calculator’ app the permutation ‘LM-TC-DC-FE-GC’ resulted in
a maximum increase of energy consumption up to 7.25%, while the permutation
‘DC-TC-FE-LM-GC’ resulted in a maximum decrease of energy consumption up
to 9.3%. In the ‘Todo-List’ app no permutation resulted in a significant increase
in energy consumption, However, the maximum decrease of energy consumption
was in permutation ‘FE-DC-TC-GC-LM’ (up to 7%). If not used carefully the
refactorings for different code smells could cancel out each other’s positive ef-
fects. To find a clear pattern between a permutation of code smell refactoring
types and energy consumption, we need experiments with more permutations on
a bigger corpus of Android apps.
Table 4.9: Energy consumption results when a permutation of code smell refac-
torings was applied.
Refactoring Calculator Todo-List
Med SD % ES Med SD % ES
Original (baseline) 71.9 2.6 - - 32.7 2.0 - -
LM-TC-GC-FE-DC 74.8 6.3 +4.0 N 31.3 0.9 -4.3 L
FE-LM-TC-DC-GC 66.8 2.8 -7.0 L 31.4 0.8 -3.9 M
TC-GC-LM-FE-DC 66.8 6.9 -7.1 S 31.3 0.9 -4.1 L
GC-LM-DC-TC-FE 75.8 6.9 +5.4 S 32.3 2.3 -1.1 N
FE-DC-TC-GC-LM 76.6 6.5 +6.9 L 30.4 0.5 -7.0 L
TC-LM-DC-FE-GC 70.9 2.5 -1.3 S 33.8 0.7 +3.4 N
LM-DC-TC-GC-FE 69.4 4.8 -3.4 S 32.2 1.5 -1.3 N
LM-TC-DC-FE-GC 77.1 4.8 +7.2 L 30.9 0.5 -5.3 L
DC-TC-FE-LM-GC 65.1 9.6 -9.3 L 31.9 1.2 -2.4 S
(Med=median, SD= standard deviation, %= percentage change, ES=effect size, L=large, M=
medium, S=small, N=negligible)
The results related to RG1-RQ2 are contradictory to the results reported by
Verdecchia et al. [163]. They reported that observed energy reduction was due
to performance-related improvements. However, in our results the energy con-
sumption was not clearly related to increase or decrease in execution time. For
Calculator app, energy consumption reduced in versions where ’Long Method’,
’Feature Envy’, ’Type checking’ and ’Duplicated’ code smell refactorings were
applied. However, for the same versions execution time was reduced (with negli-
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gible effect size) only in versions where ’Long Method’ and ’Feature Envy’ code
smell refactorings were applied. For all other versions execution time increased
and the effect size was not uniform. For ’Todo-List’ app, energy consumption
and execution reduced in all versions, however, effect size was not uniform. For
’Openflood’ app, there was negligible change is execution time and energy con-
sumption. The direction of the effect was not uniform across treatments. There-
fore, more experimental evidence is required to confirm the assumption that a
trade-off between execution time and energy consumption exists.
We detailed the statistics of the selected Android apps in section 4.1.4. The age
of apps ‘Todo-List’ and ‘Openflood’ were the same yet there was a significant
difference in the number of code smells refactored in these two apps. This shows
that for the Android app of the same age the probability of detected code smells
could be dependent on the size of the projects and also possibly on the experience
and knowledge of the contributors of that project regarding code smell refactoring.
Insight 1
Impact of refactoring only a single type of code smell on energy consump-
tion of selected apps was not consistent. However, in two out of three
selected apps, where the effect size was medium or large, the energy con-
sumption decreased due to refactoring.
Insight 2
The energy impact of overall permutations of code smell refactorings in
the selected Android apps was small. However, specific permutations of
code smell refactorings should be used with caution as their energy impact
might vary strongly depending on the selected Android app.
Insight 3
Significant reduction in energy consumption of Android apps does not nec-
essarily correlate with a significant reduction or increase of execution time.
4.4. Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the possible threats to validity of this study and our
strategy to mitigate them.
Internal validity: In order to avoid threats related to the order in which the tests
were executed, caches and data related to each app was cleaned from the mobile
device before each run. When applying multiple treatments, the order of treat-
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ments could effect the results. To mitigate effects that might occur due to specific
order of refactoring we performed randomization using Fisher-Yates shuffle [56].
We used JDeodorant for detecting code smells and for generating candidate refac-
torings. The accuracy of this tool might affect the accuracy of the results. We
selected JDeodorant because it complies with Mens et al. [105] list of activities
that should be followed by a good detection and refactoring tool. JDeodorant
has been used in various previous studies for code smell detection, based on the
above two reasons we think that the results produced by JDeodorant were reliable.
However, we cannot ensure that the same candidate code smell refactorings will
be produced if this study is replicated using another code smell detection tool.
External validity: The apps chosen for experimentation were selected from F-
Droid but to ensure that they were representative of a real world Android apps we
checked that these apps are also available on Google play store and have more
than 10K downloads and a rating of 4 at least. We only analyzed three apps there-
fore the results might not be generalizable in every context. The current results
are specific to context (in terms of OS, programming language and type of appli-
cations) used in the experiment. Increasing the magnitude of study in terms of a
number of included apps in future work is desirable. Increasing the number of
apps in the experiment also exponentially increases the number of app versions
that need to be tested. As writing test scenarios, checking each candidate refac-
toring before applying and mapping of Android projects to Eclipse Java projects
is a time consuming and slow process that requires manual effort, we limited this
experiment to three apps. Nevertheless, we did consider apps from two different
app categories of Google play store.
It is important to note that in order to replicate the results of this experiment same
phone model and Android OS version, measurement tools and app version should
be used. The reason is that different mobile phones with different Android OS
might use different levels of energy. Changing the version of the apps might
result in failure of test cases. To ensure that the selected device was a good repre-
sentation of an Android device we checked the device specifications, i.e., Android
version, Chipset, screen resolution and size, battery capacity and RAM size.
Construct validity: Accuracy of energy measurements depend on the sampling
frequency of the measurement device. Energy measurements were recorded using
the Monsoon power monitor which recorded power consumption at a rate of 5KHz
or one sample every 200 microsecond. The same specification has been used in
previous studies [20, 38, 81, 91, 180] so sampling frequency in enough to produce
precise readings. Energy measurements were for app plus Android OS related
activities. We tried to minimize this threat by using adb logs and matching the
timestamps with the energy trace to filter out any unwanted readings. A baseline
was recorded and subtracted from readings. We repeated the tests 10 times for
each version and included the averaged reading to further mitigate variations in
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the readings. However, recording the logs for the app introduces an overhead
which in itself could be energy consuming. But as this overhead was constant
between the versions of the app it could be ignored. During the experiments, the
screen brightness is set to a minimum and only essential Android services are run
on the phone.
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5. IMPACT OF THIRD-PARTY HTTP LIBRARIES ON
THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF ANDROID APPS
In this chapter, we also focus on RG1 (defined in Section 1.1) by investigating the
influence of code structure on the energy efficiency of mobile apps. Android app
code can be roughly divided into two parts: the custom code and the reusable code.
In previous chapter we conducted a study on the custom code of Android apps.
In this chapter we focus on the reusable code i.e., third-party libraries included in
the Android app code.
The use of third party libraries for implementing various functionalities in mobile
apps is very common. Wang et al. [168] have found that over 60% of Android
apps’ code is contributed by commonly used libraries. Developers prefer to use li-
braries because it speeds up the development process. Usually, for a specific task,
there are many different libraries available that can help developers achieve that
task. If developers are not well informed, then the task of choosing the correct
library may not be easy. Developers compare libraries based on different charac-
teristics such as performance, usability, community support or functionality of the
library to find the best alternative. The information available on sites such as stack
overflow is usually limited as each online post focuses on a specific aspect of the
library and typically provided information is based on the personal experience of
the posting developers. Developers can also consult online catalogs such as ‘Awe-
some Android’, ‘AppBrain’, and ‘MindOrk’1 which give information about a li-
brary’s popularity, usage, number of installs, etc. (information usually extracted
from the official documentation and Github pages of the libraries.), however, none
of these sites provide information about the energy consumption of Android third-
party libraries. A library once added in the app is hardly ever updated [147] and,
therefore, it is crucial that developers know how much energy a particular library
consumes for a particular task to avoid unnecessary battery drain. Measuring the
energy consumption of these libraries could be beneficial to the developers as they
could make better choices about which libraries to use in their apps.
In this chapter, we investigate Android third-party network libraries (sometimes
also referred to as network packages). Among the network libraries, we focus
on libraries used to establish network connections for sending and receiving data
to/from the server. Apps in different categories (such as games, business, utili-
ties, education, lifestyle, travel) have different requirements and functionalities.
Moreover, user expectations are also different for each category. However, there





authentication, web search, push notifications, image/video/user-data upload to
servers, etc. The most common mechanism used behind these features is HTTP
request methods like GET and POST. Since different third-party libraries adopt
different mechanisms to achieve the same task, the energy consumption of these
libraries could be different. The results in [157] indicate that there is a differ-
ence in the energy consumption of different libraries when making HTTP POST
requests. Moreover, the execution time for the same task varies among libraries.
Therefore we select popular Android network libraries (that could be used as an
alternative to one another) offering capabilities to handle HTTP GET and POST
request methods. In this chapter, we refer to them as third-party HTTP libraries.
The selected libraries have the highest relative popularity rating in their respective
categories in online catalogs like ‘Awesome Android’, ‘MindOrks’, and ‘App-
Brain’. We measure the energy consumption of eight third-party HTTP libraries
in five use cases. In each use case, we created custom app versions using the
selected libraries. For some use cases, additional app versions were made due
to multiple implementation choices. In total, we made 45 app versions and used
them for energy and execution time measurements. Results from this study will
help software developers to make an informed decision when choosing popular
Android third-party HTTP libraries.
5.1. Research Method
In this section, we introduce the research questions, present the use cases, intro-
duce the selected third-party HTTP libraries, and define the experimental design
and test environment of our study.
5.1.1. Research Questions
RG1-RQ3
Is there variance in the energy consumption of Android third-party HTTP
libraries?
RG1-RQ3-A: When making GET requests is there variance in energy con-
sumption of Android third-party HTTP libraries?
RG1-RQ3-B When making multi-part POST requests is there variance in
energy consumption of Android third-party HTTP libraries?
RG1-RQ3-C: When sending structured JSON objects is there variance in
energy consumption of Android third-party HTTP libraries?
RG1-RQ3-D: When receiving structured JSON objects is there variance in
energy consumption of Android third-party HTTP libraries?
RG1-RQ3-E: When loading and displaying images on the screen is there
variance in energy consumption of Android third-party HTTP libraries?
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RG1-RQ4
Is the energy consumption of a third-party HTTP library correlated with
execution time?
RG1-RQ3 investigates whether there is variance in energy consumption of the se-
lected Android third-party HTTP libraries and within each use case which selected
library is most energy efficient. RG1-RQ4 deals with the execution time of each
library in order to complete each task. We compare this data with energy data to
see if selected third-party HTTP libraries are also efficient in terms of execution
time.
5.1.2. Use Cases
In order for an app to get information, usually, it needs to connect to a remote
server and transfer information via HTTP protocol. It is common for different
platforms to provide an HTTP based API so that apps can easily integrate with
them. For good app design, HTTP requests should not be made in the UI thread.
As additional code is required to wrap such calls in a separate thread, therefore,
developers prefer to use third-party libraries that handle HTTP requests for them.
Motivational examples: YouTube is one of the most popular mobile apps by
Google. It is a platform where users upload and watch various types of video-
based content. For unregistered users, one basic feature of this app is the topic-
based search for videos. These features fetch videos or playlists based on the text
phrase entered by the user. HTTP GET request is used behind this feature, which
gets information from the remote server as per user request. On the other hand
registered users have access to additional features like upload videos and com-
ment on videos. To upload videos, create playlists, create subscriptions, create
users, etc. HTTP POST requests are used. More details about YouTube features
and API can be found in [3]. YouTube also provides analytics to its users like most
viewed videos, the number of channel subscribers, number of user subscriptions,
etc. HTTP GET request methods are used behind the scenes to get this informa-
tion from the server. Similarly, in Google Chrome, HTTP GET request and JSON
object serialization is used to get and present search results to the user. Each of the
above discussed apps has more than 5 billion downloads and there are thousands
of similar apps by other developers in play store which offer similar features.
According to [10], in 2018, 52.2% of all internet traffic was from mobile devices
and most of this traffic is generated by a handful of top apps such as YouTube
and Facebook. HTTP requests are a major part of mobile internet traffic [51].
Among HTTP requests, GET and POST are the most common ones. There are
other HTTP request methods2 as well like DELETE, PUT, OPTIONS, HEAD,
2See Annex A for more details about other HTTP request methods.
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and PATCH but their usage frequency is very low due to security risks.
The use cases we have selected for our experiment are motivated from the above
examples and are based on common features of some most downloaded apps and
browsers (like YouTube, Facebook, chrome, etc.).
• UC-GF: Making an HTTP GET request to the server to download a file and
logging the server’s response. (RG1-RQ3-A)
• UC-PF: Making a multipart HTTP POST request to the server to upload a
file and logging the server’s response. (RG1-RQ3-B)
• UC-PJO: Making a multipart HTTP POST request for sending Java objects
serialized as JSON to the server and logging the server’s response. (RG1-
RQ3-C)
• UC-GJO: Making an HTTP GET request to the server for receiving JSON
Objects, de-serializing them and mapping them to the Java objects. (RG1-
RQ3-D)
• UC-GI: Making a GET request to the server to load images and displaying
them on screen. (RG1-RQ3-E)
Many other use cases can be derived based on the common features of the apps
like Databases, image processing, UI capabilities, e-commerce, etc. but, as a start,
we looked only at the above selected five use cases related to HTTP requests.
5.1.3. Selected Libraries
The Android third-party HTTP libraries usually can be found under the ‘net-
work’ category in online catalogs like ‘Awesome Android’, ‘AppBrain’, and ‘Min-
dOrks’.
’MindOrks’ do not provide any additional statistics about third party libraries.
Therefore, we gathered the statistics3 about Android third-party libraries from
online catalogs ‘Awesome Android’ and ’AppBrain’ only. Based on the extracted
information, we chose the top five libraries in the ‘network’ category based on
popularity, number of watchers, and quality ranking. Upon closer look, we found
that only two of these libraries also provided an additional capability of image
loading. Therefore we selected the top three Android third-party libraries from
the ‘image loading’ category that could be used as an alternative in UC-GI. The
Android third-party libraries that perform only image loading are usually listed
under the category of ‘image loading’ in online catalogs. The selected libraries4
are listed below.
3Annex A, See Table A.1 and Table A.2.
4Annex A, detail features of each selected library can be seen in section A.2.
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Volley (Version 1.1.1). This is an HTTP library that excels at RPC-type operations
used to populate a UI, such as fetching a page of search results as structured data.
It offers support for raw strings, images, and JSON [45].
Retrofit (Version 2.5.0). This is a REST Client for Android and Java. It makes it
relatively easy to retrieve and upload JSON (or other structured data) via a REST-
based web service [67, 78].
OkHttp (Version 3.13.1). This is an open-source project designed to be an effi-
cient HTTP client. It supports the SPDY protocol. SPDY is the basis for HTTP
2.0 and allows multiple HTTP requests to be multiplexed over one socket connec-
tion [66, 151].
Androidasynchttp (version 1.4.9). This is an asynchronous callback-based HTTP
client for Android built on top of Apache’s HTTP Client libraries [1].
Androidasync (version 2.2.1). This is a low level network protocol library used
mostly for a raw socket, HTTP(s) client/server, and web socket [49].
Picasso (Version 2.7). This is an image library for Android. It is created and
maintained by Square and caters to image loading and processing. It simplifies
the process of displaying images from external locations [2, 8].
Universal Image Loader (UIL) (Version 1.9.5). This library aims to provide
a powerful, flexible, and highly customizable instrument for image loading,
caching, and displaying. It provides a lot of configuration options and good con-
trol over the image loading and caching process [7].
Glide (Version 4.9.0). This is a fast and efficient open-source media management
and image loading framework for Android that wraps media decoding, memory
and disk caching, and resource pooling into a simple and easy to use interface [6].
5.1.4. Experimental Design
In this section, we describe the setup of our experiment to measure the energy
consumption of selected third-party HTTP libraries used in Android apps. For
this experiment, we made app versions5, depending upon the use cases, as shown
in Figure 5.1 below.
For UC-GF and UC-PF, we made app versions with a blank screen that performs
the HTTP request and logs the server’s response. In each app version, an alternate
network library (vo, re, ok, async-h, async, see Table 5.1) was used.
For UC-PJO and UC-GJO, three app versions were made for each library as within
the implementation of the selected third-party libraries like Volley, Retrofit, etc.
There are many choices available regarding which serialization/de-serialization
5Code for all app versions: https://github.com/hina86/third_party_HTTP_libraries.git
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Figure 5.1: For each use case, the library used for making app versions and the
respective app versions
libraries to use. We selected three libraries Gson (G), Moshi (M), and Jackson (J)
based on the recommendations and discussion in Android related blogs. In each
app version, an alternate network library (vo, re, ok, async-h, async) is used in
combination with a serialization/de-serialization library. For example, Volley is
first used with Gson (G) and we refer to this combination of libraries as Volley
(G) and so on.
For UC-GI, we made app versions in which images were loaded from the server
and displayed on the screen. In each app version, alternatively vo, async-h, and
pic, uil, and gil are used. In all app versions, tasks are performed asynchronously
on a separate thread (not in the main UI thread) by the selected libraries. In
UC-GF, UC-PF, and UC-GI, the code for library related operations is put inside
a loop with N = 100. We keep the loop size to 100 because making just one
HTTP request might make a very small difference in energy which might not be
detectable. However, sending a larger number of requests will make it easier to
detect changes in energy consumption due to these requests.
In UC-GJO and UC-GI, the code for library related operation is put inside a loop
with N = 30. We keep the loop size to 30, because in each iteration of the loop,
besides the HTTP request, an additional step of serialization/deserialization is per-
formed on the payload. Increasing the size of the loop could potentially increase
the invocation of the garbage collector to free the memory for the serialization/de-
serialization process. This could potentially affect the energy readings. In all use
cases, the payload size in each HTTP request is 1MB. Once the operation is com-
plete, the app terminates automatically. Sending HTTP requests in a loop and
getting the server response for all HTTP requests is counted as one run. For each
app version, we perform ten runs to account for underlying variation in mobile
device. The timestamps from the adb logs extracted from the device and the CSV
files containing energy measurements are matched to mark the start and end of an
execution run.
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Table 5.1: Android third-party HTTP libraries used in each selected use case for
making app versions.
UC
ID Library GF PF PJO GJO GI
(RQ3-A) (RQ3-B) (RQ3-C) (RQ3-D) (RQ3-E)
vo Volley x x
vo(G) Volley(G) x x
vo(M) Volley(M) x x
vo(J) Volley(J) x x
re Retrofit x x
re(G) Retrofit(G) x x
re(M) Retrofit(M) x x
re(J) Retrofit(J) x x
ok OkHttp x x
ok(G) OkHttp(G) x x
ok(M) OkHttp(M) x x
ok(J) OkHttp(J) x x
async-h Androidasynchttp x x x
async-h(G) Androidasynchttp(G) x x
async-h(M) Androidasynchttp(M) x x
async-h(J) Androidasynchttp(J) x x
async Androidasync x x
async(G) Androidasync(G) x x
async(M) Androidasync(M) x x




For each app version, we recorded energy measurements using the Monsoon
power monitor [12], which records the power measurements at a rate of 5KHz.
The energy is measured in Joules which is power (watts) times measurement
period (seconds). We calculate the energy associated with each reading as
E = Power × (0.0002). The total energy consumption corresponds to the sum
of the energy associated with each reading. For filtering energy data related to
libraries and for gathering data for execution time, we use adb logs.
Dependent variables in this experiment are energy and execution time, while the
independent variable is the choice of library. We assume that our data is non-
normal and unpaired; therefore we use the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test6 [76]
to measure the variance in energy consumption of app versions using different
libraries within each use case. Pairwise comparisons7 between libraries is used to
identify significant differences based on α = 0.05. Spearman correlation analysis
[76] among energy consumption and execution time of libraries within each use
6the kruskal.test stats package in R was used to perform kurskal-Wallis rank sum test
7The pairwise.wilcox.test stats package in R was used to perform pairwise comparisons. Ben-
jamini & Hochberg (BH) correction was used as correction method.
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case is used to evaluate the strength of the relationship.
5.1.5. Test Environment
The test environment consists of an HP Elite Book, the Monsoon power monitor,
and an LG Spirit Y70 Phone having Android Lollipop (version 5.0.1) as the op-
erating system with 1GB of RAM, and a 2100mAh battery. According to Google
distribution dashboard [5], Android Lollipop is among the top five most popular
Android OS, more than 15% of Android phones globally are using this version8.
The selected device uses Qualcomm chipset, which is used globally in more than
45% of the smartphones [9]. Therefore, the selected mobile device is a good
representation of an Android smartphone.
Before starting the experiment, each app version is checked for the presence of
energy bugs as described by Banerjee et al. [19]. A baseline is recorded to mea-
sure the energy consumption of the mobile device in an idle state, which is then
subtracted from the actual energy readings during the experiment to filter out the
energy used by the app under test. During the experiment, Android settings for
screen timeout, display brightness, and sound profiles are kept constant. We made
45 different versions of the app, each using a different library and use case. For
connecting to the configured server, WiFi is enabled on the phone. The experiment
is controlled from the HP Elite Book using a script that automates the process
and runs each app version ten times. This saves manual effort and ensures that
no problems are created during the experiment due to human error. The mobile
phone is connected to the host computer with a USB cable via Monsoon power
monitor [12] which disables the USB phone charging once the energy reading
starts.
5.2. Results
In this section, we present the results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA). In
addition, to better understand the nature of variance we made additional analysis
where we make pairwise comparisons between libraries (full results are in
Annex A9). Throughout this section, following abbreviations are used in tables:
KW=Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum Test, MR=Mean Rank, M=Mean, SD=Standard
Deviation, SEM = Standard Error of Mean. In all figures in this section, the
Android third-party HTTP library used in each app version in the particular use
case is shown along the x-axis while energy consumption in joule is shown along
the y-axis.
8Google dashboard: accessed 2019-11-04
9Additional material in Annex A. For RG1-RQ3-A, see Table A.6. For RG1-RQ3-B, see Table
A.7. For RG1-RQ3-C, see Table A.8. For RQ RG1-RQ3-D, see Table A.9. For RQ RG1-RQ3-E,
see Table A.10.
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5.2.1. RG1-RQ3-A: When making GET requests is there variance in
energy consumption of Android third-party HTTP libraries?
To answer RG1-RQ3-A, we checked whether the energy consumption between
versions of the app making the GET requests using the selected Android third-
party HTTP libraries remains the same. This hypothesis is rejected.
Table 5.2 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and also shows
the summary statistics for energy consumption in joules for libraries included in
UC-GF. The analysis of variance using Kruskal-Wallis test showed significant
variance, based on α = 0.05,χ2(4) = 42.94, p < .001, indicating that the mean
rank of energy was significantly different between the selected libraries.
Figure 5.2 shows the boxplot of energy consumption in joules for app versions
using the selected libraries in UC-GF. Based on mean values, Volley is con-
suming the most energy, while Androidasync is consuming the least energy.
Retrofit (re) and OkHttp (ok) are comparable. They are significantly worse than
Androidasync (async) on the one hand and significantly better than Volley (vo)
and Androidasynchttp (async-h) on the other hand.
Table 5.2: Results for RG1-RQ3-A and summary statistics (UC-GF)
KW Test (p <.001) Summary statistic for energy consumption (Joule)
ID. MR M SD SEM Min Max
async 5.50 9.85 1.26 0.39 8.53 12.4
ok 19.00 15.44 1.22 0.38 13.80 17.18
re 22.00 16.03 1.05 0.33 14.69 17.77
async-h 38.50 23.86 2.63 0.83 21.65 29.93
vo 42.50 25.42 2.07 0.65 22.0 28.56
Figure 5.2: Mean energy consumption per library in UC-GF
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5.2.2. RG1-RQ3-B: When making multi-part POST requests is there
variance in energy consumption of Android third-party HTTP
libraries?
To answer RG1-RQ3-B, we checked whether the energy consumption between
versions of the app making multi-part POST requests using the selected Android
third-party HTTP libraries remains the same. This hypothesis is rejected.
Table 5.3 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test for UC-PF and
also shows the summary statistics for energy consumption in joules for libraries
included in UC-PF. The analysis of variance using the Kruskal-Wallis test showed
significant variance, based on α = 0.05,χ2(4) = 32.75, p < .001, indicating that
the mean rank of energy was significantly different between the selected libraries.
Figure 5.3 shows the boxplot of energy consumption in joules for app versions
using the selected libraries in UC-PF. Based on mean values we can see that
Volley is consuming the most energy while the other four libraries, i.e., Retrofit
(re), OkHttp (ok), Androidasynchttp (async-h), and Androidasync (async), did
not show significant differences with regards to energy consumption.
5.2.3. RG1-RQ3-C: When sending structured JSON objects is there
variance in energy consumption of Android third-party HTTP
libraries?
To answer RG1-RQ3-C, we checked whether the energy consumption between
versions of the app sending structured JSON objects using the selected Android
third-party HTTP libraries remains the same. This hypothesis is rejected.
Table 5.4 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test for UC-PJO
and also shows the summary statistics for energy consumption in joules for li-
braries included in UC-PJO. The analysis of variance using the Kruskal-Wallis test
showed significant variance, with α = 0.05,χ2(14) = 102.87, p < .001, indicat-
ing that the mean rank of energy was significantly different between the selected
libraries.
Figure 5.4 shows the boxplot of energy consumption in joules for app versions
using the selected libraries in UC-PJO. Each facet shows the serialization library
used with the selected HTTP libraries. Based on the mean values, Volley (vo)
has clearly the highest energy consumption while the other four libraries cannot
be distinguished significantly. This pattern holds for the situation when using
Gson (G) and Moshi (M), while in the sub-case of using Jackson (J) Volley (vo)
is having the highest energy consumption but the difference to the other libraries
is not as large as in the other two situations.
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Table 5.3: Results for RG1-RQ3-B and summary statistics (UC-PF)
KW Test (p <.001) Summary statistic for energy consumption (Joule)
ID. MR M SD SEM Min Max
re 10.60 9.246 1.66 0.526 6.63 11.73
async 17.40 10.74 1.70 0.54 7.90 13.99
ok 25.60 12.62 2.53 0.801 9.60 17.82
async-h 28.40 13.51 3.06 0.97 8.84 17.88
vo 45.50 52.77 2.12 0.672 49.65 56.65
Figure 5.3: Mean energy consumption per library in UC-PF
Figure 5.4: Mean energy consumption per library in UC-PJO
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Table 5.4: Results for RG1-RQ3-C and summary statistics (UC-PJO)
KW Test (p <.001) Summary statistic for energy consumption (Joule)
ID. MR M SD SEM Min Max
re(G) 16.80 16.07 2.67 0.85 9.12 18.08
re(M) 29.90 17.81 2.79 0.88 14.89 23.03
ok(G) 32.10 18.26 3.69 1.17 15.01 28.25
async(M) 51.20 19.28 2.21 0.70 14.1 22.97
async(G) 53.20 19.57 1.44 0.45 17.9 22
ok(M) 55.00 19.80 2.04 0.64 17.14 23.06
async-h(M) 63.80 20.61 1.88 0.59 17.95 22.93
async-h(G) 67.40 20.98 2.73 0.86 19.25 28.36
ok(J) 70.90 20.60 4.76 1.51 9.51 27.55
async(J) 96.50 23.51 2.89 0.91 20.33 29.57
async-h(J) 99.90 23.89 2.13 0.67 21.13 27.48
re(J) 109.56 25.82 4.56 1.52 20.75 36.11
vo(G) 119.00 26.50 2.20 0.70 22.17 30.13
vo(J) 127.22 27.74 1.96 0.65 25.46 32.29
vo(M) 133.80 28.36 1.60 0.51 26.36 32.22
5.2.4. RG1-RQ3-D: When receiving structured JSON objects is there
variance in energy consumption of Android third-party HTTP
libraries?
To answer RG1-RQ3-D, we checked whether the energy consumption between
versions of the app receiving structured JSON objects using the selected Android
third-party HTTP libraries remains the same. This hypothesis is rejected.
Table 5.5 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test for UC-GJO
and also shows the summary statistics for energy consumption in joules for li-
braries included in UC-GJO. The analysis of variance using the Kruskal-Wallis
test showed significant variance, based on α = 0.05,χ2(14) = 140.70, p < .001,
indicating that the mean rank of energy was significantly different between the
libraries.
Figure 5.5 shows the boxplot of energy consumption in joules for app versions us-
ing the selected libraries in UC-GJO. Each facet shows the de-serialization library
used with the selected HTTP libraries. Based on mean values Androidasynchttp
(async-h) was the most energy consuming library whether it is used with Gson
(G), Moshi (M) or Jackson (J), while OkHttp (ok), Retrofit (re) and Volley (vo) in
combination with Jackson (J) library were least energy consuming.
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Table 5.5: Results for RG1-RQ3-D and summary statistics (UC-GJO)
KW Test (p <.001) Summary statistic for energy consumption (Joule)
ID. MR M SD SEM Min Max
ok(J) 9.10 6.98 0.60 0.19 5.62 7.69
re(J) 16.20 7.98 1.12 0.35 6.54 9.54
vo(J) 26.10 8.99 1.67 0.53 7.03 12.06
ok(G) 36.44 10.76 0.47 0.16 9.81 11.34
vo(G) 48.90 11.59 1.16 0.37 10.30 14.25
re(G) 54.00 11.68 0.43 0.14 10.82 11.08
ok(M) 65.10 12.82 1.28 0.41 11.56 14.83
re(M) 70.80 13.89 2.26 0.72 11.26 17.12
vo(M) 77.50 14.30 1.28 0.41 12.30 16.39
async(J) 94.50 18.54 0.55 0.17 17.48 19.60
async(G) 107.67 22.90 0.55 0.18 21.82 23.55
async(M) 117.30 23.97 1.04 0.33 22.19 25.96
async-h(J) 117.80 24.49 1.82 0.58 22.43 28.14
async-h(G) 133.82 28.69 1.93 0.58 23.58 31.40
async-h(M) 143.30 30.87 1.18 0.37 29.41 33.00
Figure 5.5: Mean energy consumption per library in UC-GJO
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5.2.5. RG1-RQ3-E: When loading and displaying images on the
screen is there variance in energy consumption of Android
third-party HTTP libraries?
To answer RG1-RQ3-E, we checked whether the energy consumption between
versions of the app loading and displaying images on the screen using the selected
Android third-party HTTP libraries remains the same. This hypothesis is rejected.
Table 5.6 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for UC-GI and also shows
the summary statistics for energy consumption in joules for libraries included in
UC-GI. The analysis of variance using the Kruskal-Wallis test showed significant
variance, based on α = 0.05,χ2(4) = 40.04, p < .001, indicating that the mean
rank of energy was significantly different between the selected libraries.
Figure 5.6 shows the boxplot of energy consumption in joules for app versions
using the selected libraries in UC-GI. Volley (vo) and Androidasynchttp (async-h)
were consuming significantly more energy than Glide (gli), Picasso (pic) and UIL
(uil). The variance in energy consumption between Picasso (pic), Glide (gli), and
UIL (uil) was not significant.
Table 5.6: Results for RG1-RQ3-E and summary statistics (UC-GI)
KW Test (p <.001) Summary statistic for energy consumption (Joule)
ID. MR M SD SEM Min Max
uil 7.80 2.65 0.3 0.1 2.2 3.23
pic 18.30 3.32 0.7 0.22 2.69 4.78
gli 20.40 3.42 1.02 0.32 2.76 6.28
async-h 38.30 29.98 1.85 0.58 27.95 33.71
vo 42.70 30.76 1.32 0.42 27.75 32.65
Figure 5.6: Mean energy consumption per library in UC-GI
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5.2.6. RG1-RQ4: Is the energy consumption of a third-party HTTP
library correlated with execution time?
To answer RG1-RQ4, we check whether there is positive correlation between the
energy consumption and execution time of Android third-party HTTP libraries10.
This hypothesis is rejected. Table 5.7 shows the results of the Kruskal-Wallis Rank
Sum Test and summary statistics for execution time in seconds for all use cases.
The results of the spearman correlation between energy and execution time for
libraries in each use case are presented in Table 5.8. The analysis of variance using
the Kruskal-Wallis test showed significant variance, based on α = 0.05, p < .001,
indicating that the mean rank of execution time was significantly different between
the selected libraries. The correlations were determined based on α = 0.05. Holm
corrections used to adjust p-values. Based on rs and p-value, significant positive
correlations were observed between some libraries in each use case (highlighted
in blue in Table 5.8). No other significant correlation was observed as p-values
for other libraries were greater than 0.05.
Table 5.7: RG1-RQ4 Results and summary statistics
Library KW Test (p <.001) M SD SEM Min Max
UC-GF
async 5.50 7.75 0.81 0.26 7.17 9.99
re 21.40 25.13 1.25 0.39 23.82 27.15
ok 24.50 26.31 3.07 0.97 24.08 31.77
async-h 30.70 28.93 8.23 2.60 24.39 52.22
vo 45.40 58.04 5.23 1.65 51.35 69.20
UC-PF
async 14.80 26.39 5.08 1.61 18.28 35.41
re 16.20 27.35 5.98 1.85 17.56 41.17
ok 25.10 32.55 8.12 2.57 22.08 47.62
async-h 25.90 32.55 6.49 2.02 22.31 42.25
vo 45.50 145.7 8.72 2.76 136.3 167.6
UC-PJO
re(M) 9.80 23.33 0.26 0.08 23.01 23.90
reG) 16.00 22.85 3.06 0.97 14.25 24.87
async(M) 31.00 24.66 1.14 0.36 23.43 27.66
async(J) 46.70 25.25 0.34 0.11 24.80 26.03
async(G) 47.35 25.30 0.53 0.17 24.51 26.37
ok(M) 53.90 25.89 1.14 0.36 24.68 28.21
ok(G) 63.95 27.20 3.42 1.08 23.82 35.46
async-h(M) 80.15 27.90 0.42 0.13 27.20 28.65
10The execution time and energy data used in the analysis is available here
https://figshare.com/s/b7a6b37e367ebd351cb9.
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ok(J) 90.20 30.35 6.35 2.01 15.93 38.66
async-h(J) 92.90 28.65 0.45 0.14 28.19 29.52
async-h(G) 93.65 31.00 6.30 1.99 27.08 47.42
re(J) 103.67 34.00 7.16 2.39 27.40 47.24
vo(J) 125.00 41.68 0.80 0.27 40.47 42.85
vo(G) 131.10 44.09 3.24 1.02 40.34 50.04
vo(M) 140.10 48.55 3.54 1.12 40.80 53.14
UC-GJO
ok(J) 8.90 9.69 0.52 0.17 9.04 10.88
ok(G) 20.44 11.47 0.74 0.25 10.46 12.79
re(J) 22.00 12.05 2.97 0.94 9.24 16.73
ok(M) 31.60 13.50 1.31 0.41 11.78 16.11
re(G) 41.70 15.55 0.14 0.04 15.34 15.74
vo(G) 60.40 18.77 2.23 0.71 16.97 24.42
re(M) 67.00 19.46 0.65 0.20 18.76 20.70
vo(J) 78.00 23.30 7.98 2.52 16.25 42.89
vo(M) 81.70 23.73 3.58 1.13 19.71 32.07
async-h(J) 94.20 28.38 3.08 0.97 24.77 35.83
async(J) 99.90 29.26 0.24 0.08 28.92 29.66
async(G) 119.78 36.58 0.58 0.19 36.06 37.90
async-h(G) 120.45 36.93 2.50 0.75 33.72 42.84
async-h(M) 132.90 39.27 2.25 0.71 36.73 44.77
async(M) 140.50 40.28 0.38 0.12 39.79 40.78
UC-GI
uil 7.70 2.55 0.24 0.07 2.30 3.14
pic 19.20 2.98 0.45 0.14 2.56 3.94
gil 19.60 3.27 1.50 0.47 2.61 7.51
async-h 35.50 33.20 8.50 2.69 27.60 55.17
vo 45.50 75.20 7.08 2.24 64.31 86.77
Table 5.8: Spearman correlation results between energy and execution time for
libraries in all use cases
Library rs Lower Upper p-value
UC-GF
vo 0.82 0.39 0.96 .004
re 0.55 -0.12 0.88 .098
ok 0.58 -0.08 0.88 .082
async-h -0.03 -0.65 0.61 .934
async 0.77 0.27 0.94 .009
UC-PF
vo 0.18 -0.51 0.73 .627
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re -0.14 -0.71 0.54 .701
ok -0.27 -0.77 0.43 .446
async-h 0.44 -0.26 0.84 .200
async -0.21 -0.74 0.48 .556
UC-PJO
vo(G) -0.08 -0.67 0.58 .829
vo(M) 0.45 -0.25 0.84 .187
vo(J) 0.20 -0.54 0.76 .606
re(G) 0.62 -0.01 0.90 .054
re(M) 0.72 0.17 0.93 .019
re(J) 0.77 0.21 0.95 .016
ok(G) 0.75 0.22 0.94 .013
okM) 0.48 -0.22 0.85 .162
ok(J) 0.43 -0.27 0.83 .214
async-h(G) 0.31 -0.40 0.79 .385
async-h(M) -0.41 -0.82 0.30 .244
async-h(J) 0.02 -0.62 0.64 .960
async(G) 0.05 -0.60 0.66 .881
async(M) 0.39 -0.31 0.82 .260
async(J) 0.27 -0.43 0.77 .446
UC-GJO
vo(G) 0.27 -0.43 0.77 .446
vo(M) 0.88 0.56 0.97 < .001
vo(J) 0.92 0.67 0.98 < .001
re(G) 0.26 -0.45 0.76 .476
re(M) 0.84 0.45 0.96 .002
re(J) 0.89 0.60 0.97 < .001
ok(G) 0.32 -0.44 0.81 .406
ok(M) 0.83 0.41 0.96 .003
ok(J) 0.56 -0.10 0.88 .090
async-h(G) 0.43 -0.23 0.82 .190
async-h(M) 0.72 0.17 0.93 .019
async-h(J) 0.77 0.27 0.94 .009
async(G) -0.02 -0.67 0.65 .966
async(M) 0.75 0.22 0.94 .013
async(J) 0.32 -0.39 0.79 .365
UC-GI
vo 0.33 -0.37 0.80 .347
async-h 0.41 -0.30 0.82 .244
pic 0.48 -0.22 0.85 .162
uil 0.59 -0.07 0.89 .074
gli 0.79 0.32 0.95 .007
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5.3. Discussion
In this section, we start out with giving recommendation on how to chose third-
party HTTP libraries with regards to energy consumption in various use cases.
Then we discuss the relationship between energy consumption and execution time
as well as energy consumption and popularity of libraries. We finish the discussion
with a summary of general take-aways.
5.3.1. Recommendations
In each use case, we observed a significant variance between the eight identified
Android third-party HTTP libraries. To help developers choose the most appro-
priate library in the selected use cases, we provide recommendations in the form
of a flowchart (see Figure 5.7).
In UC-GF and UC-PF, based on results of RG1-RQ3-A and RG1-RQ3-B, we
recommend simply not to use Volley (vo) if there is not a strong reason for doing
so. This recommendation is corroborated when looking at the execution time in
RG1-RQ4 (cf. Table 5.7) where, again, Volley (vo) is the worst.
In UC-PJO, based on results of RG1-RQ3-C combined with the results from RG1-
RQ4, we recommend using Retrofit (re) in combination with either Gson (G) or
Moshi(M) as good alternatives for implementing UC-PJO. This recommendation
is corroborated when looking at the execution time in RG1-RQ4 (cf. Table 5.7)
where, again, Retrofit (re) with Moshi(M) or Gson (G) performs best.
In UC-GJO, based on the results of RG1-RQ3-D, we recommend using OkHttp
(ok), Retrofit (re), and Volley (vo) in combination with Jackson (J) library as
alternatives for implementing UC-GJO as compared to Androidasync (async) and
Androidasynchttp (async-h). If execution time is also important, then, based on
the results of RG1-RQ4, we recommend OkHttp (ok).
In UC-GI, based on the results of RG1-RQ3-E, we recommend UIL (uil), Picasso
(pic), Glide (gli) libraries as alternatives for implementing UC-GI. If execution
time is also important, then, based on the results of RG1-RQ4, we recommend
UIL (uil).
Manual effort is required by developer in order to use the recommendations pre-
sented in this section. Therefore to help developers, we provide an open source
support tool REHAB11, implemented as an IntelliJ/Android Studio plugin. If initi-
ated during development, REHAB can help developers choose an energy efficient
third-party HTTP library. At the moment, REHAB automates the manual pro-
cess and is useful in identifying the selected third-party libraries, HTTP request
types and use-cases used in this study. However, in future, if energy measurement
11see chapter 8 for more details about REHAB tool architecture, implementation and usage
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Figure 5.7: Flowchart summarizing recommendations
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are done for more third-party libraries, the scope of REHAB can be widened to
include more use-cases and related recommendations.
5.3.2. Energy Consumption versus Execution Time
We did not observe a positive correlation between energy consumption and ex-
ecution time in most of the app versions. Only 14 out of 45 app versions in all
use cases showed a strong positive correlation between energy consumption and
execution time. For each use case, based on the mean value of execution time in
summary statistics, we could see that there were significant differences between
the execution time of libraries as well. If energy consumption of the third-party
library is not a concern, the results of RG1-RQ4 (cf. Table 5.7) could still be used
by developers to choose an Android third-party HTTP library based on execution
time.
5.3.3. Energy Drivers
Although energy consumption of libraries varied significantly, the nature of the
variance was inconsistent across the use cases. If one is looking for a result that
consistently occurs across use cases, one could, perhaps, mention that the popu-
lar library Volley (vo) was most energy consuming in use cases UC-GF, UC-PF,
UC-PJO and UC-GI among all libraries selected in our experiment. Generally,
the variance in the energy consumption of third-party HTTP libraries could be
related to how these libraries deal with multiple threads and requests, if they use
thread pools and caching mechanisms. In Volley (vo) by default only four threads
are created and reused for asynchronous requests. Volley (vo) uses memory cache
(RAM) (it loads all data in memory during parsing), however updating cache state,
limited number of threads and frequent context switching due to callback on UI
thread might be causing Volley to use more energy than other alternative libraries
like Retrofit (re), OkHttp (ok), and Androidasync (async). Retrofit (re) is built on
top of OkHttp (ok) and use unlimited thread pools and no caching to complete
the requests. Androidasync (async), on the other hand, is built on top of NIO
(non-blocking Input/output) model and use single thread along with NIO buffers
to efficiently complete the requests. Volley (vo), Retrofit (re), OkHttp (ok,) and
Androidasynchttp (async-h) use connection pooling. Starting/stopping a connec-
tion is always expensive as it creates an overhead. Reusing an idle connection
is much more feasible (as done by Retrofit and OkHttp). Pooled/shared connec-
tion also means more complex error handling in the app. Androidasync (async)
is avoiding overhead by not using thread and connection pool, which might be
the reason behind its less energy consumption. Loading and displaying images
on the screen requires memory management especially for large size images to
avoid OutofMemory error. Picasso (pic), Glide (gli) and UIL (uil) provide better
memory management then Volley (vo). Picasso (pic) download the image in its
actual size to disk cache and retrieve it from there when needed. In contrast, Glide
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(gli) and UIL (uil) get the images from the server, but based on imageview resize
it and save it in different resolutions for later use.
5.3.4. Energy Consumption versus Popularity
When considering UC-GF to UC-GJO together, then Retrofit (re) and OkHttp (ok)
are either the most energy efficient or, at least, at an acceptable middle position re-
garding energy consumption. Since in an app it is probable that all use cases apply
in one way or the other, this might be another argument for developers to use those
libraries that are acceptable across the board instead of choosing libraries that are
most efficient with regards to energy consumption (and possibly also execution
time) in only one or two use cases, such as Androidasync (async). When looking
at the popularity statistics we gathered (cf. Section 3.3) from online catalogs, it
turns out that not Androidasync (async) but, instead, Retrofit (re) and OkHttp (ok)
are the most popular HTTP libraries in the ‘network’ category and used in most
apps. There could be many reasons why Androidasync (async) is not as popular
as Retrofit (re) and OkHttp (ok). One could simply be that Androidasync (async)
is a new library that only recently has become available. This potential reason
can be excluded because all three libraries have been available for almost ten
years (cf. Table 5.1 in additional material). Another reason could be that Retrofit
(re) and OkHttp (ok) are more popular because they offer more features and of-
fer more support for HTTP/2 and SPDY which Androidasync (async) does not
have. Another reason could be the architectural style that the libraries use. Both
REST (Representational State Transfer) and RPC (Remote Procedure Calls) use
HTTP verbs/methods (GET, POST, DELETE etc.). The choice of library could
be dependent on the context and personal preference of the developers. REST
uses HTTP verbs to manipulate resource through HTTP protocol, while, RPC
use operations to manipulate data and use HTTP for transport. Therefore, REST
might seem attractive to developers due to its obvious semantics and could be a
possible reason behind the popularity of Retrofit (re) and OkHttp (ok). Finally,
it could be that Retrofit (re) and OkHttp (ok) have a better execution time than
Androidasync (async). However, as we could see from the results related to RG1-
RQ4, in UC-GF, Androidasync (async) is performing better than both Retrofit
(re) and OkHttp (ok). In UC-GI, result of RG1-RQ3-E indicate that Picasso (pic),
Glide (gli) and UIL(uil) consumes the least energy with no significant variance
among them. However, related to the results of RG1-RQ4 UIL (uil) get a clear
edge based on its execution time. Based on popularity statistics Picasso (pic) and
Glide (gli) are more popular as compared to and UIL (uil), Volley (vo), and An-
droidasynchttp (async-h). Possible reasons for the popularity of these libraries
could be due to their superior memory management and customization capabili-
ties. Assuming that developers make rational decisions, the fact that better energy
consumption and better execution time don’t automatically make Androidasync
(async) or UIL (uil) the first choice indicates that there is a large range of criteria
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that developers take under consideration when choosing an Android third-party
HTTP library. Energy consumption might not be among them. Our results might
help to give a more complete picture of their selection criteria but in order to
provide actionable decision-support more detailed trade-off analyses are needed.
5.3.5. General Take-aways
Assuming that in the future the libraries used in this experiment might be depreci-
ated or merged or new versions are published, the take away from this experiment
is that the energy consumption of third-party libraries should be taken into con-
sideration during selection. Third-party libraries that offer task-specific features
(such as Picasso (pic), Glide (gli), OkHttp (ok) and Retrofit (re)) have less energy
consumption than alternative third-party libraries (such as Volley (vo)) providing
an extended feature set. Third-party libraries that are task specific are also easier
to replace if requirements change in future, hence the effort required to maintain
the app code is reduced. Development of task specific third-party libraries and
their usage should be encouraged to avoid excessive energy consumption and to
improve performance of the apps.
5.4. Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the possible threats to validity of this study and our
strategy to mitigate them.
Internal validity: In order to ensure accuracy of measurements, each app version
was run under same conditions. Only necessary services were run on Android de-
vice. The caches and data related to each app version was cleaned from the mobile
device after each run. To account for underlying variation in energy consumption
measurement due to OS related operations, ten samples were recorded for each
app version.
External validity: The libraries chosen for energy measurement were selected
based on the fact that they were available on online catalogue site like ‘AppBrain’
and ‘Awesome Android’. To ensure that the selected libraries were representative
of a commonly used third party HTTP libraries, we checked relative popularity
rating in their respective categories. In addition, we also ensured that these li-
braries were used in a considerable number of apps on the play store.
Changing the version of the selected libraries might also produce different results.
The version of the libraries used in the experiment is not necessarily used in all the
apps that use these selected libraries. We looked at the changes made in several of
the releases of the selected libraries and updates mostly related to error handling
and retry policies. Further research could be performed on different versions of
the same library to identify the most energy efficient version. In our experiment,
we did not consider versions of the same library as it exponentially increased the
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number of times the execution needs to be performed and it was not possible to
measure energy for all of them in all the possible scenario (that would require a
much larger study both in terms of time, processing power, and human resources).
There is a risk that our results might not generalize to the Android app’s popula-
tion, hence to minimize it we selected popular third-party libraries.
Increasing the magnitude of study in terms of a number of included libraries in
future work is desirable. Increasing the number of libraries in the experiment also
exponentially increases the number of app versions that need to be tested. As
writing app versions is a slow process that requires manual effort, we limited this
experiment to eight libraries.
It is important to note that in order to replicate the results of this experiment the
same phone model and Android OS version, measurement tools and app version
should be used. The reason is that different mobile phones with different An-
droid OS versions might use different levels of energy. To ensure that the selected
device was a good representation of an Android device we checked the device
specifications, i.e., Android version, Chipset, screen resolution and size, battery
capacity and RAM size.
Construct validity: Accuracy of energy measurements depend on the sampling
frequency of the measurement device. Energy measurements were recorded using
the Monsoon power monitor [12], which recorded power consumption at a rate
of 5KHz. The same specification has been used in previous studies [20, 38, 81,
91, 97, 157, 180] so sampling frequency is sufficient to produce precise readings.
Energy measurements were made for the apps plus Android OS related activities.
We tried to minimize this threat by using adb logs and matching the timestamps
with the energy trace to filter out any unwanted readings. We repeated the tests ten
times for each app version and included the averaged reading to further mitigate
variations in the readings. However, recording the logs for the app introduces an
overhead which in itself could be energy consuming. Since this overhead was
constant between the versions of the app it could be ignored.
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6. TOOL SUPPORT FOR GREEN ANDROID
DEVELOPMENT
In this chapter, we focus on RG2 (defined in Section 1.1) to improve the tool
support for energy efficient mobile app development. In order to build effective
Android-specific support tools to aid development of green Android apps, we first
need to understand what is already available, what is still needed, and how the
problems in existing tools could be overcome. Based on published literature we
outlined an explorative analysis of support tools available to 1) optimize code in
Android apps through code smell or energy bug detection or refactoring, and 2) to
optimize reusable code in Android apps through detection or migration of third-
party libraries. We explore if these support tools aid green Android development.
We also provide an overview of the techniques used in these support tools.
6.1. Research Method
We conducted a systematic mapping study following the method described in
[129]. First, we formulated research questions, then based on those research ques-
tions we formulated two general search queries and conducted the search in the
following online repositories for primary publications: IEEE Xplore, ACM digital
library, Science Direct, and Springer. We cover publications from 2014 to June
2020, as from 2014 onwards the focus of many publications has been Android and
energy-efficient app development, indicating a shift in research focus.
6.1.1. Research Questions
As the objective of this study is to analyze the current support tools available to
improve custom code through detection or refactoring of code smell or energy
bugs and to improve reusable code through detection or migration of third-party
libraries in Android apps, we formulated the following research questions.
RG2-RQ1
What state of the art support tools have been developed to aid software
practitioners in detecting or refactoring Android specific code smells and
energy bugs in Android apps?
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RG2-RQ2
What state of the art support tools have been developed to aid software
practitioners in detecting or migrating third-party libraries in Android
apps?
RG2-RQ3
How do existing support tools compare to one another in terms of tech-
niques they use for offering the support?
RG2-RQ4
How do existing support tools compare to one another in terms of the sup-
port they offer to practitioners for improving energy efficiency in Android
apps?
RG2-RQ1 and RG2-RQ2 aims to classify publications based on the tools they of-
fer. RG2-RQ3 aims to classify and analyze publications based on techniques used
in the tool to offer support to developers. RG2-RQ4 deals with the characteriza-
tion of all the identified tools in terms of the support (such as output or interface
or availability, etc.) they offer to developers to aid green Android development.
6.1.2. Search Query
We derived search terms to use in our search queries from the research questions
of this study. We looked for alternatives to the search terms in publications we
already knew and refined our search terms to return the most relevant publications.
We used the ‘*’ operator to cover possible variations of the selected search terms
in the search query. Keyword ‘OR’ was used to improve search coverage.
The first search query is designed to retrieve publications that provide a support
tool to detect/refactor code smells/energy bugs in Android apps. This search query
extends our previous study [54] in following ways: we improved the search strings
to cover missing papers e.g. the terms ("energy effici*" OR "code optimization")
were replaced by ("energy" OR "efficien*" OR "code smell" OR "optimiz*") and
so on. We also extended our search in terms of publication years to include one
more year.
The second search query is designed to retrieve publications that provide a support
tool to detect/migrate third-party libraries in Android apps.
We did not use the search terms ‘mobile development’, ‘apps’, ‘optimization’,
‘green’, ‘sustainability’, and ‘recommendation’ in isolation as they were too high
level and produced a quite large corpus consisting of a high number of irrelevant
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publications while the search terms ‘resource leaks’, ‘API’, ‘tool’, ‘framework’,
and ‘technique’ were eliminated to avoid being too specific. The search queries
were applied to popular online repositories (IEEE Xplore, ACM digital library,
Science Direct, and Springer) to find a dataset of relevant primary publications. In
each repository, based on available advanced search options, filters were applied
to refine the query results. Applied filters are shown in Table 6.1. The search
queries were applied to the titles, abstracts, and keywords of the publications.
Search Query 1:
Android AND (energy OR code smell OR bug OR refactor* OR correct* OR
detect* OR optimiz* OR efficien*) AND NOT (environ* OR iot OR edu* OR
hardware OR home)
Search Query 2:
(Android) AND (“third-party libr*” OR “third-party Android lib*” OR "libr*")
AND NOT (environ* OR iot OR indus* OR edu* OR hardware OR home)
Table 6.1: Search query filter
Filter Value
Publication year 2014 – 2020 (up till June)
Content-Type Journal Article, Conference Paper
6.1.3. Screening of Publications
We first removed duplicate results and then defined inclusion, exclusion, and qual-
ity criteria for further screening of search results.
Duplicate Removal. The search results from online repositories were first loaded
in Zotero (an open-source reference management system) to create a dataset of
relevant publications. Using the feature in Zotero duplicates publications were
removed from the dataset. Next, we manually applied inclusion, exclusion, and
quality criteria on the remaining publications.
Inclusion Criteria. For inclusion, the selected publication should be a primary
study generally related to the software engineering domain with a focus on third-
party libraries or code smells or energy bugs in Android apps. A tool/automated
technique for third-party library/code smell/energy bug detection, modification or
replacement was presented in the publication to support Android development.
We considered only conference and journal articles published in English.
Exclusion Criteria. Publications that were unrelated to Android development or
third-party library/code smell/energy bugs in Android apps were excluded. The
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publications that focused only on hardware, environmental, security, privacy, net-
works, malware, clones, repackaging of apps, obfuscation issues, iOS, or present
secondary data were also excluded. The work presented in a thesis or a book
chapter is usually published in relevant journals or conferences as well. Therefore,
doctoral symposium papers, magazine articles, book chapters, work-in-progress
papers, and papers that were not in English were excluded as well.
Quality Criteria. The quality criteria applied to selected publications are shown
in Table 6.2. Abstracts of the publications and structure of the publication were
inspected for further quality assessment. If a quality rule was true for a publica-
tion, it was awarded full points; otherwise, no points were awarded. In case a rule
partially applied to a publication, half points were awarded. After applying all five
quality rules, the points were added to get a final quality score for a publication.
A maximum quality score of 3 could be assigned to a publication. If a publication
was below a total quality score of 2, it was removed from the results. The quality
score threshold is set to 2 so that publications above the 50% score are included.
It ensures the rigour and relevance of selected primary publications.
Table 6.2: Quality assessment criteria
ID Description Rating
1 Does the publication clearly state contribution(s) that is directly
related to third-party libraries/code smells/ energy bugs in An-
droid apps?
0.5
2 Is the contribution(s) related to green in Android development?? 0.5
3 Is contribution(s) a tool or automated technique that could be
used in Android development or maintenance?
1
4 Is the research method adequately explained? 0.5




6.1.4. Classification and Analysis
To answer RG2-RQ1-RG2-RQ3, we identified the main keywords of the selected
publications along with the commonly used terms in the abstracts to define cate-
gories of support tools. Research methodology and results of selected publications
were additionally studied when needed. We kept extracted data in excel spread-
sheets for further processing. During data extraction, if there was a conflict of
opinion, it was discussed among authors until a consensus was reached.
To answer RG2-RQ1 and RG2-RQ2, a bottom-up merging technique was adopted
to build our own classification schemes (see Table 6.3 and 6.4). Once classifica-
tion schemes were established, we extracted data from each selected publication
to identify its main contribution and assigned the tool mentioned in the publication
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to a category based on the classification scheme.
To answer RG2-RQ3, a classification scheme was needed to classify techniques
used in support tools for offering support to aid Android development. We used
the bottom-up approach to build this classification scheme by combining the spe-
cialized analysis methods/techniques into more generic higher-level techniques.
The identified generic techniques along with their definitions, are described in Ta-
bles 6.5 and 6.6. Once we had established the classification schemes, we extracted
data from the abstract and research methodology of each selected publication and
assigned it to a category defined in the classification schemes.
To answer RG2-RQ4, we extracted data form each selected publication to gather
information about the kind of support the identified tool offers. We compare
these tools based on the inputs of the tool, outputs of the tool, code smells/en-
ergy bugs/third-party libraries coverage, interface type, integrated development
environment (IDE) support, and availability. In general, a code smell is defined as
“a surface indication that usually corresponds to a deeper problem in the system”
[59] and an energy bug is defined as “error in the system (application, OS, hard-
ware, firmware, external conditions or combination) that causes an unexpected
amount of high energy consumption by the system as a whole” [124]. A third-
party library is a reusable component related to specific functionality that can be
integrated into the application to speed up the development process. A third-party
library could be for advertising, analytics, Image, Network, Social Media, Utility
etc. [177]. In the light of these definitions, we looked for Android-specific code
smells, energy bugs, and third-party libraries in the studies.
Table 6.3: Categories of support tools (RG2-RQ1)
ID Category Description
CP Profiler A software program that measures the energy consumption
of an Android app or parts of apps.
CD Detector A software program that only identifies and detects energy
bugs/code smells in an Android app.
CO Optimizer A software program that identifies energy bugs/code smells
as well as refactor source code of an Android app to im-
prove energy consumption.
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Table 6.4: Categories of support tools (RG2-RQ2))
ID Category Description
CI Identifier A software program that only identifies and detects third-
party libraries in an Android app.
CM Migrator A software program that identifies third-party libraries as
well as helps in updating or migrating the third-party li-
braries (to an alternative library or version) in the source
code of an Android app.
CC Controller A software program that identifies third-party libraries to
control, isolate, or deescalate privileges and permissions
granted to third-party libraries in an Android app.
Table 6.5: Categories of techniques used in support tools for code smells or energy
bugs (RG2-RQ3)
ID Technique Definition
T1 Byte Code Manipulation A technique that injects code in the Smali
files of the app under test. The injected code
is either a log statement or an energy evalua-
tion function. These statements help find out
the part of the source code that consumes a
specific amount of energy at runtime.
T2 Code Instrumentation A technique that instruments the app, using
instrumented test cases that are capable of
running specific parts of the app, in such a
way that it is run in a specific environment
while calling known methods/classes of the
app under test. It uses finite state machines
and device-specific power consumption de-
tails to measure energy.
T3 Logcat Analysis A technique that uses system-level log files
to obtain energy consumption information
provided by OS for the app under test. These
logs are compared with application-level
logs to give graphical information about the
energy consumption of the app.
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T4 Static Source Code
Analysis
A technique that uses the source code of
the app and analyses it using one or com-
bination of the following methods: control
flow graphs analysis, point-to-analysis, inter-
procedural, intra-procedural, component call
analysis, abstract syntax tree traversal or
taint analysis.
T5 Search-based algorithms A technique that uses a multi-objective
search algorithm to find multiple refactoring
solutions and the most optimal solution is
selected as final refactoring output by iter-
atively comparing the quality of design and
energy usage.
T6 Dynamic Analysis A technique based on the identification of in-
formation flow between objects at run time
for the detection of vulnerabilities in the app
under test. It monitors the spread of sensory
data during different app states.
Table 6.6: Categories of techniques used in support tools for third-party libraries
(RG2-RQ3)
ID Technique Definition
T7 Feature Similarity A technique that uses machine learning to
extract code clusters or train classifiers, by
using feature hashing or similarity metrics or
pattern digest or similarity digest, in order to
identify and classify third-party libraries.
T8 Whitelist Comparison A technique that compares third–party li-
brary names/versions/package information
to whitelist in order to detect third-party li-
braries.
T9 API Hooking A technique that intercepts or redirect API
calls at various levels in order to regulate per-
mission or policy-related operations.
T10 Module Decoupling A technique to divide code in modules and
extract code features such as package name,
package structure, inheritance relationships
for clustering/classification to detect library.
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T11 Process Isolation A technique to isolate untrusted components
in the operating system. This technique re-
quires system-level modification.
T12 Class Profile Similarity A technique to extract (strict or relaxed) pro-
files from libraries and apps code based on
structural hierarchies. Based on similarity
(exact or fuzzy) between these profiles li-
brary is detected.
T13 Collaborative Filtering A technique to predict or recommend third-
party libraries based on feature vectors and
its similarity against a set of similar apps
or neighbourhood apps. It Includes model-
based approaches (such as matrix factoriza-
tion), memory and item-based approaches.
T14 Natural Language Pro-
cessing
A technique used to identify or recommend
third-party libraries based on textual descrip-
tions. It includes techniques such as word
embedding, skip-gram model, continuous
bag-of-words model, domain-specific rela-
tional and categorical tag embedding, and
topic modelling.
6.2. Results
In this section, first we present the publications that were found when applying
the search strings and the other steps outlined in the method (cf Section 6.1.4)
for a) support tools for code smells or energy bugs and b) for support tools for
third-party libraries. The list of selected publications and additional details about
code smells or energy bugs covered by support tools are shown in a Annex B.
Then, each subsection (6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3, and 6.2.4), is dedicated to answering
one research question.
Search Query 1 (support tools for code smells or energy bugs): As a result of
running search query 1 and applying filters on search results, 2334 publications
were found from the selected online repositories. These publications were loaded
into the Zotero software for the screening and removal of duplicates, the total
number of publications were reduced to 2241 after duplicate removal. Inclusion
and exclusion criteria were applied to the remaining publications, and the number
was reduced to 575. We read abstracts of these publications and looked at the
structure to assign them a quality score based on quality criteria. After applying
the quality criteria, the number of selected publications was reduced to 24. (See
Tables 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9)
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Search Query 2 (support tools for third-party libraries): As a result of running
search query 2 and applying filters on search results, 545 publications were found
from the selected online repositories. These publications were loaded into the
Zotero software for the screening and removal of duplicates, the total number of
publications were reduced to 521 after duplicate removal. Inclusion and exclusion
criteria were applied to the remaining publications and the number was reduced to
131. We read abstracts of these publications and looked at the structure to assign
them a quality score based on quality criteria. After applying the quality criteria,
the number of selected publications was reduced to 27. (See Tables 6.10, 6.11,
and 6.12).
The four RQs are answered one by one in the following subsections.
Table 6.7: Number of publications extracted per online repo. (search query 1)
Sr. Repo. No. of studies Conf. Papers Journal Articles
1 IEEE Xplore 1170 910 260
2 ACM Digital library 483 459 24
3 Springer 595 362 231
4 Science Direct 86 4 82
Table 6.8: Number of publications per screening step (search query 1)
Sr. Step in the screening of publications No. of publications
1 Search string results after applying filters 2334
2 Remove duplicates 2241
3 Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria 575
4 Apply quality criteria 24
Table 6.9: Quality score assigned to each selected publication (search query 1)
Publication ID Quality Score
P2, P11, P12,P14, P16, P17, P19, P20 2
P5, P6, P7, P13, P21, P24 2.25
P1, P4, P8, P9, P10, P15, P22, P23 2.5
P3, P18 2.75
Table 6.10: Number of publications extracted per online repo. (search query 2)
Sr. Repo. No. of studies Conf. Papers Journal Articles
1 IEEE Xplore 312 296 12
2 ACM Digital library 177 157 20
3 Springer 28 22 6
4 Science Direct 28 0 28
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Table 6.11: Number of publications after applying filters and screening steps
(search query 2)
Sr. Step in the screening of publications No. of publications
1 Search string results after applying filters 545
2 Remove duplicates 521
3 Apply inclusion and exclusion criteria 131
4 Apply quality criteria 27
Table 6.12: Quality score assigned to each selected publication (search query 2)
Publication ID Quality Score
P31, P43 2
P26, P29, P33, P34, P35 ,P36, P39, P40, P48, P49 2.25
P25, P27, P28, P30, P32, P37, P38, P41 ,P42, P44, P45, P46,
P47, P50, P51
2.5
6.2.1. RG2-RQ1: What state of the art support tools have been
developed to aid software practitioners in detecting or refactoring
Android specific code smells and energy bugs in Android apps?
To answer RG2-RQ1, the classification scheme defined in Table 6.3 (cf. Sec-
tion 6.1.4) was used and the selected publications were divided into three cate-
gories, i.e., 1) ‘Profiler’, 2) ‘Detector’, and 3) ‘Optimizer’, based on the support
tool they offer to aid green Android development. Table 6.13 gives an overview
of the distribution of selected publications in each category, along with the total
number of tools in each category. Figure 6.1 shows the number of publications
each year. The color in bars indicates the number of tools in each category each
year from 2014 to 2020. We can see a decrease in the number of ‘Profiler’ tools
while an increase in the number of ‘Optimizer’ tools. In 2019 and 2020 (till June),
no new ‘Detector’ tool has been published.
Table 6.13: Distribution of publications in each category (RG2-RQ1)
Category Selected Publications No. of Tools
Profiler P6, P14, P16, P12, P13, P20, P19 7
Detector P1, P3, P4, P5, P8, P9, P7, P17 8
Optimizer P10, P11, P15, P18, P2, P21, P22, P23, P24 9
6.2.2. RG2-RQ2: What state of the art support tools have been
developed to aid software practitioners in detecting or migrating
third-party libraries in Android apps?
To answer RG2-RQ2, the classification scheme defined in Table 6.4 (cf. Sec-
tion 6.1.4) was used and the selected publications were divided into categories: 1)
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Figure 6.1: Publication per year per category (Search Query 1)
‘Identifier’, 2) ‘Migrator’, 3) ‘Controller’, based on the support tool they offer to
aid Android development. Table 6.14 gives an overview of the distribution of se-
lected publications in each category, along with the total number of tools in each
category. Figure 6.2 shows the number of publications each year. The color in
bars indicates the number of tools in each category each year from 2014 to 2020
(till June). We can see at least one ‘Identifier’ and ‘Controller’ tool each year. We
can see an increase in the number of ‘Migrator’ tools in 2019 and 2020.
Table 6.14: Distribution of publications in each category (RG2-RQ2)
Category Selected Publications No. of Tools
Identifier P26, P27, P29, P30, P31, P32, P33, P37, P40, P41,
P42, P44, P47, P48, P49
16
Migrator P35, P45, P50, P51 4
Controller P25, P28, P34, P36, P38, P39, P43, P46 7
Figure 6.2: Publication per year per category (Search Query 2)
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6.2.3. RG2-RQ3: How do existing support tools compare to one
another in terms of techniques they use for offering the support?
To answer RG2-RQ3, we identify techniques used in each tool for improving the
energy efficiency of apps. Table 6.15 and 6.16 gives an overview of tools and
techniques along with reference to selected publications. Based on Table 6.15,
we observed that no tool in any category used a combination of techniques. Each
tool could be easily classified into exactly one category of techniques (defined in
Section 6.1.4). However, in Table 6.16 many tools used a combination of tech-
niques such as module decoupling and feature similarity, or collaborative filtering
and natural language processing. As a result of fine-tuning the search query 1, we
were able to identify three new ‘Optimizer’ tools [P22, P23, and P24] which used
static source code analysis to refactor and optimize the app code.
Profiler. Profiling tools measure the energy consumption of the software and the
used hardware resources. Profilers [P6, P16, and P14] were designed to inject log-
ging statements into the Smali files to gather relevant log data. This data was then
transformed as needed and matched against pre-defined API names or method
names to identify energy intensive APIs and methods in the program. In these
profilers, Dumpsys or System level logs or ADB data plotted on a graph was used
to measure energy usage. Another group of profilers analyzed the paths in source
codes using finite state models (FSM) or inter procedural control-flow paths. The
authors of [P19] created a dynamic model that instrumented the app to measure
its power consumption. Methods were invoked using tests and were classified into
three different levels (classes, packages, and projects) based on their energy con-
sumption. The classification was then presented graphically. The authors of [P12]
modelled energy consumption as an FSM model by collecting events from an An-
droid device. By executing the instrumented unit tests the line of source code
with the energy consumption issue was identified. The authors of [P13] sliced the
Table 6.15: Overview of support tools (for code smells or energy bugs detection
and refactoring) showing the technique used for offering support to developers
(RG2-RQ3)
Techniques
Ct. T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
CP P6, P16 P12, P13, P19 P14, P20 - - P17




CO - - -
P11, P21, P2,
P10, P22, P23, P24
P15 P18
CP=Profiler, CD= Detector, CO= Optimizer, T1=Byte code manipulation, T2= Code instru-
mentation, T3=Logcat analysis, T4= Static source code analysis, T5=Search-based algorithms,
T6=Dynamic analysis
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Table 6.16: Overview of support tools (for third-party library detection and migra-
tion) showing the technique used for offering support to developers (RG2-RQ3)
Technique
























P28 P25 - - -
CI=Identifier, CM= Migrator, CC=Controller, T7= Feature similarity , T8=Whitelist comparison,
T9= API hooking, T10=Module decoupling, T11=Process isolation, T12=Class profile similarity,
T13= Collaborative filtering, T14= Natural language processing
program into executable slices for generating feature predictors. Predictors were
generated based on some predefined metrics which quantified energy consump-
tion. The authors of [P20] measured energy consumption by encapsulating the
code blocks with energy evaluation functions. Sampling collector extracted en-
ergy consumption and a runtime manager extracted application information from
OS.
Detector. The authors of [P17] used JPF to statically analyze the state space of the
app to find the usage of sensors and wake locks. The utilization of sensory data
was defined by a coefficient. The authors of [P7] converted APK files into byte
code using ‘SOOT’ which is a static source code analyzer. The converted code
was then used to identify and report various antipatterns in code. The authors
of [P5] identified resource intensive items in an app using control-flow graphs
(CFGs). Using resource protocols as a guide a taint-like analysis was performed
on CFGs. In the study [P1] valid inter-procedural control-flow paths were ana-
lyzed in each callback method and its transitive callees, in order to detect energy
draining operations related to missing deactivation behaviors. In the study [P3],
a static analysis tool ‘SOOT’ was used to find energy bugs in graphics intensive
mobile apps along with point-to analysis tool, ‘SPARK’. Energy bugs were iden-
tified based on the frequency at which GPU was being used to perform certain
actions e.g. texture transformations etc. The authors of [P8] used flexible bug
pattern specification notation (FBPSN) to specify bug patterns. The source code
was transformed to CFGs which were used to detect bugs with the help of FBPSN
specified bug patterns. In the study [P9] the APK files were analyzed using ‘AP-
KTool’ and resource leak were analyzed using ‘SAAF’. ‘Lint’ was used for lay-
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out defect analysis. ’SAAF’ internally uses inter-procedural, intra-procedural and
component call analysis and resource leak detection. The output from ’Lint’ was
passed through a filter based on a set of rules defined in a defect table to generate
the report. The results of both these tools are used to generate the respective re-
ports. In the study [P4] an abstract syntax tree of classes was traversed to apply a
set of detection rules based on a specific set of code smells.
Optimizer. The authors of [P2] introduced the tool ‘DelayDroid’ which used
static analysis and byte code refactoring using ASM library to find the parts of
code that performed energy intensive network related tasks and batched them to-
gether to perform those tasks at a delayed interval to reduce energy consumption.
The tool ‘Hot-pepper’ was presented in [P10] which detected energy smells us-
ing the ‘Paprika’ tool and computed the energy consumption of code smells using
the ‘Naga-Viper’ tool. Corrections were made using a tool called ‘SPOON’ that
used static analysis for transformation. The authors of [P11] presented a tool
developed on top of the Eclipse refactoring engine which converted AsyncTask
to Intent-Service in order to improve the asynchronous operations. In the study
[P15] a novel tool ‘EARMO’ was presented which created code abstractions to
search for anti-patterns based on QMOOD metrics. To correct anti-patterns in the
app, the ‘ReCon’ tool was used. In [P18] a framework was presented that had
three main components: Design extractor, refactoring component and code gener-
ation component. Design and defect expressions were generated from EFG using
deterministic finite automata. Their intersection was used to refactor the code.
The authors of [P21] used ‘PMD’ and ‘Android Lint’ to create an Eclipse plugin
for refactoring of source code. ‘PMD’ created an Abstract Source Tree (AST) to
analyze code and apply the pre-defined rules.
Identifier. ‘Identifier’ tools mostly use feature similarity or module decoupling
or both techniques to detect third-party libraries. The authors of [P26] used sim-
ilarity digest (which are similar to standard hashes) and compared them against
a database consisting of original compiled code of third-party libraries. The au-
thors of [P42] also used similarity digests to measure the similarity between data
objects. The authors of [P49] used design pattern digests, fuzzy signatures along
with fuzzy hash to match design patterns from app and library code. The authors
of [P27 and P29] identified third-party libraries by decoupling an app into mod-
ules using package hierarchy clustering, and clustering based on locality sensitive
hashing, respectively. The authors of [P32 and P44] decoupled app into mod-
ules to extract package dependencies for identifying third-party libraries. The
authors of [P33, P37 and P40] used a combination of module decoupling and fea-
ture hashing/digests to provide list of detected third-party libraries. The authors
of [P47] used whitelist based detection for non-obfuscated apps and used motifs
subgraph based detection for obfuscated apps. The authors of [P31] used whitelist
based detection by comparing library name and package information against a list
of commonly used third-party libraries. The authors of [P31, P41, and P48] ex-
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tracted method signatures, and package hierarchy structures from libraries to build
profiles per library and used these profiles for third-party library identification.
Migrator. ‘Migrator’ tools are mostly a combination of collaborative filtering and
natural language processing techniques. The authors of [P35] used collaborative
filtering in combination with topic modelling (applied to the textual description in
readme files). Based on results of topic modelling, similar apps were identified,
and the set of third-party libraries extracted from these similar apps were then used
to recommend libraries to developers. The authors of [P50] applied word embed-
ding and domain-specific relational and categorical knowledge on stack overflow
questions to recommend alternative libraries. The authors of [P51] used collabo-
rative filtering and applied matrix factorization approach to neutralize bias while
recommending libraries. The authors of [P45] used ‘LibScout’ tool to extract li-
brary profiles. These profiles are then used to determine if a library version should
be updated or not.
Controller. ‘Controller’ tools mostly use API hooking techniques to provide con-
trol over library privileges based on policy. The authors of [P34] intercept and
control framework APIs. The authors of [P36] intercept system APIs to extract
runtime library sequence information. The authors of [P38] track the execution
entry of the module and all related asynchronous executions at thread level. The
authors of [P39] use the tool ‘Soot Spark’ to get call graphs in order to identify
Android APIs that leak data (based on a given policy). The authors of [P43] used
binder hooking, in-VM API hooking and GOT (global offset table) hooking to
regulate permission and file related operation of third-party libraries. The authors
of [P46] intercept permissions protected calls and check them against a compiled
list of third-party libraries in order to regulate privileges. The authors of [P28]
extract code features and package information to train a classifier to detect li-
braries and grant them privileges. The authors of [P25] used system-level process
isolation in order to separate third-party library privileges.
Techniques used to provide support by the various categories of support
tools for detecting or refactoring code smells or energy bugs are the
following:
‘Profiler’ tools typically use a variety of techniques to measure energy con-
sumption but none of the tools in this category uses static source code anal-
ysis. Almost all ‘Detector’ and ‘Optimizer’ tools use static source code
analysis of APK/SC based on a predefined set of rules.
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Techniques used to provide support by the various categories of support
tools for detecting or migrating third-party libraries are the following:
‘Identifier’ tools use a variety of techniques for detecting third-party li-
braries. However, feature similarity and/or module decoupling techniques
are more frequent. Almost all ‘Migrator’ tools used collaborative filter-
ing and/or natural language processing techniques to recommend library
migration. Almost all ‘Controller’ tools used API hooking techniques to
control privileges/permissions related to third-party libraries.
6.2.4. RG2-RQ4: How do existing support tools compare to one
another in terms of the support they offer to practitioners for
improving energy efficiency in Android apps?
To answer RG2-RQ4, we first list all the support tools for code smell/energy bug
detection/correction (see Table 6.17) and compare them in terms of input, output,
user interface, integrated development environment (IDE) integration, availabil-
ity, and code smell/energy bug coverage. Second, we list all the support tools
for detecting/migrating third-party libraries (see Table 6.18) and compare them
in terms of input, output, library coverage, user interface, availability, and IDE
integration support. In Tables 6.17 and 6.18, the ‘input’ column provides in-
formation about what is the input for each tool. The ‘output’ column provides
information about the support the tool offers based on the input. The ‘UI’ column
provides information about the user interface of the tool. The ‘open source’ col-
umn provides information about tool availability for usage/extension. The ‘IDE’
column (see Table 6.17) provides information about the IDE integration capability
of tools. The ‘TPL Type’ column (see Table 6.18) provides information about the
third-party library(TPL) coverage of the tool.
Support tools for code smell or energy bug detection or refactoring
In Table 6.17, we provide a list of all the tools identified in ‘Profiler’, ‘Detector’,
and ‘Optimizer’ categories. As a result of fine-tuning the search query 1, we were
able to identify three new ‘Optimizer’ tools [P22, P23, P24] that were not included
in our previous work [54], For all the 24 tools listed in Table 6.17 we provide
additional information related to interface, availability and IDE integration that
was not included in previous work [54].
Studies in the category ‘Profiler’ offer support to the practitioners by providing
tools that can measure the energy consumed by whole/parts of an app or device
sensors used in the apps. The measured information is usually presented to prac-
titioners as graphs for energy consumption over time. Studies in the ‘Profiler’
category do not recommend when, where, and how practitioners can use the infor-
mation from these graphs during development to improve the energy consumption
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of their apps. Studies in the category ‘Detector’ offer support to practitioners by
developing tools that present as output lists of energy bugs/code smells causing
a change in energy consumption of apps. Studies in the category ‘Optimizer’ of-
fer support to practitioners by developing tools that present as output refactored
source code of apps optimized for energy. The studies in this category do not
explicitly give the recommendation to the developers about how to optimize the
source code for energy efficiency as the tools automatically refactor the code.
Table 6.17: List of support tools in ‘Profiler’, ‘Detector’, and ‘Optimizer’ cate-
gories along with information about their inputs and outputs, user interface, IDE
support and availability (RG2-RQ4)




Orka APK ECG GUI No No P6
SEPIA AE ECG GUI No No P12
Mantis PBC Program CRC
predictors










ECG GUI No No P16
SEMA PID,
MVC








Wu et al. SC List of energy
bugs
CMD No No P1
Kim et al. PBC List of energy
bugs
CMD No No P3
Statedroid APK List of energy
bugs
CMD No No P5
PatBugs SC List of de-
tected warn-
ings
NS No No P8
SAAD APK List of energy
bugs
CMD No No P9
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GreenDroid PBC,CF List of energy
bugs + severity
level

















CMD No Yes P10
Asyncdroid SC Refactored SC GUI Eclipse No P11
EARMO APK Refactored
APK
CMD No Yes P15
EnergyPatch APK Refactored
APK
GUI Eclipse No P18
Nguyen et
al.








CMD No Yes P23
Leafactor SC Refactored
APK file
GUI Eclipse Yes P24
(Ct.=Category, CP=Profiler, CD= Detector, CO= Optimizer, SC=Source Code, APK=Android
Package Kit, PBC=Program Byte Code, SL= System Log files, AL= Application Log files, PID=
Process ID, ADB=Android Debug Bridge, CRC= Computational Resource Consumption, AE=
Application Events, CF= configuration Files, MVC= Measurements of Voltage and Current, ECG=
Energy Consumption Graph, SM= Software Metrics values, PM=PlayStore Metadata, GUI =
Graphical User Interface, CMD= Command Line, EC= Energy Consumption)
Out of 24 tools listed in Table 6.17, only seven are open source. Out of the seven
open-source tools, three are ‘Detector’ tools, and four are ‘Optimizer’ tools. Most
of the tools do not offer IDE integration. Four tools in ‘Optimizer’ category sup-
port integration with Eclipse IDE [P11, P18, P21, P24] while one tool [P22] sup-
ports integration with Android Studio IDE. Out of 24 tools, 12 offer command-
line interface (CMD) [P1, P3, P5, P9, P7, P10, P13, P15, P17, P20, P22, P23],
eight tools offer graphical user interface (GUI) [P6, P11, P12, P14, P16, P18, P21,
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P24], two tools offer both [P4, P19], while for the rest of them information about
interface is not specified in the publications.
See Annex B for detail about definitions of code smells/ energy bugs covered
by tools in ‘Detector’ and ‘Optimizer’ categories. Figure 6.3 shows the Android
energy bug coverage of tools in the ‘Detector’ and ‘Optimizer’ category. The
Android energy bugs are shown on the horizontal axis. The percentage of tools in
the ‘Detector’ and ‘Optimizer’ categories covering Android energy bugs is shown
on the vertical axis. We can see that Android energy bugs ‘TMV’, ‘TDL’, ‘UL’,
‘UP’, ‘VBS’ are detected by 13% of the tools, whereas ‘RL’, ‘WB’ and ‘NCD’ are
detected by 75%, 50% and 38% of tools, in the ‘Detector’ category respectively.
None of the tools in the ‘Optimizer’ category covers. ‘TMV’, ‘TDL’, ‘UL’, and
‘UP’ energy bugs. On the other hand, energy bugs ‘IB’, ‘OLP’, ‘VHB’, ‘EMC’
are covered by tools in the ‘Optimizer’ category, whereas none of the tools in
the‘Detector’ category covers them. ‘RL’ and ‘VBS’ energy bugs are detected by
44% of the tools in the ‘Optimizer’ category.
Figure 6.4 shows the Android code smell coverage of tools in the ‘Detector’ and
‘Optimizer’ category. The Android code smells are shown on the vertical axis.
The percentage of tools in the ‘Detector’ and ‘Optimizer’ categories covering
Android code smells is shown on the horizontal axis. We can see that Android
code smell ‘ERB’ and ‘VHP’ is not detected by any tool in the ‘Detector’ cat-
egory, whereas ‘LWS’, ‘LC’, ‘RAM’, ‘PD’, ‘ISQLQ’, ‘IDFP’, ‘DW; ‘DR’, and
‘DTWC’ are not detected by any of tools in the ‘Optimizer’ category. Android
code smells such as ‘IOD’, ‘HBR’, ‘HSS’, ‘HAT’, ‘IWR’, ‘UIO’, ‘BFU’, ‘UHA’,
‘LWS’, ‘LC’, ‘SL’, ‘RAM’, ‘PD’, ‘NLMR’, ‘MIM’, ‘LT’, ‘IDS’, ‘IDFP’, ‘DW’,
‘DR’, ‘DTWC’ are detected by 13-25% of the tools in the ‘Detectors’ category
Typical support given by the various categories support tools for detecting
and refactoring code smells/energy bugs are as follows:
’Profiler’ tools support developers by visualizing the energy consumption
of the whole app or parts of it. ’Detector’ tools support developers with
lists of energy bugs and code smells to be manually fixed by the developer
for energy improvement. ’Optimizer’ tools support developers by automat-
ically refactoring APK/SC versions based on pre-defined rules.
Support tools for third-party library detection or migration
In Table 6.18, we provide a list of all the tools identified in ‘Identifier’, ‘Migrator’,
and ‘Controller’ categories. Publications in the category ‘Identifier’ offer support
to the practitioners by providing tools that detect third-party libraries present in
the apps. The information is usually presented to practitioners as a list of de-
tected libraries along with their version or similarity scores. Publications in the
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Figure 6.3: Percentage of the tools in ’Detector’ and ’Optimizer’ categories that
can detect Android energy bugs.
(RL=Resource Leak, WB=Wake-lock Bug, VBS=Vacuous Background Services, IB= Immortality
Bug, TMV=Too Many Views, TDL= Too Deep Layout, NCD=Not Using Compound Drawables,
UL= Useless Leaf, UP=Useless Parent, OLP=Obsolete Layout Parameter, VHB= View Holder
Bug, EMC=Excessive Method Calls)
category ‘Migrator’ offer support to practitioners by developing tools that present
as output lists of recommended third-party libraries. Publications in the cate-
gory ‘Controller’ offer support to practitioners by developing tools that present
as output policy-based privilege or permission control over third-party libraries.
Most tools in ‘Identifier’, ‘Migrator’, and ‘Controller’ categories provide coverage
for all types (advertisement, social, network, billing, analytics etc) of Java-based
third-party libraries. Some tools such as AdDetect (CI), or Pedal (CC) cover only
the advertisement related third-party libraries. NativeGuard (CC) provides cover-
age for only native third-party libraries. Reaper (CC) and LibCage (CC) provide
coverage for native and Java-based third-party libraries. For many tools listed in
Table 6.18, interface type was not specified in publications, while others provide
either a command-line interface (CMD) or a graphical user interface (GUI). Out
of 27 tools listed in Table 6.18, only seven tools are open source. Out of the seven
open-source tools, six tools [P30, P31, P33, P37, P42, P48] are ‘Identifier’ tools
and one tool [P46] is a ‘Controller’ tool. None of the tools listed in Table 6.18
provides IDE integration support.
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Figure 6.4: Percentage of code smells detected by each tools in ‘Detector’ and
‘Optimizer’ categories.
(DTWC=Data Transmission Without Compression, DR=Debuggable Release, DW=Durable Wake-
lock, IDFP=Inefficient Data Format and Parser, IDS=Inefficient Data Structure, ISQLQ=Inefficient
SQL Query, IGS=Internal Getter and Setter, LIC=Leaking Inner Class, LT=Leaking Thread,
MIM=Member Ignoring Method, NLMR=No Low Memory Resolver, PD=Public Data,
RAM=Rigid Alarm Manager, SL=Slow Loop, UC=Unclosed Closeable, LC=Lifetime Containment,
LWS= Long Wait State, UHA=Unsupported Hardware Acceleration, BFU= Bitmap Format Usage,
UIO=UI Overdraw, IWR=Invalidate Without Rect, HAT=Heavy AsyncTask, HSS=Heavy Service
Start, HBR=Heavy Broadcast Receiver, IOD=Init ONDraw, ERB=Early Resource Binding, VHP=
View Holder Pattern.)
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Table 6.18: List of support tools in ‘Identifier’, ‘Migrator’, and ‘Controller’ cat-
egories along with information about their inputs and outputs, library coverage,
UI, and availability (RG2-RQ4)
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Java GUI* Yes P31
LibSift APK List of de-
tected TPLs
Java NS No P32





Java GUI* Yes P33
LibD APK List of de-
tected TPLs
Java CMD Yes P37















Java NS No P41
Orlis APK List of de-
tected TPLs
Java NS Yes P42
PanGuard APK List of de-
tected TPLs
Java GUI* No P44





















AppLibRec SC List of recom-
mended TPLs















Java GUI* No P50
LibSeek APK List of recom-
mended TPLs
Java NS No P51
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(Ct.=Category, CI=Identifier, CM= Migrator, CC=Controller UI= User Interface, SC=Source Code,
APK=Android Package Kit, TPL= Third-Party Libraries, GUI= Graphical User Interface, CMD=
Command-line Interface, NS= Not Specified in publication, *Web service, **App on Android de-
vice, *** executable jar, NS= not specified in the publication.)
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The tools in ‘Identifier’, ‘Migrator’, and ‘Controller’ categories do not
detect/update/control/migrate third-party libraries to optimize the source
code of Android app for energy efficiency.
Typical support given by the various categories of support tools for
detecting and migrating third-party libraries are as follows:
’Identifier’ tools support developers by detecting third-party libraries
present in apps. ’Migrator’ tools support developers with lists of recom-
mended third-party libraries along with the mapping information of these
libraries for updating/migrating them. ’Controller’ tools support devel-
opers by separating third-party library privileges from the app privileges
based on policy defined by developers.
6.3. Discussion
In this section, we highlight what is lacking and make suggestions for future re-
search directions regarding the two types of tool support.
6.3.1. Support Tools for Code Smell and Energy Bug Detection or
Refactoring
Regarding support tools for code smell and energy bug detection and refactoring,
we identified the following shortcomings.
• Lack of open-source tools: We observed that most of the support tools in
‘Profiler’, ‘Detector’ and ‘Optimizer’ categories are not open-source, mak-
ing these tools inaccessible to many developers.
• Lack of IDE integration: Most of the support tools in ‘Profiler’, ‘Detector’
and ‘Optimizer’ categories do not support IDE integration. Due to the rapid
development process of Android apps, developers are more likely to use
tools that are integrated with the IDEs and share the same interface design.
• Limited code smell and energy bug coverage: Each tool in ‘Detector’ and
‘Optimizer’ categories provided a limited coverage over Android-specific
code smells or energy bugs. In principle, if developers spend time and
effort to learn one such tool, they still might not be able to identify many
code smells and energy bugs in their code unless they use a combination of
these tools to get complete coverage.
• Vague industry relevance: The industry relevance of the current state of
the art support tools might not be obvious because they are not evaluated in
industrial settings.
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• Lack of hybrid analysis techniques: Most tools in ‘Detector’ and ‘Op-
timizer’ categories used static source code analysis, which indicates that
these tools do not cover dynamic issues such as those related to asyn-
chronous tasks.
Based on the above shortcomings we propose the following future research op-
portunities
• Open-source tools and IDE integration: There is a need for more open-
source ’Profiler’, ‘Detector’ and ‘Optimizer’ tools to be integrated with cur-
rent IDEs for better accessibility. The process of setting up and control-
ling hardware-based energy measurements for apps is cumbersome. Open-
source ’Profiler’ tools for hardware-based measurements could be useful
in conducting controlled experiments to generate accurate energy data in a
specific context. IDE integration of such tools will help reduce the learning
curve for the users and help with the adaption of the tools (we present one
such tool (ARENA) in Chapter 7).
• Extension of existing support tools: The current state of the art tools could
be extended to integrate with other industrially famous code analyzers like
Android Lint, Check Style, Find Bugs and PMD. Work done by Goaër et al.
[68] and Fatima et al. [53] are promising as they extend the Android Lint
tool to provide coverage for various code smells and energy bugs.
• Tool development using hybrid techniques For the development of bet-
ter support tools, hybrid techniques encompassing both dynamic and static
analysis could be used. In addition, non-intrusive techniques could be used
to collect software metrics for identifying code smells and energy bugs.
• Improving scope of primary studies: The results from the selected publi-
cations could be expanded to include cross-project predictions and correc-
tions for energy bugs. Analysis and inclusion of multi-threaded program-
ming approaches in the experiments could be another direction for future
researchers.
6.3.2. Support Tools for Third-party Library Detection or Migration
Regarding support tools for third-party library detection and migration, we iden-
tified the following shortcomings.
• Lack of IDE integration: We observed that none of the support tools in
‘Identifier’, ‘Migrator’ and ‘Controller’ provide support for IDE integra-
tion, and many of these tools are also not open source, making them inac-
cessible to developers.
• Lack of energy-related support and library coverage: We also observed
that none of the support tools in ‘Identifier’, ‘Migrator’, and ‘Controller’
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categories offers any support to developers to aid the development of green
Android apps. One possible reason could be that so far research related to
third-party library identification is mostly used in clone detection, detec-
tion of rebranded or similar or malicious apps, detection of issues related to
security, privacy or data leaks. Rasmussen et al. [134] showed that block-
ing advertisements in Android apps reduce energy consumption. However,
these studies have only focused on a small subset of network and adver-
tisement related libraries. Current state-of-the-art explore limited types and
distribution of commonly used third-party libraries such as ads, billing, and
social libraries.
• Lack of hybrid analysis techniques: Support tools in the ‘Identifier’ cat-
egory roughly use two techniques a) whitelist-based b) similarity-based.
Tools that use whitelist based approaches are fast due to smaller feature
sets thus could perform better in large scale analysis. However, this tech-
nique cannot identify third-party libraries without prior knowledge. On the
other hand, tools that use similarity-based approaches such as feature hash-
ing use a larger feature set and can identify third-party libraries without
prior knowledge. Due to the extended feature set, these tools might be
more accurate but time-consuming.
• Lack of detection accuracy: Many tools in the ‘Identifier’ category (such
as ‘LibD’, ‘LibScout’, ‘LibRadar’, ‘AdDectect’ etc.) consider code obfus-
cation during library detections to give accurate results. However, not many
tools are resilient against code shrinking as they rely on package hierarchies.
Based on the above shortcomings we propose the following future research op-
portunities
• Candidates for tool extension: Support tools in ‘Migrator’ category are
good candidates for an extension to offer energy-related support as col-
laborative filtering, and natural language processing techniques could sup-
plement the data gathered from the energy reading of third-party libraries.
Such information could be useful in mapping the function of one library to
another alternative library for a smooth migration.
• Improving detection techniques: Support tools in ‘Controller’ categories
rely on API hooking techniques that separate libraries from app code. Such
tools could also benefit from using an access control list (ACL) to split
privileges. Because current techniques require system-level changes, which
makes the deployment of ‘Controller’ tools difficult.
• Recommend energy-efficient third-party libraries: Energy consumption
of other libraries such as network, analytical, utility, etc., is not fully ex-
plored in literature and merits further research. Tool developers could use
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data from such studies to recommend energy-efficient libraries to develop-
ers during development (we present one such tool (REHAB) in Chapter 8).
6.4. Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the possible threats to validity of this study and our
strategy to mitigate them.
Internal validity: The search queries and classification of selected publications
could be biased by the researcher’s knowledge. We mitigated this threat by fol-
lowing the method described by Petersen et al. [129] for conducting a systematic
mapping study. We defined the inclusion, exclusion and quality criteria for the
selection of the publications. We searched for publications in only four online
repositories (IEEE Xplore, ACM digital library,Science Direct, and Springer), as
these repositories cover most of the high quality publications in the domain of
software engineering.
Construct validity: In order to avoid false-positive and false negatives in the
search results, we used the wildcard character (*) to maximize coverage and the
keyword ‘AND NOT’ to remove irrelevant studies. We did not use the terms ‘en-
ergy’ or ‘efficiency’ in combination with ‘Android’ in the second search query,
as we have already executed this combination in search query 1. The results of
the search strings were manually checked and further refined. We already knew
about many relevant studies and we recaptured almost 90% of them when we ex-
ecuted the search queries. On each online repository the search mechanism is
slightly different we tried to keep the queries as consistent as possible, but there
might be a slight difference due to the difference in search mechanism provided
by different online repositories. We have excluded publications that did not focus
on Android development yet still contributed a tool for detecting or recommend-
ing third-party libraries. Maven central repository contains a huge quantity of
Java-based third-party libraries that could be used in any Java-based application.
However, in this study, we focused particularly on the support tools for energy
profiling, code optimization and refactoring of code smells or energy bugs, detec-
tion or migration of third-party libraries to help aid development of green Android
apps. Other types of support tools, such as tools for style checking, interface op-
timization, test generation, requirement engineering, code obfuscation, etc., were
not in the scope of this study. Therefore, while applying inclusion/exclusion crite-
ria, we filtered support tools such as ‘LibFinder’, LibCPU, CrossRec and RAPIM
[15, 113, 119, 146]. These tools could identify or recommend third-party libraries
but they were not designed to be used specifically with Android apps. We plan to
cover such tools in future work.
External validity: We only covered publications from 2014 to June 2020. On-
line repositories continuously update their databases to include new publications,
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therefore, executing the same queries might yield some additional results that
were not included in this study. Some selected publications use the terms code
smells and energy bugs interchangeably which could affect the classification. To
mitigate this threat, we used the selected definitions (cf. section 6.1.4) for code
smells and energy bugs to correctly classify the studies in the right category.
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7. ARENA: A TOOL FOR MEASURING AND
ANALYSING THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF
ANDROID APPLICATIONS
In this chapter, we also focus on RG2 (defined in Section 1.1) to improve the
tool support for energy efficient mobile app development. In the previous chapter,
we provided an overview of state-of-the art and compared the current available
support tools to aid green Android development. Recent studies [28, 128, 130]
indicate that user acceptance of energy-draining apps is low. To make energy-
efficient mobile apps, there is a need for tools that assist software practitioners
in estimating the energy consumption of an app when it is running on a device.
Therefore, in this chapter, we present an open-source tool ARENA (Analyzing
eneRgy Efficiency in aNdroid Apps) to support the energy measurement and anal-
ysis process and to reduce the risks related to human errors. This tool integrates
all the activities necessary to measure, statistically analyze and report (including
result interpretations and visualization in the form of graphs) the energy consump-
tion of Android apps.
The energy measurement and analysis process typically involves setting up an en-
ergy measurement environment, executing the app under test (AUT) on the mobile
device, and recording current/voltage data, usually at the rate of 5KHz and above.
Once the energy data is acquired, it needs to be cleaned from noise and aggre-
gated over several samples to account for variations in energy consumption due
to background processes in the mobile device. Further, data is visualized or sta-
tistically analyzed to discover significant variations in energy consumption. The
energy measurements could be captured either via hardware-based approaches
(e.g., using devices such as Monsoon power monitor1) or via software-based ap-
proaches (e.g., such as PowerAPI2). As compared to software-based approaches,
hardware-based approaches are more accurate in capturing energy measurements
but at the same time more cumbersome to implement. Several empirical stud-
ies exist [74, 85, 114, 144] in which either one or both of these approaches are
used to measure energy consumption of mobile apps. In each of these studies, the
authors employ their own methods for measuring energy consumption, and most
of the work is done manually or via specialized scripts. Therefore, it is difficult
to compare and reproduce their results. Estimating the energy consumption of an
Android app is challenging and resource intensive. To overcome these problems, a
systematic and fully/semi-automated process is needed to ensure that the measure-
ments are performed consistently and reliably [101]. Previously, many tools have




apps. However, they target large-scale app store analysis after an app has been
published, or they use outdated hardware for physical measurements. Few tools
exist that help developers estimate the energy consumption of an app during de-
velopment. Physalia is a python library3 that helps software practitioners in taking
hardware based energy measurements for mobile apps. However, it does not pro-
vide integration with Android Studio IDE. Android Profiler within the Android
Studio IDE estimates energy consumption via a software-based approach but does
not provide means to analyze and report the energy consumption between differ-
ent apps, or different versions of the same app, via a hardware-based approach.
As the process of recording hardware-based energy measurement is lengthy with
a steep learning curve, we present a new support tool ARENA for energy mea-
surement of Android apps.
In the rest of the chapter, we describe ARENA’s architecture and explain how
ARENA supports the energy measurement and analysis process. Then, we pro-
vide implementation details. Finally, we present ARENA in a typical usage sce-
nario.
Figure 7.1: An overview of the energy measurement and analysis process that is
supported by ARENA
7.1. ARENA Architecture
In this section, we describe how ARENA supports the energy measurement and
analysis process. Typically energy measurement and analysis process consist of
four steps: 1) Data collection, 2) Data pre-processing, 3) Statistical Analysis and
4) Visualization. For each of the main steps in this process, there exists a cor-
responding component in ARENA. Figure 7.1 gives an overview of the energy
measurement and analysis process that is supported by ARENA.
3https://tqrg.github.io/physalia/
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7.1.1. Component 1: ExperimentRunner
The ARENA component ‘ExperimentRunner’ supports the first step of the energy
measurement and analysis process, i.e., ‘Data collection’. During data collection,
energy measurements are recorded several times to account for the underlying
variations in energy consumption due to background processes in the mobile de-
vice. The energy measurements are controlled from the host computer via ‘Ex-
perimentRunner’, which helps ARENA user to control activities required to set
up and execute the experiment for data collection. ‘ExperimentRunner’ initializes
the callback object to display output in the tool window. It also creates a directory
where customized shell scripts will be created.
Experiment Setup. Before using the ARENA tool, the scope of the experiment,
measurement environment settings, an AUT, and test scripts are prepared by the
ARENA user. R version 3.4.3 or above and Rtools needs to be installed on the host
computer. To measure hardware-based energy readings, ARENA is designed to be
used with the Monsoon Power Monitor, a popular physical measurement device
that has been used in various studies [47, 96, 140]. Therefore related libraries
and python packages4 need to be installed as per the user manual of Monsoon
Power Monitor. The mobile phone on which the AUT will be executed should
have Android 5.0 and above. The mobile phone is connected to the host computer
with a USB cable via Monsoon Power Monitor disabling the USB phone charging
once the energy measurement starts. ARENA user should check that the screen
brightness is set to a minimum and only essential Android services are running
on the phone. ‘ExperimentRunner’ checks if the mobile device is successfully
connected to the host computer. Additionally, a script ‘start_power_monitor.py’
is generated, which initializes Monsoon Power Monitors’ runtime current lim-
its, and enables the USB channel on Monsoon Power Monitor hardware. The
serial number of Monsoon Power Monitor hardware can be configured in the
‘start_power_monitor.py’ script in the ARENA source code. ‘ExperimentRunner’
works with only one Monsoon Power Monitor at a time.
Experiment Execution. ‘ExperimentRunner’ creates customized scripts for exper-
iment execution. These scripts include commands to clear battery statistics, mem-
ory statistics, network statistics and adb log files before each iteration of the ex-
periment. We consider an iteration to be the execution of a test case on a mobile
device once. Based on the AUT selected by the ARENA user, commands in shell
scripts are customized to install and run the app (for baseline readings, these com-
mands are not included). The script ‘start_power_monitor.py’ creates an instance
of the sample engine class from the Monsoon Power Monitor Python library. By
default, the current/voltage samples are saved as a Python list that can be retrieved
with the getSamples() function. At the end of each iteration, the Python list is con-
verted into a CSV file and saved on the host computer. Monsoon Power Monitor
4https://figshare.com/s/9cdfc9f8b39411698afd
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output files are checked for reliability based on the number of dropped samples.
As Monsoon Power Monitor records samples at a rate of 5KHz, and assuming that
AUT runs for more than one second, the ARENA user is given a warning to check
current/voltage data if 1000 or more samples are dropped.
Once all scripts are ready, they are pushed to the mobile device along with the
script-runner apk. Script-runner is a small app that comes with ARENA to au-
tomatically trigger AUT and related shell scripts on the mobile device. This app
is a necessary overhead to save manual effort and to ensure that no problems are
created during the experiment due to human error. ‘ExperimentRunner’ gives the
options to the ARENA user to re-run the same iteration, run the next iteration,
uninstall AUT from the mobile device, and clear data for AUT from the mobile
device. The selected option is passed as a runtime argument to the script-runner
app, which executes the relevant shell script on the mobile device.
After each iteration, data is retrieved from the device to the result folder on the
host computer and files are renamed as per iteration number. e.g. for the first iter-
ation, the adb log file "logcat.txt" is renamed to "Logcat_R1" and so on. During
the next iterations, settings are updated in the shell scripts (if needed).
7.1.2. Component 2: CleanupRunner
The ARENA component ‘CleanupRunner’ supports the second step of the energy
measurement and analysis process, i.e., ‘Data pre-processing’. ‘Cleanup-Runner’
renders the raw data files in a list in the tool window and performs cleaning/filter-
ing on the selected files. PID (process-ID) and UID (user-ID) are extracted from
the adb log files for each iteration of the experiment. The UID is used to extract
relevant data from network statistics files. CPU and memory statistic files are fil-
tered by app package name. For cleaning adb logs, UID, PID, and user-specified
tags are used. As the format of adb log and statistic files in different Android ver-
sions are slightly different, to produce cleaned output files with a consistent for-
mat, the API version of the mobile device is used to implement the correct parser
on the log and statistic files. Once the adb log and statistic files are cleaned, the
timestamps from the cleaned adb log file are used to extract relevant current/volt-
age data in each iteration. The cleaned current/voltage file is used to calculate
energy consumption in joules (J) of AUT in each iteration. An average of base-
line energy is subtracted from the calculated energy consumption of AUT (under
the assumption that an increase in energy consumption from the baseline is due
to the execution of AUT). A data file named ‘data.csv’ is created containing the
package name of AUT, energy (J), memory %, CPU % and network statistics for
each iteration. Another file named ‘average_data.csv’ is created with aggregated
values for energy (J), memory %, CPU % and network statistics of all iterations
of AUT.
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7.1.3. Component 3: AnalysisRunner
The ARENA component ‘AnalysisRunner’ supports the third step of the energy
measurement and analysis process, i.e., ‘Statistical Analysis’. ‘AnalysisRunner’
populates the combo boxes for dependent, independent and filter variables in the
tool window with column names from the selected CSV data files (the cleaned
energy files produced by ‘CleanupRunner’ are used here). ‘AnalysisRunner’ pro-
vides detailed help text in the tool window in order to make it easier for the user
to select a statistical analysis based on requirements and data type. Based on the
ARENA user selection, the values of variables included in the analysis are updated
in the relevant R scripts, which are then executed to produce a report containing
the results of the selected statistical analysis and its interpretation.
7.1.4. Component 4: VisualizationRunner
The ARENA component ‘VisualizationRunner’ supports the fourth step of the en-
ergy measurement and analysis process, i.e., ‘Visualization’. ‘VisualizationRun-
ner’ populates the combo boxes for dependent, independent and filter variables in
the tool window with column names from the selected CSV file. The type of the
graph selected and the dependent, independent, and filter variables control how
the data in the graph is displayed. ‘VisualizationRunner’ allows various graph
configuration for each graph type in terms of label font, legend colours, graph
title, graph size, sequence of label on x-axis etc.
7.2. ARENA Implementation
ARENA is built for integration with IntelliJ IDEA and Android Studio IDE as
a plugin. Functionalities of the plugin are implemented on widgets of the tool
window (from here onwards referred to as ARENA interface). The plugin is im-
plemented in Java. Each component in ARENA’s architecture corresponds to a
tab on the ARENA interface. Based on the scope and requirements of the experi-
ment, the ARENA user can set certain parameters on each tab to get the results. It
is ideal to use the tabs in the ARENA interface iteratively as they are interrelated.
However, if ARENA users wants to reuse data of a particular process step or skip
a process step, that is also permitted.
The first tab in the ARENA interface is ‘Data collection’, which corresponds to
the ARENA component ‘ExperimentRunner’. Within this tab, ARENA users can
perform two sets of activities, 1) configure experiment setup by selecting energy
measurement mode, data collection phase and corresponding data files, and 2)
control the experiment execution by configuring the experiment parameters such
as number of iterations (a single iteration is the execution of test apk once, the
choice of this value depends on the requirement of the experiment, however for the
sake of sampling distribution a value between 10-30 is considered good), path to
app apk, path to test apk, data path on mobile device, test class, test runner, re-run
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configuration (i.e., re-install app or clear data), results folder etc. The main out-
put of this tab is the raw timestamped current/voltage data from Monsoon Power
Monitor and corresponding adb logs and statistics from the mobile device.
The second tab in the ARENA interface is ‘Pre-processing’, which corresponds
to the ARENA component ‘CleanupRunner’. The main outputs of this tab are
the 1) filtered current/voltage data, adb logs and statistics5, and 2) calculated and
aggregated energy and statistics data6.
The third tab in the ARENA interface is ‘Analysis’, which corresponds to the
ARENA component ‘AnalysisRunner’. The main output of this tab is a report(s)
in .docx format with results of statistical analysis about the energy consumption
of AUT (along with its interpretations).
The fourth tab in the ARENA interface is ‘Visualization’, which corresponds to
the ARENA component ‘VisualizationRunner’. The main output of this tab is the
graph of the selected type.
In all the tabs hovering the mouse pointer on a widget of the interface shows a
tool-tip with help text. Progress and error messages are shown either in the tool
window terminal or via error labels.
The implementation of ARENA is available at our bitbuket repository7.
7.3. ARENA in Practice
This section ties together all components described above and provide example
usage. ARENA can be installed as an IntelliJ or Android Studio plugin using the
package we provide on our bitbucket repository8. After installation, when a user
opens a new or existing project, they can see the ARENA tab on the right side of
the IDE.
7.3.1. Comprehensive Usage Scenario
In this section we present a comprehensive usage scenario in which all tabs in
ARENA are used. It is ideal to use the tabs in the ARENA interface iteratively as
they are interrelated. However, if ARENA users wants to reuse data of a particular
process step or skip a process step, that is also permitted. The comprehensive
usage scenario of ARENA is also shown in a YouTube video9.
5Details of columns in filtered data file https://figshare.com/s/50c5732300315023b197
6Details of columns in aggregated data file https://figshare.com/s/cbc2fd529b413e4dcbf1
7ARENA source code, https://bitbucket.org/hinaanwar2003/arena
8ARENA is packaged as a plugin, which could be installed via zip file EnergyPlugin-1.0-
SNAPSHOT.zip available at https://bitbucket.org/hinaanwar2003/arena/src/master/. See Annex C
for installation instructions.
9ARENA comprehensive usage scenario YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgP5XL9SvRU
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The comprehensive usage scenario of ARENA begins with the source code of the
AUT. The developer writes automated Android user interface tests for AUT us-
ing tool such as Espresso10. Next, the developer wants to assess AUT’s energy
consumption to compare with the previous version of the same app or against a
competitor app. The ARENA interface facilitates the developer to measure, ag-
gregate, analyse and visualize the energy consumption of AUT. Using the ‘Data
collection’ tab, the energy data collection process is initiated. The correspond-
ing adb logs and additional statistics (if selected) such as CPU, memory, network
statistics and trace files are recorded and extracted from the mobile device. The
energy data from Monsoon Power Monitor is automatically saved as a CSV file on
the host computer. Using the ‘pre-processing’ tab, the raw energy data is cleaned
and aggregated by matching it against the start and end timestamps found in the
adb log files. Using the ‘Analysis’ tab, various statistical analysis (such as Sum-
mary statistics, Kruskal-Wallis, Spearman Correlation, ANOVA etc.) could be
performed on the data. After analysis is complete, a detailed report of the anal-
ysis and the interpretation of the results are generated (in .docx format). Using
the ‘Visualization’ tab, the data could be visualized by creating various graphs
(such as scatter plot, box plot). In Figure 7.2. we show the detailed workflow with
included sub-steps supported by ARENA tool. Figures 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6
shows the corresponding ARENA interfaces11 in IntelliJ IDE.
7.3.2. Application Example
Application example used the comprehensive scenario described above. We used
ARENA in a study [154] to evaluate the energy consumption of commonly used
third-party network libraries in Android apps. We made 45 versions of a custom
app using selected third-party network libraries in different use cases. We used
ARENA to measure the energy consumption of each version of the custom app by
executing it on an Android device ten times. We recorded 450 energy measure-
ments along with corresponding adb logs. Next, the recorded data was cleaned,
aggregated, analyzed and visualized using ARENA to identify the statistically sig-
nificant changes in energy consumption of different third-party network libraries
in different use cases. ARENA significantly reduced the time and effort required
to measure and analyze the energy consumption of AUT. As the process described
was controlled via ARENA, thus errors in measurement due to human error were
also avoided.
10https://developer.android.com/training/testing/espresso
11See the detailed tool tutorial: https://figshare.com/s/4c4ec26fc0ec91fbad41
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Figure 7.2: Detailed workflow supported by ARENA tool
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Figure 7.3: ARENA interface - Data collection tab
Figure 7.4: ARENA interface - Pre-processing tab
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Figure 7.5: ARENA interface - Analysis tab
Figure 7.6: ARENA interface - Visualization tab
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8. REHAB: A TOOL FOR RECOMMENDING
ENERGY-EFFICIENT THIRD-PARTY LIBRARIES TO
ANDROID DEVELOPERS
In this chapter, we focus on RG2 (defined in Section 1.1) as well to improve the
tool support for energy efficient mobile app development. In chapter 6, we pro-
vided an overview of state-of-the art and compared the current available support
tools to aid green Android development. In chapter 7, we presented a new support
tool for measuring energy of Android apps. The work presented in this chapter is
an extension of the study presented in chapter 5, in which we measured the energy
consumption of commonly used third-party HTTP libraries for Android apps. We
measured energy consumption for one version per library within each selected use
case. Now, we present a recommender system REHAB (Recommending Energy-
efficient tHird-pArty liBraries) to assist developers in choosing energy-efficient
third party HTTP libraries in specific use cases. Further, we discuss how the scope
of REHAB can be widened by conducting usage and change analysis on 8457 An-
droid apps. The usage analysis quantifies the usage of selected third-party HTTP
libraries and all their versions in a set of real Android apps. The change analysis
quantifies what kind of changes are made in the consecutive versions.
Mobile users prefer longer battery life. If an app is causing battery drain it usually
receive negative reviews from the users. Energy of mobile apps could be improved
by minor code optimizations [30, 71, 90, 125]. Android developers use third-
party libraries to speed up the development. Over 60% of Android apps’ code is
contributed by commonly used libraries [168]. The choice of using third-party
libraries in the Android app is crucial as developers do not tend to update them
frequently [147]. For a particular task usually many alternatives are available that
offer similar functionalities. If the third-party library included in the app is not
energy efficient it might drain the mobiles’ battery. We seek to help Android
developers by recommending energy efficient third-party HTTP libraries during
development.
8.1. REHAB Architecture
In this section we describe how REHAB recommend energy efficient third-party
HTTP libraries to the developers. We developed a rule based system that uses
pre-defined rules to make recommendations to the user. Based on the energy
consumption data of selected third-party HTTP libraries, a finite set of rule (con-
ditions and related actions) are defined. REHAB does not automatically make
changes in code. Based on conditions it recommends related action. REHAB con-
sist of three main components: 1) knowledge base, 2) Code inspection module, 3)
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Rule mapping module. Figure 8.1 gives an overview of the REHAB Architecture.
Figure 8.1: An overview of REHAB
8.1.1. Component 1: Knowledge Base
To define rules, we used energy data produced in chapter 5 [154]. The selected
use-cases are as follows:
• UC-GF: Making an HTTP GET request to the server to download a file and
logging the server’s response.
• UC-PF: Making a multipart HTTP POST request to the server to upload a
file and logging the server’s response.
• UC-PJO: Making a multipart HTTP POST request for sending Java objects
serialized as JSON to the server and logging the server’s response.
• UC-GJO: Making an HTTP GET request to the server for receiving JSON
Objects, de-serializing them and mapping them to the Java objects.
• UC-GI: Making a GET request to the server to load images and displaying
them on screen.
The third-party selected libraries used within each use-case are summarized in the
Table 8.1 (taken from chapter 5).
In chapter 5, we have calculated the energy consumption of libraries in individual
use cases, therefore, we cannot tell how much energy efficient combined usage
of libraries are in all possible combinations. We can make a recommendation if
user wants to use a single library for more than one use case. At the moment, we
cannot recommend combination of third-party libraries that requires additional
energy data. We made 31 unique combinations of use-cases (see Table 8.2) in
total. For each single/combination of use case we recommend library alternatives
(assuming that the probability of inclusion of each library alternative in an app is
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Table 8.1: Android third-party HTTP libraries used in each selected use case.
UC
ID Library GF PF PJO GJO GI
vo Volley x x
vo(G) Volley(G) x x
vo(M) Volley(M) x x
vo(J) Volley(J) x x
re Retrofit x x
re(G) Retrofit(G) x x
re(M) Retrofit(M) x x
re(J) Retrofit(J) x x
ok OkHttp x x
ok(G) OkHttp(G) x x
ok(M) OkHttp(M) x x
ok(J) OkHttp(J) x x
async-h Androidasynchttp x x x
async-h(G) Androidasynchttp(G) x x
async-h(M) Androidasynchttp(M) x x
async-h(J) Androidasynchttp(J) x x
async Androidasync x x
async(G) Androidasync(G) x x
async(M) Androidasync(M) x x




equal). In Table 8.2 text in blue indicates the number of library choices available
for that particular use case/combination of use cases.
The rules are based on mean energy consumption(joules) of each library and loss
in energy calculated for each library within each use case using Minimax strategy.
Minimax strategy is commonly used in game theory where the objective is to min-
imize loss and maximize the profit. In our case profit = most energy efficient. We
select the libraries that are most energy efficient with minimum loss. To calculate
loss, within each use case we select the library with smallest mean energy value
(J) and we subtract it from all other alternatives. In each use case we have five
choices of libraries. We select one third-party library in each use case that is most
energy efficient ( with minimum loss within a use-case) for implementing that use
case in an app. To recommend a library for a combination of use-cases, we rank
the libraries based on the total minimum loss value for that combination.
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Table 8.2: Unique combinations of use-cases.
1 UC 2 UC 3 UC 4 UC 5 UC
GF (5) GF,PF (5) GF,PF,PJO (15) GF,PF,PJO,GJO (15) GF,PF,PJO,GJO,GI (6)
PF (5) GF,PJO (15) GF,PF,GJO (15) GF,PF,PJO,GI (6)
PJO (15) GF,GJO (15) GF,PF,GI (2) GF,PF,GJO,GI (6)
GJO (15) GF,GI (2) GF,PJO,GJO (15) GF,PJO,GJO,GI (6)
GI (2+3) PF,PJO (15) GF,PJO,GI (6) PF,PJO,GJO,GI (6)
PF,GJO (15) GF,GJO,GI (6)
PF,GI (2) PF,PJO,GJO (15)
PJO,GJO (15) PF,PJO,GI (6)
PJO,GI (6) PF,GJO,GI (6)
GJO,GI (6) PJO,GJO,GI (6)
45 96 86 39 6
Table 8.3 shows an example of the calculated minimum loss values indicating
loss in energy for selected third-party HTTP libraries in UC-GF and UC-PF. The
last column shows the ranking of third-party libraries based on the loss values of
both UC-GF and UC-PF. For example, within a single use case such as UC-GF,
based on minimum loss value AndroidAsync library will be recommended to the
REHAB user. For a combination of use-cases, for each third-party library we
add the minimum loss calculated for that library within each use-case, and rank
(1 = most energy-efficient, 5 = least energy-efficient) the third-party libraries.
The ranking is shown to REHAB user so that they can make an informed decision.
Table 8.3: Based on mean energy values the calculated minimum energy loss
values are shown for selected third-party HTTP libraries in UC-GF and UC-PF
UC
ID Library GF PF Ranking
vo Volley 15.57 43.53 5
re Retrofit 6.18 0 2
ok OkHttp 5.59 3.38 3
async AndroidAsync 0 1.5 1
async-h AsyncHttp 14.01 4.27 4
8.1.2. Component 2: Code Inspection
Code inspection module contains the whitelist of selected third-party HTTP
libraries, elements for detecting different types of HTTP requests and Ac-
tion_DetectTPL class. Static analysis is perfomed on the source by Ac-
tion_DetectTPL class upon user action (i.e., when user click ’REHAB - Detect
Third-party Libraries’ option form ’Tools’ menu in IDE). Code inspection mod-
ule detect third-party HTTP libraries and their call expression and methods in-
cluded in the project. Project refers to an Android Studio or IntelliJ Gradle based
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project. Whitelist in the code inspection module contains the base package name
and version number for all the select third-party HTTP libraries. Elements for
detecting different types of HTTP requests are referred in the following sections
as TypeRequestRules.
First, we collect all the libraries included in the project from Gradle file, that may
be added to dependencies of the corresponding projects modules. We match the
collected project-level libraries with all the selected third-party HTTP libraries in
the whitelist. If a match is found,it is displayed in the tool window. Second, for
each detected third-party HTTP library, we search for all the JAVA source files in
project that are dependent on that third-party library. We match import statements
in each source file with the base package of selected third-party HTTP libraries.
Base package name of a third-party library in import statements is enough to find
all the classes added in a source file from that library. Third, based on TypeR-
equestRules, we statically analyze the source files to detect methods definitions,
method calls, fields, and parameter for each library. Detected results are shown to
REHAB user in tool window.
8.1.3. Component 3: Rule Mapping Module
In rule mapping module the identified methods definitions, method calls and vari-
ables for each third-party library are saved as facts. These facts are then matched
against the knowledge base. If a match is found i.e., the third-party library name
and the corresponding HTTP request type are same in fact and in pre-defined rules,
then the corresponding recommendation for single use case and combination of
use cases is shown to REHAB user in the tool window.
8.2. REHAB Implementation
REHAB is implemented as an IntelliJ and Android Studio plugin. The imple-
mentation is done in JAVA. Within the knowledge base module, the RecLibAlter-
natives class reads the energy data from excel sheet and calculates the minimum
energy loss value for each library with each use case and rank the libraries for
combination of use cases. Within the code inspection module, Action_DetectTPL
class detect third-party HTTP libraries and their call expression and methods in-
cluded in the project. Action_DetectTPL class uses JavaRecursiveElementVisitor
to analyze all the source files included in the project for patterns. JavaRecur-
siveElementVisitor belongs to the build in PsiElementVisitor class, which can be
used to visit elements in PSI1 (program structure interface) tree in a programming
language.
1PSI is a root structure containing contents of a file as hierarchy. Static analysis could be per-
formed on the source code by accessing individual PSI elements. For more details on the topic of
PSI trees and files see https://plugins.jetbrains.com/docs/intellij/psi.html
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To detect and highlight the source code lines related to different types of HTTP
requests, we defined TypeRequestRules. Each TypeRequestRules consists of at-
tributes (see Table 8.4) to identify a particular type of HTTP request such as GET,
POST etc. Third-party libraries are used in source files via annotations, identifiers,
method calls, client Builders and response callbacks and serialization methods.
Not all attributes are required in every HTTP request.
We extract the PSI tree and elements (such as Psimethods, Psivariables,
PsiMethodCallExpression etc.) for each source file and match it against the Type-
RequestRules to detect and highlight the code relevant to HTTP requests. If a
TypeRequestRule is satisfied than the third-party library name and HTTP request
type within the TypeRequestRule is matched against the knowledge base and rec-
ommendation is shown to the REHAB user.
Table 8.4: Elements for detecting different types of HTTP requests
Elements Description
requestClass Method call or variable for request
e.g.com.loopj.android.http.RequestHandle
requestIdentifier Keyword to identify method call depending on the
library e.g. "GET", "POST" for volley.
typeAnnotations Annotations that must be present in an HTTP request
e.g. retrofit2.GET, retrofit2.POST etc.
notTypeAnnotations Annotations that must not be present in an HTTP re-
quest.
bodyClass The request body object that must be present such as
to differentiate between multipart body object from
simple body object.
notbodyClass The request body object that must not be present in
HTTP request.
clientBuilderClass Client builder class used in HTTP request e.g.
retrofit2.Retrofit
builderIdentifier Identifier to specify that client is created e.g. "build"
or "getInstance" etc.
builderAttributes List of strings that must be present in client builder
definition e.g. GsonConverterFactory
notbuilderAttributes List of strings that must not be present in client
builder definition e.g. JsonConverterFactory
serializerClass Serialization builder required for HTTP request e.g.
com.squareup.moshi.Moshi
notSerializerClass Serialization builder that must not be present in an
HTTP request e.g. com.squareup.moshi.Moshi
responseCallbackClass The Response Callback class e.g. retrofit2.Callback
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8.2.1. Usage Overview
REHAB can be installed as an Intellij or Android Studio plugin using the package
provided in our bitbucket repository 2. After installation, when a user opens a new
or existing project, they can see the REHAB tab on the right side of the IntelliJ
or Android Studio IDE. Figure 8.2 shows the tool window that will appear when
user click on the REHAB tab. In this figure we have assigned numbers to main
components in the tool window for easy reference. The REHAB user can hover
the mouse pointer on any of the tool window components to get a short descrip-
tion about them. As third-party libraries are not so frequently updated in source
code therefore to avoid unnecessary computational overhead we do not run RE-
HAB constantly in the background. Instead, to detect third-party HTTP libraries
included in the whitelist of REHAB and see the related recommendation, RE-
HAB user can click on ’REHAB - Detect Third-party Libraries’ from the ’Tools’
drop down menu in IntelliJ/Android Studio IDE. The first part of the tool window
(marked by number 1 in Figure 8.2) shows the detected third-party HTTP libraries
in the source code. For each of the detected third-party libraries the second part of
the tool window (marked by number 2 in Figure 8.2) shows related method def-
initions (if any). Similarly, for each of the detected third-party libraries the third
part of the tool window (marked by number 3 in Figure 8.2) shows related method
calls (if any). Clicking any of the identified method definitions/method call
• highlights the related source code and the name of the source file containing
the highlighted code is displayed in fifth part of the tool window (marked
by number 5 in Figure 8.2),
• the recommendation for alternative energy-efficient third-party Library that
can make similar HTTP request is also shown in the fifth part of the tool
window,
• a ranking of alternative energy-efficient third-party libraries for the detected
HTTP request(s) is shown in part sixth part of the tool window (marked by
number 6 in Figure 8.2).
Figure 8.3 shows an example of a recommendation made by REHAB. Based
on the provided information in the tool window, REHAB users can make an
informed decision on whether or not they would like to change the current
third-party HTTP library. The fourth part of the tool window (marked by number
4 in Figure 8.2) can used to export the results shown in REHAB tool window to a
CVS file in USER.HOME.
2REHAB is published for others to use at https://bitbucket.org/hinaanwar2003/rehab/src/master/
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Figure 8.2: REHAB tool window
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Figure 8.3: REHAB usage example
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8.3. Scope Extension of REHAB
In this section, we discuss if the recommendations shown by REHAB for partic-
ular version of selected third-party HTTP libraries could also be applied to other
versions of the same library. For this purpose, we conducted usage and change
analyses on Android apps. Each selected third-party HTTP library has many ver-
sions available in MVN-central library. The usage analysis quantifies the usage of
selected third-party libraries and all their versions in a set of real Android apps.
The change analysis quantifies what kind of changes are made in the between
consecutive versions.
Collecting Android APKs from online markets is a time consuming process, there-
fore, we choose Androzoo dataset3 which contains 15,730,282 APKs (as of june
2021) collected from different app stores. For each APK, Androzoo dataset con-
tains its SHA256, SHA1, md5, apk_size dex_size,pkg_name, market etc. App
APK could be downloaded from a remote server via a combination of SHA256
key and API key. From Androzoo dataset we filtered out APKs that belonged to
F-Droid4 and Google Playstore5. We selected F-Droid because it contains free
open source Android apps. We selected Google Playstore because it the official
online market for publishing Android apps. We further filtered the apps using
SHA256 key to ensure that for each app only the latest version of that app is in-
cluded. As manually downloading such a huge number of apps one by one is a
time consuming task, therefore we wrote python scripts to automate the process.
After filtering apps via SHA25 keys we had 3457 unique SHA256 keys for apps
from F-Droid repository, and 4388689 unique SHA256 keys for apps from Google
play store. We downloaded 3457 app APKs belonging to F-Droid and 5000 app
APKs belonging to google play.
For the usage and change analysis, we used LibScout6 (version 2.3.2), a static
analysis tool, to detect selected third-party libraries in Android apps APK. Lib-
Scout requires the original library SDKs (compiled .jar/.aar files) to extract library
profiles that can be used for detection on Android apps. LibScout can detect li-
brary versions and its APIs based on semantic versioning. For each app APK a
JSON report was made containing app name, package name, used libraries and
versions. Using python scripts we parsed the JSON files to CSV for further pro-
cessing in Excel.
For each third-party library, there are several versions available in the MVN-
central repository. Table 8.5 gives an overview of the number of versions available






per library. The type of change in versions of a library were detected using Lib-
Scout tool.
Table 8.5: Number of versions per library available in MVN-central repository
(as of January 2021).









Figure 8.4: Number of versions per change type per library
At the moment we have energy data for only one version per third-party library.
Therefore, we grouped the versions (see Table 8.6) based on the changes made
between two consecutive versions: major, minor, or a patch. Major version change
include incompatible API changes, minor version change include the addition in
functionality with backward-compatible and a patch version change includes bug
fixes with backward-compatible. We assume that in the case of minor and patch
level changes, the difference in consecutive versions are small and might not cause
a significant change in energy consumption. Therefore, to cover more library
versions via REHAB, we group such similar library versions based on the type
of change. The consecutive versions with minor changes and patches are kept in
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a single group until a major change occurs. Upon encountering a major change
between consecutive versions, we place the version with major change and its
subsequent versions with minor and patch changes in the next group, and so on.
From here onward, the groups containing the library versions for which we have
energy data are referred as target groups.
Table 8.6: Number of groups created per library in which versions were divided.









Out of 3457 apps belonging to F-Droid repository, selected third-party HTTP li-
braries were detected in 789 apps i.e. 21%. Out of 5000 apps belonging to Google
playstore, selected third-party HTTP libraries were detected in 2942 app i.e. 78%
(see Table 8.7). Out of 789 apps belonging to F-Droid repository, versions from
the target group were detected in 395 app i.e. 50%. Out of 2942 apps belonging
to Google playstore, versions from the target group were detected in 1636 app i.e.
55%. (see Annex D for detailed data on versions, groups, number of apps etc.).
Table 8.7: Number of apps in which selected third-party HTTP libraries were
detected (irrespective of the version).
ID Library Number of Google playstore apps Number of F-Droid apps TOTAL
vo Volley 101 16 117
re Retrofit 637 172 809
ok OkHttp 955 366 1321
async AndroidAsync 11 13 24
async-h AsyncHttp 48 8 56
gli Glide 461 109 570
pic Picasso 619 80 699
uil UIL 110 25 135
TOTAL 2942 789 3731
Tables 8.8 to 8.15 shows group of versions created per library along with number
of apps in which these groups were detected. The version highlight in the red are
the ones for which we measured energy data in chapter 5.
Third-party libraries have multiple versions and it is a time consuming task to
measure energy consumption of each version in every possible use-case. If library
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versions are released frequently then energy data also needs to be updated fre-
quently. As we grouped the similar versions together, therefore, we can say with
some confidence that the recommendation that REHAB made for the selected ver-
sion could be applied to the other versions that belong to the same group. One can
argue, that in minor and patch changes, even though the difference in code or func-
tionality is small but it could still cause significant changes in energy consump-
tion. However, these changes are done in backward compatible manner which
means that apps consuming the APIs from such versions could switch between
versions without changing their code. Minor and patch level changes in library
versions are usually quick fixes by the creators of third-party libraries until the
version with major change is released. In the versions with major changes APIs
are deleted, added or changed in a way that require developers to change their
app code. We suggest that the software practitioners could adopt a similar scheme
and group the versions together. Energy consumption could be measured first for
the version with major changes, with the assumption that the subsequent versions
with minor or patch level changes are not too different. Then if needed the energy
consumption for the version with minor and patch changes could be measured
respectively. Measuring energy consumption of third-party libraries is lengthy
process, our tool ARENA (presented in Chapter 7) could help the researchers to
speed up the energy measurement process without human errors.
Table 8.8: Group of versions created for Volley library along with number of
apps in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
1.0.0





Table 8.9: Group of versions created for Retrofit library along with number of
apps in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
2.0.0



























Table 8.10: Group of versions created for OkHttp library along with number of
apps in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
3.0.0


























































4.3.0 0 0% 6 2% 4 MAJOR4.3.1 PATCH
4.4.0














Table 8.11: Group of versions created for AndroidAsync library along with num-
ber of apps in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
1.0.0








1.0.9 0 0% 0 0% 2 MAJOR1.1.0 PATCH
1.1.1 0 0% 0 0% 3 MAJOR1.1.2 PATCH
1.1.3 0 0% 0 0% 4 MAJOR
1.1.4















1.2.5 0 0% 0 0% 8 MAJOR
1.2.6 0 0% 0 0% 9 MAJOR
1.2.8










































3.0.0 0 0% 0 0% 13 MAJOR3.0.8 PATCH
3.0.9 0 0% 0 0% 14 MAJOR3.1.0 PATCH
TOTAL 11 13
Table 8.12: Group of versions created for AsyncHttp library along with number
of apps in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
1.4.3 4 8% 1 13% 1 no change
1.4.4 12 25% 0 0% 2 MAJOR
1.4.5













Table 8.13: Group of versions created for Glide library along with number of apps
in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
3.3.0 0 0% 0 0% 1 no change
3.3.1 1 0% 0 0% 2 MAJOR
3.4.0 0 0% 0 0% 3 MAJOR
3.5.0











4.0.0 0 0% 0 0% 6 MAJOR
4.1.0 2 0% 0 0% 7 MAJOR4.1.1 PATCH
4.2.0 3 1% 0 0% 8 MAJOR
4.3.0 8 2% 0 0% 9 MAJOR4.3.1 MINOR
4.4.0 0 0% 0 0% 10 MAJOR
4.5.0




4.7.0 42 9% 2 2% 12 MAJOR4.7.1 PATCH
4.8.0 16 3% 8 7% 13 MAJOR
4.9.0 77 17% 11 10% 14 MAJOR
4.10.0 23 5% 30 28% 15 MAJOR4.11.0 MINOR
TOTAL 461 109
Table 8.14: Group of versions created for Picasso library along with number of
apps in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
1.0.0

































Table 8.15: Group of versions created for UIL (Universal Image Loader) library
along with number of apps in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
1.7.0 30 30% 0 0% 1 no change1.7.1 MINOR
1.8.0 1 1% 0 0% 2 MAJOR1.8.1 MINOR
1.8.2




1.8.5 12 12% 1 6% 4 MAJOR1.8.6 MINOR
1.9.0 2 2% 0 0% 5 MAJOR
1.9.1 11 11% 0 0% 6 MAJOR
1.9.2 1 1% 2 13% 7 MAJOR
1.9.3 10 10% 4 25% 8 MAJOR
1.9.4 32 32% 7 44% 9 MAJOR1.9.5 MINOR
TOTAL 101 16
8.4. REHAB Evaluation
We report the accuracy of REHAB when used on Android apps within Android
Studio IDE. The purpose of this evaluation was to check 1) if REHAB can cor-
rectly identify the use-cases and the related HTTP requests in the source code, 2)
if REHAB can correctly map the detected use cases to the pre-defined rules in the
knowledge base and show recommendations.
The correctness of recommendations made by REHAB is exclusively dependent
on the energy measurements used in the start to create the knowledge base. Once
we assume that the energy measurements are correct, the recommendation made
by REHAB is also considered correct. Currently, the knowledge base (cf. Sec-
tion 8.1.1) contains a finite set of pre-defined rules. REHAB lookup the use cases
and HTTP requests in the source code and match them to rules. A related recom-
mendation based on the energy measurements is shown to the user if a match is
found.
First, we evaluated REHAB on 45 custom app versions (we call it app-set 17).
For each of these app versions, we already knew the libraries included and request
types used. Therefore, it was easier to spot false positives or false negatives. Then
from the F-droid repository, we selected four open-source Android apps (we call
it app-set 2 8). The criteria for selecting apps was 1) one or more selected third-
party HTTP libraries were present in the app, 2) the size of the project should be
7The custom app versions used in the evaluation are available at
https://figshare.com/s/8e65154ab9821eba96af
8The open source apps used in evaluation are available at
https://figshare.com/s/5facc180f9cbd36ef114
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small (less than 2K), as we wanted to confirm the results afterwards manually, and
3) the source code of the app is available.
For app-set 1, REHAB correctly identified the selected third-party HTTP libraries
and HTTP requests in all 45 custom app versions. For each detected use case,
two types of recommendations were shown to the user 1) an alternative energy-
efficient third-party library for each use case, 2) ranking of alternative third-party
libraries for the individual and a combination of use cases. The recommendations
shown by REHAB for each app version were manually checked for correctness.
Table 8.16 shows the detected use cases, the number of detected HTTP requests,
detected libraries, false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), and the number of
recommendations shown.
For app-set 2, REHAB correctly identified selected third-party HTTP libraries and
related HTTP requests. Within each app, multiple use cases and HTTP requests
were detected. For each detected use case, two types of recommendations were
shown to the user 1) an alternative energy-efficient third-party library for each
use case, 2) ranking of alternative third-party libraries for the individual and a
combination of use cases. Table 8.17 shows the detected use cases, the number
of detected HTTP requests, detected libraries, false positives (FP), false negatives
(FN), and the number of recommendations shown. For the first app, ’Android-
Volley-Master’, four HTTP requests were detected. Out of four detected HTTP
requests, two were GET requests (UC-GF), and two were GET image requests
(UC-GI). For the second app, ’android-http-app-master’, one POST request was
detected. For the third app, ’Memesharing’, two request types were detected, i.e.
one GET request (UC-GF) to retrieve a file from a server and one GET request
(UC-GI) to download an image from the server. For the fourth app, ’Weatherapp’,
four HTTP requests were detected. Out of four detected HTTP requests, one was
GET requests (UC-GF), and three were GET image requests (UC-GI).
For app-set 1 and 2, REHAB correctly detected and highlighted the relevant code
in source code files. Figure 8.3 in Section 8.2.1 shows an example of the recom-
mendation shown by REHAB in the ’Memesharing’ app in app-set 2. If energy
measurement is correct, then the recommendation is correct. The ’Memesharing’
app used third-party HTTP libraries Volley and Glide for making GET requests
to extract images from the server. REHAB recommended the library UIL, which
has a better energy value. Two types of recommendations are shown to the user 1)
an alternative energy-efficient third-party library for each use case, 2) ranking of
alternative third-party libraries for the individual and a combination of use cases.
Table 8.16: REHAB evaluation results (app-set 1)
App version Use Case Detected Library # of HTTP requests FP FN # of recomm.
1 GF Volley 1 0 0 2
2 GF Retrofit 1 0 0 2
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38 GF OKHttp 1 0 0 2
4 GF AsyncHttp 1 0 0 2
5 GF AndroidAsync 1 0 0 2
6 PF Volley 1 0 0 2
7 PF Retrofit 1 0 0 2
8 PF OKHttp 1 0 0 2
9 PF AsyncHttp 1 0 0 2
10 PF AndroidAsync 1 0 0 2
11 PJO Volley, Gson 1 0 0 2
12 PJO Volley, Jackson 1 0 0 2
13 PJO Volley, Moshi 1 0 0 2
14 PJO Retrofit, Gson 1 0 0 2
15 PJO Retrofit, Jackson 1 0 0 2
16 PJO Retrofit, Moshi 1 0 0 2
17 PJO OKHttp, Gson 1 0 0 2
18 PJO OKHttp, Jackson 1 0 0 2
19 PJO OKHttp , Moshi 1 0 0 2
20 PJO AsyncHttp, Gson 1 0 0 2
21 PJO AsyncHttp, Jackson 1 0 0 2
22 PJO AsyncHttp, Moshi 1 0 0 2
23 PJO AndroidAsync, Gson 1 0 0 2
24 PJO AndroidAsync, Jackson 1 0 0 2
25 PJO AndroidAsync, Moshi 1 0 0 2
26 GI Volley 1 0 0 2
27 GI AsyncHttp 1 0 0 2
28 GI Glide 1 0 0 2
29 GI Picasso 1 0 0 2
30 GI UIL 1 0 0 2
31 GJO Volley, Gson 1 0 0 2
32 GJO Volley, Jackson 1 0 0 2
33 GJO Volley, Moshi 1 0 0 2
34 GJO Retrofit, Gson 1 0 0 2
35 GJO Retrofit, Jackson 1 0 0 2
36 GJO Retrofit, Moshi 1 0 0 2
37 GJO OKHttp, Gson 1 0 0 2
38 GJO OKHttp , Jackson 1 0 0 2
39 GJO OKHttp , Moshi 1 0 0 2
40 GJO AsyncHttp, Gson 1 0 0 2
41 GJO AsyncHttp, Jackson 1 0 0 2
42 GJO AsyncHttp, Moshi 1 0 0 2
43 GJO AndroidAsync, Gson 1 0 0 2
44 GJO AndroidAsync, Jackson 1 0 0 2
45 GJO AndroidAsync, Moshi 1 0 0 2
Table 8.17: REHAB evaluation results (app-set 2).
App Use Case Detected Library # of HTTP requests FP FN # of recomm.
Android-volley-Master GF, GI Volley, Picasso 4 0 0 5
android-http-app-master PF AsyncHttp 1 0 0 2
Memesharing GF, GI volley, Glide 2 0 0 5
Weatherapp GF, GI Retrofit, Picasso 4 0 0 5
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9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Sustainability in software engineering is a relatively new and fast growing field of
research. Green software engineering aims to produce sustainable software prod-
ucts with minimum negative impact on the environment. In order to make greener
software products, software practitioners need actionable timely information, to
make useful trade-offs between energy efficiency and other quality attributes, like
performance, during development. Software analytics could be used to provide
this support, as it combines information from different software artifacts and con-
verts it into useful information. In this thesis, we have evaluated alternative coding
patterns to save energy in mobile apps in two contexts: 1) custom app code written
by the developers; 2) library modules, i.e., reusable services added to the project.
In addition, we explore the state of the art support tools for energy efficient app de-
velopment and investigate their strengths and weaknesses. Based on this analysis,
we provide support tools that overcomes some of the limitations of the existing
tools.
9.1. Contributions and Findings
In this section we summarize our contributions and findings in the area of green
software engineering.
9.1.1. Code Smell Refactorings
In this thesis, we extend previous studies by investigating the energy impact of
refactoring five code smell types (first individually per type and then in permuta-
tions) of native Android open source apps. We also study the impact of using the
code smell refactorings on the execution time of native Android open source apps.
Our results indicate that the maximum energy reductions recorded are 10.8% and
10.5% for refactoring code smell ‘Duplicated code’ and ‘Type Checking’ respec-
tively. Specific permutations of code smell refactorings should be used with cau-
tion, as their energy consumption impact might differ strongly between the se-
lected Android apps. We observe neither significant increase nor decrease of the
execution time in selected Android apps.
9.1.2. Third-party Libraries
We investigate whether popular Android third-party HTTP libraries vary in en-
ergy consumption. In addition, we checked whether there is a correlation between
performance and energy consumption. To achieve this goal, we performed a con-
trolled experiment. We created 45 different versions of a custom app and ex-
plored the energy consumption and performance of eight popular Android third-
party HTTP libraries in five typical use cases. We found that there is a significant
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variance in energy consumption between the selected Android third-party HTTP
libraries. Based on our discussion, we hypothesize that the energy drivers are re-
lated to the internal structure of the Android third-party HTTP libraries, in partic-
ular with the handling of asynchronous tasks and the creation of multiple threads
in the background. This is something that should be investigated in follow-up
studies. We did not find any significant correlation between performance and en-
ergy consumption. Our results will help app developers make better choices when
selecting Android third-party HTTP libraries.
9.1.3. Tool Support for Developing Green Android Apps
We provide an overview of the state-of-the-art and highlight research opportuni-
ties with respect to support tools available for green Android development. Based
on our analysis we identified tools for detecting/refactoring code smells/energy
bugs, which were classified into three categories 1) ‘Profiler’, 2) ‘Detector’, 3)
‘Optimizer’. Additionally, we identified tools for detecting/migrating third-party
libraries in Android apps, which were classified into 1) Identifier, 2) Migrator, 3)
Controller categories. The main findings of this study are that most ‘Profiler’ tools
provide a graphical representation of energy consumption over time. Most “De-
tector” tools provide a list of energy bugs/code smells to be manually corrected by
a developer for the improvement of energy. Most “Optimizer” automatically con-
vert original APK/SC to a refactored version(s) of APK/SC. Tools in ‘Identifier’,
‘Migrator’ or ‘Controller’ categories do not provide supports to developers to op-
timize code w.r.t energy consumption. The most typical technique in “Detector”
and ‘Optimizer ‘category was static source code analysis using a predefined set
of code smells and rules. The most typical techniques in the ‘Identifier’ category
were module decoupling and feature similarity. While in ‘Migrator’ and ‘Con-
troller categories, API hooking and collaborative filtering in combination with
natural-language processing were used, respectively.
We present the support tool ARENA to help automate the energy measurement
process and to reduce the risks related to human errors during energy measure-
ment. Energy consumption of app could be measured via software or hardware-
based approaches. Compared to software-based approaches, hardware-based
approaches for collecting energy data are more accurate but difficult to apply.
ARENA connects with one of the most widely used physical measurement de-
vices (Monsoon Power Monitor) to capture energy data. ARENA provides an
interface that is consistent with the IntelliJ/Android Studio IDEs and enables de-
velopers and researchers to compare energy consumption between versions of the
apps. Further, ARENA helps in aggregating, statistically analyzing, reporting and
visualizing the energy data.
We also present a support tool REHAB for recommending energy-efficient third-
party libraries to the developers. For a particular task usually alternative third-
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party libraries are available that offer similar functionalities. If the third-party li-
brary included in the app is not energy efficient it might drain the mobiles’ battery.
REHAB helps Android developers by recommending energy efficient third-party
HTTP libraries during development. Additionally, we discuss how the scope of
REHAB can be widened by conducting usage and change analysis on 8457 An-
droid apps. The usage analysis quantifies the usage of selected third-party HTTP
libraries and all their versions in a set of real Android apps. The change analysis
quantifies how what kind of changes are made in the consecutive versions. Third-
party libraries have multiple versions and it is a time consuming task to measure
energy consumption of each version in every possible use-case. We suggest that
the software practitioners group the versions together. Energy consumption could
be measured first for the version with major changes, with the assumption that the
subsequent versions with minor or patch level changes are not too different. Then
if needed the energy consumption for the version with minor and patch changes
could be measured respectively.
9.2. Opportunities for Future Work
This work opens multiple opportunities for future work, which we outline below.
9.2.1. Contextual Data for Refactoring
From previous research (cf. Chapter 3) and the research conducted in this thesis
(contribution 1) it is clear that code smell refactorings can impact energy con-
sumption of apps. However, more context based data is needed in order to provide
actionable recommendations to developers. In future, one could perform similar
studies with wider scope to measure the impact of applying combinations and
permutations of code smell refactorings on different underlying platforms (such
as Java virtual machine vs Java runtime environment) and types (native vs hybrid)
of mobile apps. Similarly, one could also explore how many times a single refac-
toring could be applied before it starts to negatively impact energy consumption.
As manual detection and refactoring of code smells in apps is a human intensive
task, and usually hinders such experiment, support tools such as xAL (extended
Android Lint) [53] could be used. Similarly support tool such as ARENA could
be used to automate the energy measurement process.
9.2.2. Trade-off Analysis
A third-party library chosen for a scenario for one quality aspect could have a
positive or negative correlation with other quality aspects such as usability and
resource consumption. Trade-off analysis is needed to evaluate how alternative
third-party libraries for a scenario affect certain quality requirements and con-
straints. The benefits of such a trade-off analysis are; 1) helpful in better un-
derstanding the trade-off between the implementation choices regarding certain
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quality aspects, 2) helpful in documenting all the trade-off decisions for future
use. For example, third-party library ’A’ is energy efficient but difficult to imple-
ment and requires developers to write additional code or third-party library ’B’ is
more secure but not energy efficient. Trade-off analysis could help in choosing
which third-party library is better for a given task in a certain context.
9.2.3. Energy Data for Creating Software Based Energy Prediction
Models
Developers want software based models that could predict energy consumption
of app during development. To produce such models accurate energy data is re-
quired. There is lack of contextual energy data because it is costly in terms of
efforts to produce such data. Not only we need hardware devices for accurate en-
ergy measurements but also specialized tests need to be written for every app. On
top of that energy measurements could be taken at different level such as system,
method, source line of codes. Better tools are needed to automate energy mea-
surement process. Support tools such as ARENA could be improved to connect to
more hardware devices with option to select the granularity (system level, method
level etc.) of energy measurements.
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Appendix A. STATISTICS AND PAIRWISE
COMPARISON RESULTS FOR SELECTED
THIRD-PARTY HTTP LIBRARIES
Additional Material- Chapter 5
A.1. Statistics for Selected Third-party HTTP Libraries
In table A.1 quality ranking provided by ‘Awesome Android’ website is done by a
third party that measure the structural quality with focus on maintainability, Each
project is compared to other projects of equal size, language and ranking is given
based on the ratio of highly unmaintainable code to the total size of the project.
In Table A.2 the percentage of apps means that a particular library is present in
most of the apps while percentage of installs indicates the presence of library in
most installs on actual Android devices. These statistics are crowd sourced i.e. the
more popular the app the more coverage it has in terms of the libraries it is using.
For less popular apps the libraries might not be detected. But these statistics can
be considered relevant as large number of downloads are generated by relatively
small number of apps.
Table A.1: Statistics for selected libraries gathered from Awesome Android
website (Oct. 2019)
ID. Library Stars Watchers Forks Quality* Launched
vo Volley 2.5k 140 611 L4 2017
re Retrofit 33k 1.6k 6.3k L1 2010
ok OkHttp 34k 1.7k 7.6k L2 2012
async- h Androidasynchttp 10.5k 810 4.3k L4 2011
async Androidasync 6.4k 418 1.4k L3 2012
pic Picasso 17.1k 937 4k L2 2013
uil UIL 16.6k 1.4k 6.4k L3 2011
gli Glide 27.4k 1.1k 5k L5 2013
*Quality levels used on Awesome Android website (calculated by a third party, Luminous). L1=
initial stage of development, highly unmaintainable. L2= not initial stage but still require refactoring
to improve low quality. L3=medium structural quality. L4=good structural quality, maintenance
cost under control. L5= fine-tuned and optimized structural quality.
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Table A.2: Statistics for selected libraries gathered from the ‘AppBrain’ website.
(Oct. 2019)
ID. Library ‘AppBrain’ Statistics for
overall apps in the Google
Play Store
‘AppBrain’ Statistics for












Tags # of apps
using the lib




re Retrofit 11.87% 20.37% 55.60% 28.78% Network >97K
ok OkHttp 4.63% 6.86% 7.40% 8.16% Network >38K
async- h Androidasynchttp 2.70% 2.87% 4% 0.66% Network* >22k
async Androidasync 0.88% 0.48% 0.80% 0.18% Network >7K
pic Picasso 16.51% 16.80% 34% 20.44% Image
Loader
>135K
uil UIL 4.30% 3.28% 2.40% 0.78% Image
Loader
>35K
gli Glide 16.16% 29.25% 31% 27.75% Image
Loader
>132K
*only ‘network’ tag is assigned to the androidasynchttp library on ‘AppBrain’ website, however,
we identified that it also performs image loading tasks.
A.2. Features and Methods of Selected Third-party HTTP
Libraries
Besides basic HTTP methods like GET and POST the third-party HTTP libraries
also offer additional benefits like caching system, parallel request, support for
HTTP/2, etc. Some HTTP libraries are for specific tasks like image loading.
Table A.3: HTTP request methods





GET Only retrieve data and should have no
other effect
Optional Yes Yes Yes Yes
HEAD GET request, but without the response
body. This is useful for retrieving meta
, information written in response head-
ers, without having to transport the entire
content.
Optional No Yes Yes Yes
POST Requests that the server accept the entity
enclosed in the request as a new entry
Yes Yes No No Yes
PUT Already existing resource is modified Yes Yes No Yes No
DELETE Deletes the specified resource Optional Yes No Yes No
CONNECT Converts the request connection to a
transparent TCP/IP tunnel, usually to fa-
cilitate SSL , encrypted communication
(HTTPS) through an unencrypted HTTP
proxy
Optional Yes No No No
OPTIONS Returns the HTTP methods that the
server supports for the specified URL
Optional Yes Yes Yes No
TRACE Echoes the received request so that a
client can see what (if any) changes or
additions have been made by intermedi-
ate servers
No Yes Yes Yes No
PATCH Applies partial modifications to a re-
source
Yes Yes No No No
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Table A.4: Features in selected network third-party libraries
OkHttp Retrofit Volley Androidasynchttp Androidasync
Cancel requests – 3 3 – –
Async Requests 3 3 3 3 3
POST Request 3 3 3 3 3
Delete Request – 3 – – –
GET Request 3 3 3 3 3
Multiple Request – – 3 – –
Multipart uploads – 3 3 3 3
Connection pooling 3 – 3 3 –
Caching of responses – – 3 3 –
Retry policy 3 – 3 3 –
Load and transform images – – 3 3 –
JSON 3 3 3 3 3
SPDY, HTTP/2 support 3 3 – – –
Handle redirects 3 – – 3 –
Gzip response decoding 3 – – 3 –
Table A.5: Features in selected image loading third-party libraries
Picasso Universal image loader(UIL) Glide
Async 3 3 3
GET Request 3 3 3
Disk Caching 3 3 3
Load image 3 3 3
Video stills – – 3
Animated GIFs – – 3
Displaying image 3 3 3
Image cropping 3 3 3
A.3. Results of Pairwise Comparison for the Mean Ranks of
Energy by Library in Each Use-case
In the following tables observed differences > critical differences indicate signifi-
cance at the p < 0.05 level. Significantly different pairs of libraries are highlighted
in blue color.
Table A.6: Pairwise comparisons for the mean ranks of energy by library (UC-GF)
Comparison Observed Difference Critical Difference
re , ok 3.00 18.30
vo , async-h 4.00 18.30
ok , async 13.50 18.30
re , async-h 16.50 18.30
re , async 16.50 18.30
ok , async-h 19.50 18.30
vo , re 20.50 18.30
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vo , ok 23.50 18.30
async-h , async 33.00 18.30
vo , async 37.00 18.30
Table A.7: Pairwise comparisons for the mean ranks of energy by library (UC-
PF)
Comparison Observed Difference Critical Difference
ok , async-h 2.80 18.30
re , async 6.80 18.30
ok , async 8.20 18.30
async-h , async 11.00 18.30
re , ok 15.00 18.30
vo , async-h 17.10 18.30
re , async-h 17.80 18.30
vo , ok 19.90 18.30
Vo , async 28.10 18.30
vo , re 34.90 18.30
Table A.8: Pairwise comparisons for the mean ranks of energy by library (UC-
PJO)
Comparison Observed Difference Critical Difference
ok(M) , async(G) 1.80 66.98
async(G) , async(M) 2.00 66.98
re(M) , ok(G) 2.20 66.98
async-h(J) , async(J) 3.40 66.98
ok(J) , async-h(G) 3.50 66.98
async-h(G) , async-h(M) 3.60 66.98
ok(M) , async(M) 3.80 66.98
vo(M) , vo(J) 6.58 68.82
ok(J) , async-h(M) 7.10 66.98
vo(G) , vo(J) 8.22 68.82
ok(M) , async-h(M) 8.80 66.98
vo(G) , re(J) 9.44 68.82
re(J) , async-h(J) 9.66 68.82
async-h(M) , async(G) 10.60 66.98
ok(M) , async-h(G) 12.40 66.98
async-h(M) , async(M) 12.60 66.98
re(J) , async(J) 13.06 68.82
re(G) , re(M) 13.10 66.98
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async-h(G) , async(G) 14.20 66.98
vo(G) , vo(M) 14.80 66.98
re(G) , ok(G) 15.30 66.98
ok(M) , ok(J) 15.90 66.98
async-h(G) , async(M) 16.20 66.98
vo(J) , re(J) 17.67 70.60
ok(J) , async(G) 17.70 66.98
vo(G) , async-h(J) 19.10 66.98
ok(G) , async(M) 19.10 66.98
ok(J) , async(M) 19.70 66.98
ok(G) , async(G) 21.10 66.98
re(M) , async(M) 21.30 66.98
vo(G) , async(J) 22.50 66.98
ok(G) , ok(M) 22.90 66.98
re(M) , async(G) 23.30 66.98
vo(M) , re(J) 24.24 68.82
re(M) , ok(M) 25.10 66.98
ok(J) , async(J) 25.60 66.98
vo(J) , async-h(J) 27.32 68.82
ok(J) , async-h(J) 29.00 66.98
async-h(G) , async(J) 29.10 66.98
vo(J) , async(J) 30.72 68.82
ok(G) , async-h(M) 31.70 66.98
async-h(G) , async-h(J) 32.50 66.98
async-h(M) , async(J) 32.70 66.98
vo(M) , async-h(J) 33.90 66.98
re(M) , async-h(M) 33.90 66.98
re(G) , async(M) 34.40 66.98
ok(G) , async-h(G) 35.30 66.98
async-h(M) , async-h(J) 36.10 66.98
re(G) , async(G) 36.40 66.98
vo(M) , async(J) 37.30 66.98
re(M) , async-h(G) 37.50 66.98
re(G) , ok(M) 38.20 66.98
re(J) , ok(J) 38.66 68.82
ok(G) , ok(J) 38.80 66.98
re(M) , ok(J) 41.00 66.98
ok(M) , async(J) 41.50 66.98
re(J) , async-h(G) 42.16 68.82
async(G) , async(J) 43.30 66.98
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ok(M) , async-h(J) 44.90 66.98
async(M) , async(J) 45.30 66.98
re(J) , async-h(M) 45.76 68.82
async-h(J) , async(G) 46.70 66.98
re(G) , async-h(M) 47.00 66.98
vo(G) , ok(J) 48.10 66.98
async-h(J) , async(M) 48.70 66.98
re(G) , async-h(G) 50.60 66.98
vo(G) , async-h(G) 51.60 66.98
re(G) , ok(J) 54.10 66.98
re(J) , ok(M) 54.56 68.82
vo(G) , async-h(M) 55.20 66.98
vo(J) , ok(J) 56.32 68.82
re(J) , async(G) 56.36 68.82
re(J) , async(M) 58.36 68.82
vo(J) , async-h(G) 59.82 68.82
vo(M) , ok(J) 62.90 66.98
vo(J) , async-h(M) 63.42 68.82
vo(G) , ok(M) 64.00 66.98
ok(G) , async(J) 64.40 66.98
vo(G) , async(G) 65.80 66.98
vo(M) , async-h(G) 66.40 66.98
re(M) , async(J) 66.60 66.98
vo(G) , async(M) 67.80 66.98
ok(G) , async-h(J) 67.80 66.98
vo(M) , async-h(M) 70.00 66.98
re(M) , async-h(J) 70.00 66.98
vo(J) , ok(M) 72.22 68.82
vo(J) , async(G) 74.02 68.82
vo(J) , async(M) 76.02 68.82
re(J) , ok(G) 77.46 68.82
vo(M) , ok(M) 78.80 66.98
re(M) , re(J) 79.66 68.82
re(G) , async(J) 79.70 66.98
vo(M) , async(G) 80.60 66.98
vo(M) , async(M) 82.60 66.98
re(G) , async-h(J) 83.10 66.98
vo(G) , ok(G) 86.90 66.98
vo(G) , re(M) 89.10 66.98
re(G) , re(J) 92.76 68.82
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vo(J) , ok(G) 95.12 68.82
vo(J) , re(M) 97.32 68.82
vo(M) , ok(G) 101.70 66.98
vo(G) , re(G) 102.20 66.98
vo(M) , re(M) 103.90 66.98
vo(J) , re(G) 110.42 68.82
vo(M) , re(G) 117.00 66.98
Table A.9: Pairwise comparisons for the mean ranks of energy by library (UC-
GJO)
Comparison Observed Difference Critical Difference
async(M) , async-h(J) 0.50 67.43
re(G) , vo(G) 5.10 67.43
ok(M) , re(M) 5.70 67.43
vo(M) , re(M) 6.70 67.43
re(J) , ok(J) 7.10 67.43
async-h(G) , async-h(M) 9.48 65.88
async(G) , async(M) 9.63 69.28
re(J) , vo(J) 9.90 67.43
async(G) , async-h(J) 10.13 69.28
ok(G) , vo(J) 10.34 69.28
re(G) , ok(M) 11.10 67.43
ok(M) , vo(M) 12.40 67.43
vo(G) , ok(G) 12.46 69.28
async(G) , async(J) 13.17 69.28
async-h(G) , async-h(J) 16.02 65.88
vo(G) , ok(M) 16.20 67.43
async-h(G) , async(M) 16.52 65.88
re(G) , re(M) 16.80 67.43
vo(M) , async(J) 17.00 67.43
vo(J) , ok(J) 17.00 67.43
re(G) , ok(G) 17.56 69.28
ok(G) , re(J) 20.24 69.28
vo(G) , re(M) 21.90 67.43
vo(G) , vo(J) 22.80 67.43
async(M) , async(J) 22.80 67.43
async-h(J) , async(J) 23.30 67.43
re(G) , vo(M) 23.50 67.43
re(M) , async(J) 23.70 67.43
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async-h(M) , async-h(J) 25.50 67.43
async(M) , async-h(M) 26.00 67.43
async-h(G) , async(G) 26.15 67.77
ok(G) , ok(J) 27.34 69.28
re(G) , vo(J) 27.90 67.43
vo(G) , vo(M) 28.60 67.43
ok(G) , ok(M) 28.66 69.28
ok(M) , async(J) 29.40 67.43
async(G) , vo(M) 30.17 69.28
vo(G) , re(J) 32.70 67.43
ok(G) , re(M) 34.36 69.28
async(G) , async-h(M) 35.63 69.28
async(G) , re(M) 36.87 69.28
re(G) , re(J) 37.80 67.43
ok(M) , vo(J) 39.00 67.43
async-h(G) , async(J) 39.32 65.88
vo(G) , ok(J) 39.80 67.43
async(M) , vo(M) 39.80 67.43
vo(M) , async-h(J) 40.30 67.43
re(G) , async(J) 40.50 67.43
ok(G) , vo(M) 41.06 69.28
async(G) , ok(M) 42.57 69.28
re(M) , vo(J) 44.70 67.43
re(G) , ok(J) 44.90 67.43
vo(G) , async(J) 45.60 67.43
async(M) , re(M) 46.50 67.43
re(M) , async-h(J) 47.00 67.43
async-h(M) , async(J) 48.80 67.43
ok(M) , re(J) 48.90 67.43
vo(M) , vo(J) 51.40 67.43
async(M) , ok(M) 52.20 67.43
ok(M) , async-h(J) 52.70 67.43
re(G) , async(G) 53.67 69.28
re(M) , re(J) 54.60 67.43
ok(M) , ok(J) 56.00 67.43
async-h(G) , vo(M) 56.32 65.88
ok(G) , async(J) 58.06 69.28
vo(G) , async(G) 58.77 69.28
vo(M) , re(J) 61.30 67.43
re(M) , ok(J) 61.70 67.43
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async-h(G) , re(M) 63.02 65.88
re(G) , async(M) 63.30 67.43
re(G) , async-h(J) 63.80 67.43
async-h(M) , vo(M) 65.80 67.43
vo(G) , async(M) 68.40 67.43
vo(M) , ok(J) 68.40 67.43
vo(J) , async(J) 68.40 67.43
async-h(G) , ok(M) 68.72 65.88
vo(G) , async-h(J) 68.90 67.43
ok(G) , async(G) 71.22 71.08
async-h(M) , re(M) 72.50 67.43
async-h(M) , ok(M) 78.20 67.43
re(J) , async(J) 78.30 67.43
re(G) , async-h(G) 79.82 65.88
ok(G) , async(M) 80.86 69.28
ok(G) , async-h(J) 81.36 69.28
async(G) , vo(J) 81.57 69.28
vo(G) , async-h(G) 84.92 65.88
ok(J) , async(J) 85.40 67.43
re(G) , async-h(M) 89.30 67.43
async(M) , vo(J) 91.20 67.43
async(G) , re(J) 91.47 69.28
vo(J) , async-h(J) 91.70 67.43
vo(G) , async-h(M) 94.40 67.43
ok(G) , async-h(G) 97.37 67.77
async(G) , ok(J) 98.57 69.28
async(M) , re(J) 101.10 67.43
re(J) , async-h(J) 101.60 67.43
ok(G) , async-h(M) 106.86 69.28
async-h(G) , vo(J) 107.72 65.88
async(M) , ok(J) 108.20 67.43
ok(J) , async-h(J) 108.70 67.43
async-h(M) , vo(J) 117.20 67.43
async-h(G) , re(J) 117.62 65.88
async-h(G) , ok(J) 124.72 65.88
async-h(M) , re(J) 127.10 67.43
async-h(M) , ok(J) 134.20 67.43
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Table A.10: Pairwise comparisons for the mean ranks of energy by library (UC-
GI)
Comparison Observed Difference Critical Difference
pic , gli 2.10 18.30
vo , async-h 4.40 18.30
uil , pic 10.50 18.30
uil , gli 12.60 18.30
async-h , gli 17.90 18.30
async-h , pic 20.00 18.30
vo , gli 22.30 18.30
vo , pic 24.40 18.30
async-h , uil 30.50 18.30
vo , uil 34.90 18.30
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B.2. Android Energy Bugs Covered by Tools in the ‘Detector’
and ‘Optimizer’ Categories

































Wu et al. 3 P1
GreenDroid 3 3 P17
Kim et al. 3 P3
Statedroid 3 3 3 P5
PatBugs P8
SAAD 3 3 3 3 3 3 P9
Paprika 3 3 P7







EnergyPatch 3 3 3 3 P18
Nguyen et al. P21
Chimera 3 3 3 3 3 P22
ServDroid 3 3 P23
Leafactor 3 3 P24
1. The ‘RL’ (Resource Leak) energy bug is caused by energy leaks in re-
sources such as camera, multimedia, and memory, that are not released
when no longer needed.
2. The ‘WB’ (Wake-lock Bug) energy bug is caused by excessive energy con-
sumption because the device is kept in high power state for too long.
3. The ‘VBS’ (Vacuous Background Services) energy bug is caused by ser-
vices consuming resources in the background after the app exits.
4. The ‘IB’ (Immortality Bug) energy bug is caused by apps that re-spawn
after they have been closed.
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5. The TMV’ (Too Many Views) energy bug is caused by exceeding the de-
fault number of widgets in view hierarchy.
6. The TDL’ (Too Deep Layout) energy bug is caused by exceeding the default
nesting depth in view hierarchy.
7. The NCD’ (Not Using Compound Drawables) energy bug is caused by not
replacing multiple widgets.
8. The ‘UL’ (Useless Leaf) energy bug is caused by not removing a widget
that does not impact the interface.
9. The ‘UP’ (Useless Parent) energy bug is caused by not removing widget
which is not root view and has no background properties.
10. The ‘OLP’ (Obsolete Layout) Parameter energy bug is caused by XML
layout parameters that do not contribute to the layout functionality.
11. The ‘VHB’ (View Holder Bug) energy bug is caused by using getView() in
View Holder repeatedly instead of caching in a variable.
12. The ‘EMC’ (Excessive Method Calls) energy bug is caused by excessive
calls of a method whose implementation can be extracted to the caller class.
B.3. Android Code Smells Covered by Tools in ‘Detector’ and
‘Optimizer’ categories
1. The ‘DTWC’ (Data Transmission Without Compression) code smell is
caused due to a file sent over the network without compression.
2. The ‘DR’ (Debuggable Release) code smell which when the Debuggable
attribute is left set to true in an app.
3. The ‘DW’ (Durable Wake-lock) code smell arises when a wake-lock is ac-
quired but not released.
4. The ‘IDFP’ (Inefficient Data Format and Parser) code smell arises when
XML or JSON data is parsed with TreeParser instead of a more efficient
parser like StreamParser.
5. The ‘IDS’ (Inefficient Data Structure) code smell arises when a data struc-
ture like Hash Map of objects can be replaced by a Sparse array.
6. The ‘ISQLQ’ (Inefficient SQL Query) code smell arises when a SQL query
issued to retrieve data from a remote server instead of using a JSON based
query.
7. The ‘IGS’ (Internal Getter and Setter) code smell arises when getter and
setter methods are used to access fields of a class externally.
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8. The ‘LIC’ (Leaking Inner Class) code smell arises when an instance of an
outer class is held by a non-static inner class.
9. The ‘LT’ (Leaking Thread) code smell arises when a thread is never
stopped.
10. The ‘MIM’ (Member Ignoring Method) code smell arises when non static
methods are being used to access class properties.
11. The ‘NLMR’ (No Low Memory Resolver) code smell which arises when
the method onLowMemory() is not implemented by an activity to clear
cache.
12. The ‘PD’ (Public Data) code smell arises when data private to an app is
kept in a public data store that can be accessed by other apps.
13. The ‘RAM’ (Rigid Alarm Manager) code smell arises when Alarm Man-
ager is triggered frequently without bundling the updates.
14. The ‘SL’ (Slow Loop) code smell arises when a slow version of loop is
used which can be converted to a more efficient implementation. The ‘UC’
(Unclosed Closable) code smell arises when a resource is not closed after
its usage,
15. The ‘LC’ (Lifetime Containment) code smell arises when a listener is reg-
istered but not unregistered as the activity is destroyed.
16. The ‘LWS’ (Long Wait State) code smell arises when a listener is added
leading to a potentially long wait state for resources leading to app suspen-
sion.
17. The ‘UHA’ (Unsupported Hardware Acceleration) code smell arises when
methods are called without hardware acceleration hence they use CPU in-
stead of GPU.
18. The ‘BFU’ (Bitmap Format Usage) code smell arises when images are rep-
resented as Bitmaps which is memory intensive.
19. The ‘UIO’ (UI Overdraw) code smell arises due to overdrawing of UI com-
ponents.
20. The ‘IWR’ (Invalidate Without Rect) code smell arises when exact rect to
be redrawn is not mentioned in onDraw() method resulting in redrawing
everything.
21. The ‘HAT’ (Heavy AsyncTask) code smell arises when heavy resource in-
tensive operations are done inside the Async Task.
22. The ‘HSS’ (Heavy Service Start) code smell arises when heavy resource
intensive operations are done inside the Service on main thread.
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23. The ‘HBR’ (Heavy Broadcast Receiver) code smell arises when heavy re-
source intensive operations are done inside the Broadcast Receiver on main
thread. The ‘IOD’ (Init ONDraw) code smell arises when new objects are
created inside the onDraw() method which is called a large number of times.
24. The ‘ERB’ (Early Resource Binding) code smell arises when high energy
resources are initialized before they need to be used.
25. The ‘VHP’ (View Holder Pattern) code smell arises when lists are loaded
using the View Holder pattern that reused views.






























































Wu et al. P1 3 3 3
Kim et al. P3 3
Statedroid P5 3 3
PatBugs P8 3
SAAD P9
ADoctor P4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3





P10 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
AsyncDroid P11 3





Chimera P22 3 3 3 3
ServDroid P23 3
Leafactor P24 3 3 3
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Appendix C. INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING
ARENA
C.1. Installation Pre-requisites
1. The host system must have JAVA version 1.8 or above
2. Install Python 3.0 or above from here and add to the path of system envi-
ronment variables.
3. Install Monsoon Power Monitor, and it’s related Python libraries as per the
user manual of Monsoon Power Monitor.
4. Install R from here with version 3.4.3. or above. Path to ./bin, ./bin/R.exe,
and ./bin/Rscript.exe must be added to the path in System Environment
Variables.
5. Install Rtools from here. Path to ./usr/bin must be added to the Path of
System Environment Variables
6. Make sure no other instance of R is running.
7. The plugin will install the following R libraries automatically. However, in
case of any un foreseen errors ARENA user can also install them manually
using R : dplyr, ggpubr, RColorBrewer, ggplot, officer, flextable, propagate,
pgirmess, RVAideMemoire, pastecs.
8. The mobile device must be a rooted device.
9. If test APK is selected, make sure it has a TestClass that runs all the instru-
mented tests.
10. The app under test must have API version >= 19
C.2. Plugin Installation
1. Open IntelliJ Idea. Go to File > Settings > Plugin.
2. Click on the Settings icon and click Install Plugin From Disk
3. Choose the EnergyPlugin-1.0-SNAPSHOT.zip file (you
can download this file from the bitbucket reposiotry
https://bitbucket.org/hinaanwar2003/arena/src/master/)
4. Click on OK. Restart IDE to start using the plugin.
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Appendix D. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION AND
DETAILED DATA - REHAB
D.1. Plugin Installation
1. Open IntelliJ Idea. Go to File > Settings > Plugin.
2. Click on the Settings icon and click Install Plugin From Disk
3. Choose the Rehab-1.0-SNAPSHOT.zip file (you can
download this file from the bitbucket reposiotry
https://bitbucket.org/hinaanwar2003/rehab/src/master/ )
4. Click on OK. Restart IDE to start using the plugin.
D.2. Third-party Libraries and Version Used in Android Apps
The following tables show number of apps using versions of third-party serial-
ization/deserialization libraries in a sample of Android apps taken from Google
playstore and F-Droid repository in which selected third-party HTTP libraries are
detected. For each serialization/deserialization library, versions are divided into
groups based on type of change.
Table D.1: Group of versions created for Gson library along with number of apps
in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
1.1.0 0 0% 0 0% 1 no change
1.4.0 0 0% 1 0% 2 MAJOR
1.5.0 0 0% 0 0% 3 MAJOR
1.6.0 3 0% 1 0% 4 MAJOR
1.7.0




2.0.0 1 0% 1 0% 6 MAJOR
2.1.0


























Table D.2: Group of versions created for Jackson library along with number of
apps in which these groups were detected
Version # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
2.2.2


















































































2.12.0 0 0% 0 0% 5 MAJOR
TOTAL 77 148
Table D.3: Group of versions created for Moshi library along with number of
apps in which these groups were detected
Versions # of Google playstore apps % # of F-Droid apps % Group Type of Change
0.9.0 0 0% 0 0% 1 no change
1.0.0






1.4.0 0 0% 2 5% 3 MAJOR
1.5.0 0 0% 1 3% 4 MAJOR
1.6.0
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Praegusel üldlevinud tehnoloogia kasutamise ajastul kasutatakse laialdaselt selli-
seid seadmeid nagu nutitelefone, tahvelarvuteid ja sülearvuteid. Kuna kõik need
seadmed töötavad akudega, on energiatõhususe küsimus muutunud üheks oluli-
seks parameetriks, mille põhjal kasutajad seadmeid valivad. Energiatõhususe ees-
märk on vähendada toodete ja teenuste pakkumisel vajaliku energia hulka. Digi-
taalsse seadme energiatõhususest on saanud osa selle üldisest tajutavast kvalitee-
dist.
Empiirilised uuringud on näidanud, et mobiilirakendused, mis akut säästavad,
saavad kasutajatelt tavaliselt häid hinnanguid. Mobiilirakenduste energiasäästli-
kumaks muutmiseks on avaldatud palju uuringuid, mis tutvustavad koodi refak-
toreerimise juhiseid ja tööriistu. Neid juhiseid ei saa aga energiatõhususe suhtes
üldistada, sest iga konteksti jaoks pole piisavalt energiaga seotud andmeid. Ole-
masolevad energiatõhususe tööriistad ja profiilid on enamasti prototüübid, mida
saab kasutada ainult väikese energiaga seotud probleemide alamhulga jaoks. Li-
saks keskenduvad olemasolevad juhised ja tööriistad energiaprobleemide lahen-
damisele textit tagantjärele, st kui need on juba koodi sisse viidud.
Androidi rakenduse koodi võib laias laastus jagada kaheks osaks: kirjutatud kood
ja korduvkasutatav kood. Kirjutatud kood on iga rakenduse jaoks ainulaadne. Kor-
duvkasutatav kood sisaldab kolmandate osapoolte teeke, mis on lisatud rakendus-
tesse arendusprotsessi kiirendamiseks. Võrreldes arvuti- või veebirakendustega
sisaldavad Android-rakendused mitut komponenti, millel on kasutaja juhitud töö-
vood. Tüüpiline Androidi rakendus koosneb tegevustest, fragmentidest, teenus-
test, sisupakkujatest ja ülekannete vastuvõtjatest. Arhitektuuri erinevuse tõttu ei
ole traditsiooniliste Java-põhiste rakenduste arendamisel kasutatavad tugivahen-
did Androidi rakenduste arendamisel ja hooldamisel nii kasulikud.
Alustuseks hindame erinevate Androidi rakenduste koodilõhnade refaktoreerimis-
te energiatarbimist. Uurisime viie Androidi koodilõhna tüübi refaktoreerimise
energiamõju (kõigepealt individuaalselt tüübi ja seejärel permutatsioonide alusel)
avatud lähtekoodiga Androidi omarakendustes. Uurisime ka koodilõhnade refak-
toreerimise mõju Androidi avatud lähtekoodiga omarakenduste täitmisajale. See-
järel viime läbi empiirilise uuringu Androidi rakendustes kasutatavate kolmandate
osapoolte teekide energiamõju kohta. Kolmandate osapoolte teegid valitakse ka-
sutusstatistika ja populaarsete kolmandate osapoolte turgude ja kataloogide pare-
musjärjestuse alusel. Tuvastasime nende teekide tüüpilised kasutusjuhud Google
Play poe kõige enam allalaaditud rakendustes. Valitud kolmandate osapoolte tee-
ke on võimalik iga kasutusjuhu puhul kasutada üksteise alternatiividena. Meie
tulemused näitavad, et kolmandate osapoolte võrguteekide energiatarbimine eri-
neb oluliselt. Arutame tulemusi ja pakume üldisi kontekstipõhiseid juhiseid, mida
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saaks kasutada rakenduste väljatöötamisel. Energiatarbimise mõõtmiseks kasuta-
me riistvarapõhiseid energiamõõtmisi, kuna need on täpsemad. Energiaandmete
statistilise analüüsiga hinnatakse kasutatud energia dispersiooni, mõju suurust ja
protsentuaalset muutust.
Lisaks teeme süstemaatilise kirjanduse ülevaate, et teha kindlaks ja uurida prae-
guseid kaasaegseid tugivahendeid, mis on saadaval Androidi roheliseks arenda-
miseks. Teeme kokkuvõtte nende tööriistade ulatusest ja piirangutest ning tõstame
esile lüngad uuringutes. Selle uuringu ja varem läbi viidud katsete põhjal toome
esile riistvarapõhiste energiamõõtmiste jäädvustamise ja taasesitamise problee-
mid. Riistvarapõhise energia mõõtmise protsess on pikk ja järsu õppimiskõvera-
ga. Seetõttu töötame Android Studio IDE jaoks välja abivahendi textbf ARE-
NA (Analysing eneRgy Efficiency in aNdroid Apps, mis võiks aidata koguda
energiaandmeid ja analüüsida Androidi rakenduste energiatarbimist. See tööriist
ühendab kõik tegevused, mis on vajalikud Androidi rakenduste energiatarbimise
mõõtmiseks, statistiliseks analüüsimiseks ja aruandluseks (sh tulemuste tõlgen-
damine ja visualiseerimine graafikute kujul). ARENA on avatud lähtekoodiga ja
selle rakendus on saadaval aadressil https://bitbucket.org/hinaanwar2003/arena
Lõpuks töötame Android Studio IDE jaoks välja abivahendi textbf REHAB
(Recommending Energy-efficient tHird-pArty liBraries- energiatõhusate kolman-
date osapoolete teekide soovitamine), et soovitada arendajatele energiatõhu-
said kolmandate osapoolete võrguteeke. Samuti arutleme selle üle, kuidas RE-
HABi ulatust saab laiendada, viies läbi 8457 Androidi rakenduse kasutamise
ja muudatuste analüüsi. Kasutusanalüüs kvantifitseerib valitud kolmandate osa-
poolte HTTP-teekide ja kõigi nende versioonide kasutamise reaalsetes Android-
rakendustes. Muudatuste analüüs kvantifitseerib, milliseid muudatusi järjestikus-
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